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ABSTRACT
THE APPLICATION OF THE THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED
TECHNIQUES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION THEORY AND PRACTICE:
A CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH
FEBRUARY 2002
JUANA AMELIA MENDOZA CLAUDIO,

B.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

M.Ed.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor Ernest Washington

This study explored the application of theatre as an
educational tool with bilingual children using theatre
techniques based on the work of the theatre theorist Augusto
Boal.

This documentation is important because there are few

studies demonstrating how children are affected by drama.
Boal developed theatre as a tool for social/political change
to transform educational monologue into a dialogue.

The

objective of this exploratory study was to applied the
Theatre of the Oppressed techniques in a Bilingual
elementary setting.
No hypothesis was tested and the study was exploratory
and descriptive by nature.

The following tasks was

accomplished:
(1)

Assessment of the use of the Theatre of the

Oppressed techniques with Bilingual children.
(2)

Observation made during the implementation of these

theatre techniques.
Eighteen children were chosen to participate in the
study.

The research revealed that Theatre of the Oppressed

VI1

games and exercises can be use with bilingual children to
create a sense of self,
community,

sense of the other,

sense of

communication and to empower them.

previous themes evolved in the study.

■

■

•

vm

All the

PREFACE

My professional career has been interwoven with
educational theatre for the past twenty years.
not a theatre or drama expert,
always

Although I am

my educational experience has

included the use of theatre.

My first experience was

working in a low-income community in Old San Juan,
Rico.

Puerto

While working as a preschool teacher in a program

similar to Head Start called "Escuelas Maternales,"
(Maternal Schools),
Aprendemos,

I developed a curriculum,

Through Playing We Learn.

Jugando

This integrated

curriculum for preschool children used role playing,
and games as a way of achieving "aprestar"
preschool children.

songs

(readiness)

for

I discovered that through theatre games

children can develop social and creative skills.

Theatre

was also one of my main tools for reaching parents and
including them as part of this venture.
Later,

as director of a community center,

I widened my

educational experience when I introduced the use of popular
theatre into community development.
groups and individuals such as

Working with different

"Division de Educacion A La

Comunidad,

Departamento de Educacion"

Education,

Education Department),

puppetry theatre company,

America",

Luis Amaro,

and Pedro

creator in 1964 in New York of the

(Division of Community

(Pedrito)

director of a
Santaliz,

"Teatro Pobre de

I incorporated theatre into community outreach.

Using art activities and theatre presentations I created
activities

involving educational and political issues.

IX

In the United States

I came across Augusto Boal's

techniques and ideas and incorporated them into my work in
various settings over the past five years.
using these techniques

Learning and

in different community settings gave

me the opportunity to demonstrate how these techniques are

used in a school curriculum.
I also worked with adolescents in a health education
program under the guidance of two of Augusto Boal's
students.

These two students studied theatre and learned

the techniques at the Brecht Forum's New York Marxist School
with Augusto Boal.

The effectiveness of this theory was so

evident that I immediately became an active participant in
the Theatre of the Oppressed.

Because of my previous

experiences in education and theatre I was able to animate
Boal's techniques.

I decided to apply the Theatre of the

Oppressed techniques to my academic work at the University
of Massachusetts.

For example,

my work with single mothers,

I applied Boal's approach in

low-income and first-generation

college students and children in various after school
programs in elementary education.

I also assisted and

advised the New World Theatre Program at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst in their outreach to the Latino
community.

I also worked with Dr.

Harley Erdman,

Associate

Professor in the Theater Department at the University of
Massachusetts

in Amherst.

He and I made presentations at
%

conferences on outreach and Theatre of the Oppressed
techniques.

x

My work as a preschool teacher,
consultant,

director,

and

and my re-encounter with theatre through the use

of the Theatre of the Oppressed techniques opened the door
for this study.

This study used qualitative methods to study

the Theatre of the Oppressed techniques in an elementary
transitional bilingual program in Massachusetts.
Implementing and evaluating these techniques in a classroom
environment was the main purpose of this study.
My love for education and theatre is beyond description
for me.

I close this section with the poem that I used with

my preschool children fourteen years ago:
El Teatro Azul
Gladys Pagan de Soto
Me gusta mirar el cielo
porque es un gran teatro
donde nubes actuan
en los dramas mas variados.
Yo gozo mirando al cielo
cuando estoy desocupado
porque en la silueta azul
las nubes hacen teatro.

xi

(1986)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND FOCUS OF THE STUDY
Introduction

The use of creative drama is not mandatory in state
school systems with the exception of Texas and North
Carolina.

Macmillan

(1992)

acknowledges that

"attempts to

provide theoretical or developmental frameworks for
[theater]

techniques are minimal,

and it is important to

conduct empirical research to determine their effects on
children."

At the national level,

the Department of

Education supports the National Arts and Education
Information Network
artists,

(ARTSEDGE)

in its mission to help

teachers and students gain access to and share

information to integrate the arts into the K-12 curriculum,
(http://www.utexas.edu/cofa/theater/whatisoutreach/outsideli
nks.html)
Many school systems are confronting the issue of how to
improve their curriculum in light of the fact that effective
learning is dependent upon communication between teachers
and students.

The focus of this study is the effectiveness

of drama with school age children of non-English-speaking
background.

Most of the time neither teacher nor peers

speak the language of the bilingual child,

which results in

a limited learning environment and experience for them.
example,

For

the Massachusetts Department of Education recently

developed a curriculum for the arts under the provision of

1

the Education Reform Act of 1993.
incorporated dance,
state level,

music,

This curriculum

theater and visual arts.

At the

policy makers understand the importance of the

arts in helping learners to make meaning of their
experiences,

develop creativity and contribute to society

(http://www.doe.mass.edu.)
acting,

improvisation,

directing,

management,

The theater curriculum includes

storytelling,

mime,

playmaking,

as well as design and technical

theater that includes puppetry,

film and video.

However,

the authors of this report acknowledge that at the end of
the twentieth century the arts in some Massachusetts schools
remain virtually absent from the curriculum.
In this dissertation I
Western Massachusetts,
of the curriculum,
children.

theater was not incorporated as part

especially with elementary bilingual

In Massachusetts,

Education program

found that at the local level in

(TBE)

the Transitional Bilingual

was established in the 1970s with

the goal of mainstreaming bilingual students within three
years to monolingual classes
Bilingual Education,

1978.)

(Bureau of Transitional
As a result,

a bilingual

student is often the only non-English speaker in his/her
classroom.

This affects the bilingual students'•

social/cultural environment,

social adjustment and identity

during a critical time of knowledge and language
acquisition.

Today,

after many years of the TBE program in
%

Massachusetts,

there are questions about whether it meets

the needs of bilingual students,

2

and more importantly,

if it

acknowledges the bilingual students'

experiences.

One of the

continuing faults of the TBE program is its lack of
uniformity

(Cummins,

1981.)

There are some local efforts directed towards working
with youth in community and school settings.
efforts are using the performing arts.

These outreach

The Theater

Department at the University of Massachusetts
using the performing arts

in Amherst is

in a unique collaborative

relationship with communities such as Holyoke and
Springfield,

Massachusetts.

Theater in higher education encourages students to
understand the history,

theory and practice of theater and

performance through experiential research.

An illustration

of such an effort is the Outreach Theater course

(497)

developed by Professor Harley Erdman at the University of
Massachusetts.

The goal of this course is to help students

learn the various uses of popular theater.

The course

introduces students to various theater techniques,
exercises.
techniques

games and

The students have an opportunity to use these
in projects in informal and formal settings.

of these projects

is working with secondary school students

in collaboration with the Springfield School system.
other effort,

One

The

in collaboration with the New World Theater,

is working with Latino youth to explore issues pertaining to
their community.
%
*

I decided to explore in depth the use of popular
theater,

specifically TO techniques and their application.

3

in the bilingual elementary school setting.
importantly,

Most

this study promotes Augusto Boal's work,

including his theater games and exercises.
This

introductory chapter includes a brief discussion

of empirical research related to Theater of the Oppressed
techniques and how they can foster identity in a group of
elementary bilingual school children.

It presents the

statement of the problem and purpose,

which guides the

investigation.
of the study,

The rest of the chapter presents
definitions of the terminology,

limitations

as well as the

organization of the remaining chapters.
Statement of the Problem
The uniqueness of each child's experiences is becoming
more important in research.
brings to school,

Experiences,

which each child

must be recognized and valued.

It is

especially important that the experiences of the bilingual
child are brought into the classroom,

and that instructional

programs support the needs of bilingual children.

This

study focused on the effectiveness of TO techniques in
bringing the experiences of the bilingual children into the
classroom while eliminating a sense of isolation.
This study documents the use of theater as an
educational tool,

with bilingual children using theater

techniques based on the work of theater theorist Augusto
Boal.

At the present time there is no documented use of TO

techniques with bilingual elementary school children.
it is important to observe in what ways

4

(if any)

these

Thus,

techniques
school

foster cultural

children.

theoretical
techniques
bilingual
create a
use of

identity in a group of bilingual

Furthermore,

framework of

this

the Theatre of

in an experiential
elementary school

techniques

the Oppressed

(TO)

research project with

children to empower

liberatory discourse.

the

study used the

Sinos

of Theatre of

(1987)

them to

describes

the

the Oppressed:

"To empower is to enable those who are silenced to
speak.
It is to enable the self-affirming expression
of experiences mediated by one's history, language and
tradition.
A pedagogy that empowers, enables students
to draw upon their culture as a basis for engaging in
the development of new skills."
(p.10)

In agreement with this
documented the use of
analysis

of

Augusto Boal
tool

theater as

the Theatre of
showed how it

for social/political

into a dialogue."
bilingual

acknowledge

identity.

is possible

(TO)

to use

change and to

tool.

An

techniques

of

theater as

a

"transform monologue

the TO techniques with

The role of

also assessed.

the uniqueness

his/her cultural

study helped to

of

each bilingual

experiences.

The bilingual

background and this background has
approach is

child and
child builds

socio/cultural
a place

in school.

also supported by the work of

theorist/educator Paulo Freire.
(1970),

teacher participation

This

his/her reality grounded in his/her

Oppressed

research

an educational

the Oppressed

The use of

effort was

This

this

students positively influenced their

socio/cultural
in this

statement,

In his

Pedagogy of

the

Freire conceived a liberatory education

5

for adults.

His methodology for

literacy later evolved into

an approach to popular education.
popular education as
(1993)

the people."

we have

to also keep

Freire's

and Boal's

countries

When we

Both Freire,

theater as

for non-formal

education as a

to

take

their works

and Boal,

tool

for

are part of

the experience of

"theater by the people

ideas were developed in several

education,

Both authors

with his

into account

education,
social

were

the Latin American reaction to
oppression.

context

in education and theater.

exile

1973,

work combining
education

and Fortier

he could use
educational

important

setting.

role

According

an educational

Evans

to Vasengier

with this work Boal proved that

(1995)

tool

in a nonformal

argued that

"in the

education the expressive arts play an

in enhancing self-esteem,

community organizing,
promoting social

in

literacy program in adult

of Freire.

(1997),

theater as

realm of non-formal

While

"Operacion Alfabetizacion Integral" was

inspired by the methods
(1996)

situate

Boal developed an experimental

theater with a

in Peru.

to

We

Freire and Boal proposed

liberatory practices
in

interested

change.

the historical

and thinking.

literacy

with his use of

colonization and political

from Brazil

and Carlson

think about popular education

approach to adult

in adult

is

defined

in mind Boal's popular theater work.

of Latin America.

a tool

(1988)

education for the people,

stated that popular theater

and for

have

Torres

developing critical

change."

group building,
thinking and

Combining Boal's democratic

6

dialogical

theater and Freire's

theory led me

to

the use of

educational

theater

liberatory

in bilingual

elementary

education with the active participation of children.
approach breaks new ground in that
Boal

and Freire and applies

of bilingual

children.

documented use of

framework to

the present

time

the work of
the education

there

the TO with young children.

a way to help bilingual
individual

At

that

it combines

is no

This

study is

children to acquire a voice

and collective,

identity and their

This

and that

sense of

strengthens

that

is

their ethnic

community.

Through active participation children construct
learning through the dramatic process.

Behind this

the view that

of

can

"open"

children

theater consists of acts

dialogue between bilingual

(peers)

and their

dialogue but also

to

make use of Boal's
emphasizes not
participants

This

important

communication that

elementary school
Emphasis

is given to

through which children

games and exercises.

can analyze,

feelings

discuss

the physical

only performance,

group solutions.
inner

teacher.

idea is

but also

discuss

This

approach

language,

situations,

where

and explore

The TO techniques help them to

express

through the body and to create dialogue.
tool

and explore

formulate knowledge,

can help participants
ideas

to analyze,

in a group and help them to

which generates

further dialogue.

(http://www.au.spunk.org.)
Boal

(1998)

stated that:

inside a theatrical building,

"Theater cannot be
the

7

language of

imprisoned

theater and

its form of expression cannot be the private property of
actors."

Applying this idea to education,

learning cannot

be imprisoned within the walls of a school,

and the language

of education cannot be the private property of the school
system.

The student should be part of the language or

dialogue in education.
In the TO methodology the spectator is part of the
action,

and in its educational application the student is

part of the action as well.

In this study the TO

methodology was a tool for educational reform.

This

theatrical experience gave the bilingual child/student an
interdisciplinary setting with enriched activities,

and it

also provided the teacher with an optional method of
classroom instruction.

This theatrical methodology also

provided a "learning space" that was safe and nurturing for
the bilingual child.
TO techniques,

in particular the image games/exercises,

develop and encourage communication between spect-actors and
participants.

They help the child learn to express his/her

emotions with his/her body.

It is a way to express feelings

through a new medium of communication.
This study used the stages described in Boal'-s book,
Games for Actors And Non-Actors

(1992).

He outlined the

following three stages of development:
Stage One: Knowing the Body - These exercises emphasize
using the human body.

In this first stage,

the children

learn to de-mechanize the use of their bodies with

8

exercises.

These exercises help the student gain a better

knowledge of the body and awareness of its uses.
examples of these general exercises are:
Circle,

Pushing Against Each Other,

Stage Two:

The Cross and The

and Slow Motion.

Making the Body Expressive - The children use

games with the human body to express ideas.
ercises"

Some

Through "games-

children learn to be aware of their bodies.

Games-

ercises are also a vehicle for building teams and a sense of
community among children.
are:

Name and Movement,

Stage Three:

Examples of these

and Balloon Extension of the Body.

Theater as a Language - During this stage the

children intervene directly,
their bodies.
Sequences,

"games-ercises"

speaking through images made by

Examples of image games are the Mirror

and the Handshake Exercise.

In the third stage the child,
image games and sculptures,
communication.

after exploring with the

uses his/her body as a way of

The human body is one of the most important

aspects of communication in the TO approach.
his/her body as a monologue that transforms

The child uses
into a dialogue.

Controlling and knowing the body is very important and
through this method the child is part of the action and
creates his/her voice.
Along with these stages we used the games-excises based
on the categories in Games
1992).

for Actors and Non-Actors

(Boal,

The goal of this study was to develop in the

bilingual child the ability to express him or herself using
Boal's stages and categories as
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foundations in the child's

development.

These five categories allow students to

experience the body's capacity for "awakening"
feel,

to touch,

to listen,

to hear,

and to see.

the senses to
The five

categories are as follows:
1.

Feeling what we touch

2.

Listening to what we hear

3.

Dynamizing several senses

4.

Seeing what we look at

5.

Image games/sculptors
This study was guided by the above categories and led

us to a final product,
games/exercises.
performance,

a performance,

The children,

prior to the final

decided democratically what issues were

important in their home,
educational environment.
games,

using the TO

their community,

and/or their

Through the application of image

the children determined the solution(s)

problems they presented.

to the

These solutions were demonstrated

in the concluding performance.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to apply TO
techniques in an elementary school with children who were
part of a Transitional Bilingual Program.
are applicable to all children.

However,

These techniques
the purpose of

this research was to use TO as a "constructivist method"

of

instruction and to analyze the implications of using the TO
%
%

techniques with bilingual education.
Joseph,

(1983)

it is

According to Diaz and

important that children be actively
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involved in their learning.

The child's learning should be

a two-way process in which both teacher and child
participate.

The Massachusetts Department of Education

recognizes the need for local districts to design and
implement effective programs and practices to support the
education of the limited-English proficient students.
(Antonucci,

1997)

This study also showed how this theater methodology can
be used by the teacher as a tool

in any classroom.

TO can

be an excellent resource to help teachers link theater and
the basic skills of language arts.

This approach also helps

students with their social development by facilitating
communication with other students and teachers.
The following research questions guided the direction
of the study:
1.

Do TO techniques help students in elementary bilingual

education programs to understand the body and its capacity
for communication?
2.

Do TO techniques help develop cultural

identity in

bilingual children?
3.

Do TO techniques provide students of bilingual education

with a sense of the other?
4.

Do TO techniques improve a sense of community?

5.

Do TO techniques help children of bilingual education

improve communication with other children in class?
%
%

6.

Do TO techniques provide the bilingual children with a

sense of empowerment?
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7.

Can the TO methodology be used in a bilingual classroom?
The answers to these questions were found by the

application of TO techniques in a bilingual classroom.

This

study is important because it documents a means to
facilitate educational change.
As educators we can see that educational theater can be
a powerful tool that can be used by students,

teachers and

communities to achieve fulfilling educational experiences
(Wright,

1984) .

Education

(1997),

Richard W.

Riley,

former Secretary of

stated that the arts

[theater]

help

students open doors to a brighter and more fulfilling
tomorrow.
Significance of the Study
This research study contributed to education through
the documentation of TO techniques.
techniques within the

"space"

Applying these theater

of a school system helped to

transform an educational monologue into a
Furthermore,
spectator

these techniques transformed the passive

(bilingual elementary school student)

active participant.
techniques in "light"
process

"dialogue."

into an

This research study examined TO
of the school's reality.

This dynamic

is discussed thoroughly in the methodology section.

Boal defines this educational approach as requiring spectactors who are part of the action.

In a critical manner

this research study showed that TO techniques can give
%

"voice"

to the student through a democratic process and can

empower the bilingual child to be heard.
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Furthermore this

research was helpful to the teachers and assisted them in
improving their curriculum.

This interdisciplinary approach

also improved communication between student and teacher.
Finally,

this approach helped the teacher and students to

build activities that involved the children's experiences.
Assumptions of the Study
Assumptions of this research include the following:
1.

The TO methodology strengthens the skills that children

bring to their school.
2.

Some of the main skills developed through this work are

the following:

First,

TO techniques help the child to

understand her/his body and its capacity for expression of
their feelings,
Second,

including the ability to act independently.

TO techniques develop children's capacity for

communicating ideas and feelings using their bodies as
images and transforming this communication into a dialogue
with their peers and teachers.
the ability to trust,
3.

Third,

TO techniques improve

respect and work within a group.

The application of this democratic methodology helps

students to develop a mechanism of active participation that
produces a sense of community.
4.

These TO techniques help students to unfold their

cultural

identity through these empowering and enriching

experiences and techniques.

The TO techniques can also

acknowledge the cultural experiences that children bring to
%
%

the classroom.
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5.

In addition,

through TO techniques,

the teacher and

children construct a "space" or environment in the process
of creating their learning.

Theater is a form of universal

communication that breaks linguistic and cultural barriers.
6. This methodology leads us to think about the use of
theater as an empowering mechanism for the bilingual
child/student and for educators.
7. Finally,

TO provides a democratic process that the

bilingual child/student,

and that the teacher can use in a

constructivist dialogue.
Limitations of the Study
This research project was limited in scope because it
only included elementary school children who were part of a
Spanish Transitional Bilingual class in Western
Massachusetts.

This study does not represent a regular

class in a primary school in the United States.

This study

was also conducted with a small sample.
An additional limitation is that the study was
conducted on the school premises but not as part of any
class.

The first phase of this study took place during

school hours while the second phase was part of an after
school program.

Some adjustments in transportation,

schedules and in-house coordination with the schoolteacher
were implemented in the second phase.

The first phase of

the study was conducted twice a week and the second phase
%

was conducted once a week.
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It is very important to have an idea of the
researcher's bias in a study.

I was the researcher and at

the same time I participated in the implementation of the
study.

When you are part of the process it is difficult to

observe without having some bias.

I have been using TO

techniques for over six years and applying them to different
groups in educational and outreach settings.

My experience

as a schoolteacher helped to facilitate the process.
Therefore,

my previous experience as a teacher influenced my

perception and work with the students,

as did my membership

in the Hispanic community.
Definition of Terms
This section includes the definitions of some of the
significant ideas in this study.
Theatre of the Oppressed:

TO is an abbreviation for the

Theatre of the Oppressed and refers to the application of TO
techniques in the context of using them with elementary
school children.
Games-ercises:
exercises.

(Boal,

1992).

Boal coined this term by combining games and

According to him,

in each of the games-ercises

"there is a fair proportion of exercises in the games and a
fair proportion of games in the exercises."
Boal's steps,

Following in

some "games-ercises" in this study were

familiar children's games and exercises that were adopted
for or invented for this study.
*

Image Theater:

Through these "wordless" games-ercises

children express their experiences and feelings.
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(Boal,1972)

Creative Drama: This is a classroom-based,

conscripted

participatory experience in which children use their bodies
and voices to interpret a story.

(Mcmillan,

1992)

Transitional Bilingual Program: According to the
Massachusetts Education Department,

the Transitional

Bilingual Education Program is a full time program that
instructs the child in her/his language,

and that leads the

child to learn English.
Regular Program:

Regular program refers to Hispanic children

who are part of a mainstream school classroom.
Identity:
example,
etc.

It refers to the ends toward which we work.
the ends include being a student,

father,

For

teacher,

Identity requires the development of certain

abilities.

Ability should be understood as not merely a

capacity or skill but as the way in which we press ahead
toward an end with which we identify.

For example,

becoming

a good carpenter depends upon knowing how to do things like
hammer,

saw, measure,

and build a wall.

skills,

it is also the aiming toward an end.

is a matter of protocol,

It's more than the
Identity then

knowing how to do things.

Constructivism: This is a theory in which a cooperative
effort by the child and the teacher facilitates the learning
process.

(Brooks & Brooks,

Hispanic:

1993).

Hispanic is a term "employed by the United States

Government beginning in 1973."

(Kanellos,

N.

1994)

This

group consists of people in the United States whose
ancestors,

or they themselves,

originated in Spain,
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the

Spanish-speaking countries of South and Central America,
Mexico,

Puerto Rico,

Cuba and the Dominican Republic.

Hispanics share a rich culture marked by diversity.
(Kanellos,

1994,

Introduction)

Latino/(a): A term adopted by groups who reject "Hispanic"
as a colonial imposition by the government.

Mostly,

academicians and social activists use this term.
study,

For this

the term includes people who live in the United

States and whose family backgrounds include Latin America,
and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean.
Culture:

(Cuello,

1997).

a form of production in which human beings make

sense of their lives,
wider society

feelings,

(Corrigan,

1985).

beliefs,

thoughts and the

Going beyond that

definition as educators, we need to understand that schools
are places of culture,

and that the school is a place where

the students can develop their intellects,
community,
Perkins,

and spirits of common enterprise

a sense of
(Trishman &

1995) .
Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation includes five chapters.
includes the introduction,

Chapter One

the purpose of the study and the

implications of applying TO techniques to elementary school
children,

limitations of the study,

assumptions of the study,

objectives of the study,

the researcher's biases and the

definitions of terms.
%

The second Chapter provides a review of the literature
and delineates the theoretical framework of this study.
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The

review of the literature includes a sketch of Boal's ideas
and his views that emerged from Bertolt Brecht and
paralleled the work of Paulo Freire.

Also it delineates

Boal's work in different parts of the world and the
application of his work by people of different backgrounds.
This chapter defines Theater of the Oppressed and the four
stages that he developed.

It is important to show Boal's

techniques in elementary education,
for children and by children.

and the use of theater

This chapter concludes with a

discussion of bilingual education,

communication through

theater and constructivism in children's learning.
Chapter three includes a description of the games and
exercises of the TO techniques and their application to a
group of elementary school children in a Transitional
Bilingual Program.
The fourth Chapter provides a description of the
research process,

a discussion of the findings in a

narrative form and the demographic profile of the
participants and their appreciation of the games and
exercises of TO.

Chapter four includes instances and

important moments annotated in the journal.

It is a

detailed account of the realities of this journey.'
The fifth Chapter discusses the conclusions and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
"Once upon a time,
in times where the theatre belonged to the people,
there was no division between actors and spectators.
Everyone performed in the open air,
Suddenly the ownership of the theatre was appropriated
by the dominant class!"
(Theatre Class Presentation 1996 excerpt from Augusto
Boal)

Overview
This chapter is organized around five major areas:

(1)

theoretical background and framework on Augusto Boal and his
Theatre of the Oppressed;

(2)

the Theatre of the Oppressed's

emergence from two primary forces;

(3)

examination of the

different uses of theatre and drama in education;

(4)

discussion of constructivism in education and its relevance
to the Theatre of the Oppressed;

and

(5)

Bilingualism and

the Theatre of the Oppressed.
The first section gives a brief historical background
of theorist Augusto Boal and aspects of the Theatre of the
Oppressed.

The second section concentrates on the

influences of the theoretical work of Boal.

The next

section documents children's theatre and uses of Theatre of
the Oppressed in education.

The next section explores the

use of constructivism in education and compares it with the
applications of TO techniques in education.

The last

section addresses the possible applications of the TO
%

approach in bilingual education.
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Introduction
This research is a resource for those who use theatre
not only for entertainment purposes,
communication.
educators,

but also as a means of

It provides a source of information for

researchers,

community activists,

university

students and all of us who share a particular vision of
social and political change.

The purposes of this study are

to research the use of Augusto Boal's techniques in the
Theatre of the Oppressed,

to investigate the models of the

Theatre of the Oppressed that have been applied by different
groups,

and to explore the application of these techniques

to elementary school children.

The focus will be on how

Theatre of the Oppressed methods can foster cultural
identity in bilingual elementary school children.
dissertation used the theoretical

framework of Augusto Boal,

a Brazilian director who was a playwright,
social activist and politician,

This

a man,

theoretician,

and last but not

least a "human being."
The purpose of this review is to understand Boal as a
"human being,"

and to summarize his views and the necessary

connections that led to his accomplishments.

For over

thirty-three years Boal has been well known for his
political views and for "trying to confront oppression."
The opening quotation of this chapter illustrates the heart
of Boal7s thoughts and reflects his view that theatre must
%
*

belong not to the ruling class but to the people.

This

investigation was a "quixotic adventure"

that

required a comprehensive investigation of Boal's theory and
the metamorphosis of his work as it was used by different
individuals and community groups.

This literature review

looks at what was done and the gaps in our understanding of
the use of TO techniques with elementary bilingual children.
The researcher turned to a wide range of literature to
establish a theoretical base to shed light upon the subject
of applying TO techniques to foster cultural identity in the
elementary bilingual child.

This study also required both

intensive and extensive research on the Internet.

It was

also necessary to explore the trajectory of Boal's work in
Latin America,

Europe,

is based upon his
Theatre)

and the United States.

initial work in the

in Brazil.

"Teatro Arena"

(Arena

This is an example of his subsequent

passage through Latin America,
methods into Europe,

This research

and the expansion of his

Canada and North America.

This study

also examines the relationship of Boal's theories to those
of Bertolt Brecht and Paulo Freire,
helped him develop his
them.

framework,

and his departure from

Boal defines his practice as

practice."

how they influenced and

"the ever-developing

Various examples show how Boal's theory and

practice were adapted and developed by people and groups
from many different backgrounds who applied Boal's theories
in non-formal education.

A sample of the international and
%
*

global perspectives on Boal's work is presented.
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As an educator,

my greatest concern is the child's well

being and his/her intellectual,
development through theatre.

social and aesthetic

For this reason,

my research

focuses on the use of theatre for children in elementary
bilingual

education to demonstrate how Boal's techniques

might function in improving elementary education.

The

research examines the roles of these techniques in formal
education and argues that there is great potential in future
applications of

"Theatre of the Oppressed"

bilingual education.

in elementary

The review of the literature examines

current and potential future roles of Boal's techniques in
elementary education,
education,

his departure from non-formal

his influence on popular theatre,

work has influenced formal education.

and how his

The use of theatre

will be established as a powerful tool that educators/
teachers can use effectively in their classrooms.
intent is to put Boal's theory into practice,

The

applying it in

a particular way to formal education.
Theoretical Framework
Augusto Boal's Ideas
The reader has probably asked,

"Who is Augusto Boal?,"

"Why are his theories important to education?," and "How are
his ideas received by others?"
researchers,
world's

academics,

For many activists,

and actors,

Boal is one of the

leading theatre practitioners,

"the inventor of a

%
*

whole school of theatre" known as the Theatre of the
Oppressed.

For political activists and social historians,
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Boal

is a

"Brazilian Visionary who thrust theatre into the

hands of his audience."
"businessman" who,

A few others view Boal as a

for his own commercial benefit,

developed

his Theatre of the Oppressed centers.
To fully understand the motivation behind the
development of Boal's art and practice,
his social identity.

we need to examine

The intention is not to mystify Boal's

life and work by turning him into a sacred icon of
popular."

"teatro

The intention is to trace and acknowledge the

sources of his school of thought and explore Boal's work in
the context of his accomplishments.
director and theatrical theorist,

To discuss Boal as a

we need to take into

account the life experiences that influenced his development
as an artist.

This will provide a means for explaining his

theory and the ideas that guide his work,

in particular the

Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
Boal's

first major involvement with theatre was as

artistic director of the Teatro Arena
Paulo,

Brazil

journalist,

for fifteen years.

was

States,

(1997),

Teatro Arena

founded in 1953 by Jose Renato Pecora to

generate work for young actors.
Theater,

in Sao

According to a Brazilian

Adrian Lessa de Miranda,

(Arena Theater)

(Arena Theatre)

developed in Brazil,

The model for the Arena

but well known in the United

is theatre-in-the-round in which the actors are the

center stage with the audience surrounding them.
*

After studying playwriting and drama in the United
States at Columbia University from 1953
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to 1955,

Boal joined

the Arena Theatre in 1956 as one of their young playwrights
(Driskell,

1975) .

Boal,

of the Arena Theatre,
in Brazil.
1974,

and the playwrights who were part

began the political theatre movement

In an interview with Charles B.

Driskell in

Boal discussed his encounters with the factory workers

and the Black theatre in Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil.

He

explained how their struggles and the struggles of the
Brazilian people had an impact on his life,

his work,

his contribution to theatre during the 1950's.

and

These

encounters gave birth to his political consciousness of the
struggle and oppression of working class Brazilians,
lack of political and economical power,

their

and their repression

by the dictatorship in Brazil.
At the time of his directing the Teatro Arena with Jose
Renato Pecora,

the theatre went through four stages that

influenced Boal's professional development.
one,

the

"realistic stage,"

During stage

Boal produced plays by new

Brazilian authors based on the lives of Brazilian people.
The second stage,

Boal claims,

it included the production of

was a step backward because
"classical" plays,

and his

efforts to incorporate them into Brazilian reality.
transformed these
of Brazilian,

Boal

"classical plays," recreating them as part

everyday reality and attempted to apply them

to the modern political problems of the Brazilian people.
The third stage combined stages one and two.

Boal,

in the

%
*

first stage,
reality."

"produced plays concerned with Brazilian

This is what Boal called a "naturalistic stage"
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in which "people acquire understanding of their problem."
Then he combined this stage with the second stage and "took
universal

(classical)

plays and "attempted to incorporate

them within the scope of the Brazilian reality." The fourth
stage,

"newspaper theatre,"

is one of the techniques used as

part of Theatre of the Oppressed.
incorporates several techniques

Newspaper Theatre

for transforming news items

into dramatic performances including simple readings and
improvisation of news events.
newspaper theatre,

These stages,

especially

created the framework for the evolution

of the Theatre of the Oppressed in the 1980's.
Driskell

(1975)

Theatre period,

mentions that for most of the Arena

Boal's plays represented a kind of

"collective creation" and did not reflect an actual
theoretical framework.

This point supports Boal's idea that

theory and practice go hand-in-hand.

It is his praxis that

made significant contributions to the

"Brazilian Theatre".

The praxis was also acknowledged by David S.
For George,

George

(1995).

one of Boal's strongest contributions to the

Brazilian theatre was his

"praxis and his ability to adapt,

synthesize and codify."
Boal's contributions,

along with other colleagues

including composers and actors,
Zumbi in 1968-1971

are evident in his play

(Frick & Valillo,

the creation of the Joker,

1994).

As an example of

"Boal's innovative contribution
%

to community theatre committed to social change"
example of the idea of a "collective theatre."
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is also an
The

collective theatre includes groups of people,
director,

musician,

stage manager,

and actors,

such as the
working as a

cohesive group to produce a play in a participatory way.
This collective or experimental theatre technique is often
used in Latino America.
According to Frick and Valillo

(1994),

1968 Brazil experienced two military coups.

between 1964 and
These authors

acknowledge Boal's active involvement to restore democracy
through theatre and political means.
originated the

"forum theatre," a part of the Theatre of the

Oppressed techniques,

in which the spectators explore their

solutions to their problems.
1970,

At that time Boal

Stern

(1988)

explains that in

Boal began his newspaper theater with the intention

"to show that any person even if he is not an artist,
make theatre a means of communication."
(1988)

can

According to Stern,

Boal was imprisoned in 1971 and went into exile in

Argentina,

Chile,

Portugal and finally France.

based in Argentina from 1971 to 1976,

where he further

developed the Theatre of the Oppressed
1994).

Boal was

(Freck & Valillo,

In 1973 he was invited to participate in a national

literacy campaign in Peru,
theatre",

where he originated "image

a technique that privileges physical expression as

a form of aesthetic communication beyond spoken language and
educational differences.

Boal later returned to Argentina,

and found that political theater was forbidden by the
*

repressive government.
theatre"

He originated the

"invisible

that was staged in public places and showed real
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life scenarios that addressed social issues.

These

performances caught people's attention and led to energetic
discussions.
Driskell

(1975)

points out that in 1974 when Boal wrote

The Theatre of the Oppressed and Other Politics,
the examples of several poetics,
Machiavelli,

Hegel and Brecht,

"poetics of the oppressed."

he followed

such as those by Aristotle,

for what he calls the

Boal tried to demonstrate that

every artist is necessarily political.

By that time he had

written Techniques of Latin American People

(1974),

a

collection of new forms of Latin American theatre that
includes

"newspaper theatre,"

theatre,"
(1994)

"bible theatre,"

and other forms of theatre.

"Forum

Freck and Valillo

note that while Boal was in exile in Europe,

Theatre of the Oppressed
five languages.

(1974)

the

was translated into twenty-

In Europe he encountered another kind of

oppression which Freck and Vallillo

(1994)

describe as

loneliness and alienation.
According to Freck and Valillo

(1994),

Boal established

the Parisian Company and Center for Theatre of the
Oppressed.

While in Europe he developed workshops that

explored internalized oppression using the developed
techniques of Cop in The Head.

The Cop in The Head

techniques were later developed into Rainbow of Desire.

In

1986 Boal returned to Brazil and founded the Rio de Janeiro
Center for Theatre of the Oppressed and in 1992 was elected
to a city council position in Rio de Janeiro.
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Boal

currently facilitates workshops with the title,
Trailer's Workshop."

In these Trailer's Workshops,

presents examples of his different techniques,
exercises.
that what
inside"

"The

games and

In these workshops he illustrates his
...

Boal

"belief,

is important in the theatre is what we have

and "specifically,

the techniques of the Theatre of

the Oppressed are an attempt to understand what people are
trying to express."

For Boal these ideas are the essence of

the Theatre of the Oppressed that he presented at the
Pedagogy of the Oppressed Conference in 1996,
Nebraska.

The keynote speaker that year was Paulo Freire.

Boal's work has been adapted in places
Rico,

in Omaha,

India,

Sweden,

and Germany

like Canada,

(Frick & Valillo,

Puerto
1994).

Boal has

"conducted workshops throughout North and South

America,

Europe,

Laboratory,

and Africa."

(Theatre of the Oppressed

1995).

This research is based on Boal's two most important
books:

Theatre of the Oppressed,

published in 1974)
(1992),

full-length texts,

research on the Internet.
The Rainbow of Desire,
theatre as therapy,

political system."

(originally

and the Games of Actors and Non-Actors,

newspaper articles,

Boal's own words,

(1979)

and extensive

Boal has written two other books:

(1995)

which emphasizes his- method of

and Legislative Theatre,

(1998)

which in

"talks about the use of theatre within a
These two books were sparingly used.
%

Boal's
Boal

four books can be used as a reference.

(1995),

According to

the first three source books represent:
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"a long journey that had led me to this point, my
fortieth year of working in theatre with people
throughout Latin America, Europe, United States and
Canada.. . . , creating a common ground of human beings
suffering from different kinds of oppression."
Boal's latest book,

Legislative Theatre,

is a

reflection and recapitulation of work written at different
times.

Boal

(1998)

mentions that this book,

conceived of as a kaleidoscope,"

"can be

in which to examine the

different shapes and colors of the Theatre of the
Oppressor's work.
Boal

(1995),

in his Theatre of the Oppressed workshops,

defined oppression depending on the group of people with
whom he was working and how the group defined oppression.
He introduced his theoretical work in his book Theatre of
the Oppressed,
in Spanish,
Politics,

(1979)

while in exile in Argentina.

Written

Theatre of the Oppressed and Other Political

(1974)

expressed Boal's view that every artist is

necessarily political,

even when the author of the poetics,

as in the case of Aristotle,

expressly states that there is

no relationship between politics and art."

He defines the

purpose of his first book as an attempt to show that all
theater is necessarily political because all activities of
humans are political and theater is one of them.

Boal goes

on to examine the various poetics and views of Aristotle,
Machiavelli,

Hegel and Brecht.

He contrasted the poetics of

Aristotle with Brecht by focusing on their views of the
relationships between actors and audience.
poetics,

In Aristotle's

the audience delegates power to the actor who will
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"think and act"
of

for the

spectator.

the dramatic action,

achieving a catharsis

and experiences

is not part of

refers

a

this

as

the

that

Earlier,
the

(Bently,

1987).

into actors,

refers

Boal

sees

to as

"an

the poetics

"change people

transformers

of

from

the

action."

One of

the most

the Oppressed is
combinations
In essence,

interesting things

that

and,

it

is not a

to use Boal's

own word,

educators need to conceive

Aristotle as

the poetics of oppression.

can still

liberate themselves.

mechanization of

the action,

"all

the

"spectator"

of us

and that

"infinitum."
of

the

for him,

can be

is

second is

ideas
the

the

"spect-actor."

to

that

the de¬

spect-actors"

theatre belongs
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the oppressed

the Theatre of

into

of

Oppression defined

first element

the body and the

transformation of
proposed that

the

is

it has many

Boal proposed two

can be developed through the use of
Oppressed methodology:

But

liberation and the poetics

interiorized;"

"very often

the Theatre of

the poetics

the poetics

is

of

about

formula.

oppressed as

of

the

in his place but

a way to

i.e.,

"delegates

think for himself"

consciousness."

the Oppressed as

being spectators
dramatic

to

Brecht had

Here we can see what Boal

awakening of critical
for Theatre of

the right

action Boal

spectator

the dramatic character who acts

spectator reserves

by Boal

the action by

the dramatic

"catharsis."

established in his poetics
power to

is not part

through viewing the action on stage.

When the audience
to

The audience

Boal

becoming part

"us."

Furthermore

Boal

defines Theatre of

the Oppressed and illustrates his

thinking by explaining his
as

follows:

1.

Knowing the body:

know the body."
of

the body.

our bodies
day.
as

Examples

teachers,

The goal

Boal

calls

He adds

are

that

of

the

the

is

and masks we adopt each

targets
to

He argues

friends

of Boal's

these exercises
participants.
purpose of
level

of

types
is

to

As he

exercises

try to get us

to

out of

that because of our

For example,

military personnel,

the

and couples.

That

is why

same role end up resembling each other
teachers,

and clergymen resemble each

exercises are designed with the

bodily possibilities,

because of

"get to

that can mechanize

objective of making the participants aware of
body,

to

are

in our daily roles/capacity

His aim is

same path.

A number of

four stages

the de-mechanization

status we wear daily masks.

and following the
policemen,

The

stage

stage

parents,

"mask behavior."

social

this

factors

"us"

administrators,

those who perform the

other.

this

these are

de-mechanize the body.

work or

of

the different roles

These roles and masks are

our daily

four stages.

and the deformations

of work they perform.
"remove"
explained,

suffered

The objective of

the muscular structure of
you take

studying and analyzing them,

consciousness.

their own

Through this

them apart
to raise

the

for the

them to a

consciousness"

the

participant realizes how his/her body is governed by these
*

daily masks.
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The

following

practice:

is

an example

Slow motion race.

participants

that

objective

losing:

is

Description of
motion"

they are

tries not

the

It

to get

I have used in my own
is

explained to

to participate

last one

the exercise:

and tries

involves

that

in a race,

to arrive

the

finish line.

feeling each part of

It

is

The goal of

is

expression using the body.

For Boal,

ourselves better with words,

games

of

example of

this

this

intense,

this

second stage

He gives us an

of

each participant

female and male

The participants portray with their bodies

image of

the animal mentioned on the piece of paper,

Boal

this

type of game
is

is not

to guess

correctly.

What

the participants

express

themselves

bodies.

These exercises

lead us

to

Theater as

or degrees:

a language:

This

For

the

is

important

following section.
of

three parts

Image Theatre,

A precise description of

this

through their

stage consists

Simultaneous Dramaturgy,

Forum Theatre.

find

The objective of

that

3.

the

and reunite with her or him.

exercise has many options.

we

"expressive

animals.

in the room,

and

in our culture,

The presenter gives

a small piece of paper with the names

their mate

"slow

Boal uses a series of

"expression."

stage.

in

The participant

leaving the

the body unexplored.

to encourage

the

the body.

Making the body expressive:

capability"

but

the winner.

The participant moves

2.

express

is

to maintain body balance.
to

the

these

and

three parts

%

is presented in Boal's Theatre of
him it

is

important

to

the Oppressed

(1979).

specify the different degrees of
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For

spectator participation.
Theatre of the Oppressed

In a review of Boal's book.
(1979),

Wellwarth

(1985)

wrote

"this is the most theoretical work in modern times."

The

Simultaneous Dramaturgy is a preparatory stage and the
objective is to prepare the participants to work with their
own bodies.

The spectators

acting of the actors."

"write simultaneously with the

While the audience writes,

actors simultaneously perform the action.

the

The situations

and solutions are performed in a theatrical way with the use
of the actors.

For example,

a participant explains a

situation while the actors perform the action
simultaneously,
solutions"

and at the same time some

"solution or

are given by other participants with the

solutions being acted by the actors.
Boal considers the Image Theatre step to be a
preparatory stage in which the spectators intervene
directly,
body.

speaking through images projected by the actor's

Here the participant is asked to

"express through his

body" his views in relation to a particular topic.
example of the Image of Words,

As an

the facilitator asks the

participants to stand in a circle.

The facilitator says a

word and she/he has to perform the

"image of the word" with

his/her own body.

This step objective is a preparatory

stage for the next one.
In the Forum Theatre the spectator intervenes directly
%
%

in the dramatic action as well as acts.
asks

The facilitator

for a situation that contains a social or political
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position with a difficult solution.

The situation is

presented in a skit by the participants.

Then the

facilitator asks the audience for a "solution"
solutions."
solution."

It is clear that Boal is not looking for "the
As explained by Boal in the Forum Theatre,

are not imposed,

the participants can try,

different solutions.

revolutionary,

ideas

or rehearse,

The objective is to verify these ideas

through theatrical practice.

rehearsal

or "possible

For Boal,

but these theatrical

for revolution.

maybe theater is not

forms are without doubt

This exercise provides a means of

participating in Theatre as a language,

rather than having a

final product.
4.

Theater as a discourse:

Boal describes this stage as

simple forms in which the spect-actor is able to discuss or
rehearse action.

As explained in his book Theatre of the

Oppressed

in the above discussed forms of theatre

(1979),

there is not a finished product,
"popular audience"

(the spectator or the participants)

"more finished forms"

of theatre.

discourse are Newspaper theatre,
Invisible theatre,

but an option for the
for

Examples of theatre as a
Photo-romance theatre,

and Mask and Rituals.

Newspaper theatre

was developed in the Arena Theatre in Brazil and consists of
several simple techniques in which you use the daily news
and transform it into a dramatic action or dramatic
performance.

As an example,

you can read the daily news as
%

if you were singing a rhythmical reading.

Invisible Theatre

consists of the preparation of a skit that is rehearsed by
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the actors keeping in mind the possible participation of the
audience

(spectators).

their "skit"

After this rehearsal,

in a chosen public space,

of the participants or spectators.

they present

without the knowledge

Most of the time this

"skit" presents a political or social situation that will
raise

"social or political consciousness."

Ritual and Mask

consist of revealing the masks of behavior imposed by the
participant's role in society.

For Boal,

all of these

experiments with people in theatre have the objective of the
liberation of the spectator on whom the theatre has imposed
a finished vision of the world.

Theatre of the Oppressed

for Boal can be used as a liberatory practice.
In his second book,
(1992),

Games

for Actors and Non-Actors,

Boal gives examples of his

"ever lasting practice"

by narrating his learning experiences working with groups in
different European and Latin American countries.
Boal7s

One of

frameworks is the importance of combining theory and

practice.
"arsenal"

The second book contains a more practical
of games and exercises.

He states that some of

them were adapted with children's games in mind and some
were invented in the course of his practice.
established his practice,
"experiments."

or what he referred to as

These practices have been used by many

diverse groups such as actors,
activists,

Here Boal

social workers,

educators,

community

psychiatric therapists,

and labor

*

organizers in their own practices and in non-formal
education.

Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz
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(1994)

referred to the

use of these techniques as a way to practice
social change."

"personal and

Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz presented the

application of the Theatre of the Oppressed techniques
through case studies of different groups and people from
North America,

Canada and Europe.

This text is a personal

narrative of Boal's techniques of the Theatre of the
Oppressed,

illustrating how they have evolved since the

Arena Theatre in Brazil.
work evolved in Europe,

The text also shows how Boal's
Canada and the United States.

These

techniques have evolved into non-formal educational settings
through adapting them,
system.

away from the formal educational

We can see their function in non-formal education

and therefore can extrapolate their use in formal education.
Boal explained in Games
pp.

2-36),

for Actor and Non-Actors

that the three main categories of the Theatre of

the Oppressed are Image Theatre,
Theatre.

(1992,

Invisible Theatre and Forum

He defines his methodology of Image Theatre as a

series of exercises and games designed to uncover essential
truths,

images of people's lives,

of oppression.

feelings,

Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz

and experiences

(1994),

implemented Image Theatre in their practice,

who

define it as a

series of wordless exercises in which the participants
create embodiments of their feelings and experiences.
The second category.

Invisible Theatre,

involves the

public as participants in the action without their knowing
it

(Boal,

1992).

For Shutzman and Cohen-Cruz

(1994),

rehearsed sequence of events enacted in a public,
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it is a

non-

theatrical space,

capturing the attention of people who do

not know they are watching a planned performance.
In the third category,
theatrical game.

Forum Theatre,

Boal creates a

A problem is shown to an audience in an

unsolved form and the

"spect-actors"

are invited to suggest

and enact solutions.

For Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz

(1994),

Forum Theatre is a technique that begins with the enactment
(theatrical presentation)

of a scene

According to these two authors,

(anti-model).
"a protagonist tries,

unsuccessfully to overcome oppression and with the
facilitation of the Joker,

the audience can imagine an

alternative that will lead to a solution."
Cohen-Cruz,

1994)

The

(Shutzman &

"Joker" was created while Boal was

working with the Arena Theatre.
he helped to develop the joker

"While a member of Arena,
(coringa)

system as a

political consciousness-raising method of educating the
oppressed masses."

The

"Joker"

is defined as

"the

director/master of ceremonies of a Theatre of the Oppressed
workshop or performance".
In my interpretation,

(Shutzman & Cohen-Cruz,

1994)

the power of this technique is

not in finding the solution but in the possible solution,
multiple solutions,

that can help us to overcome oppression

and take back our lives.

As Boal voiced it,

the

"Theatre of

the Oppressed is a way of rehearsing life situations";
does not create a final product or

"the solution."

%

it can transform the oppressive
"dialogue,"

or

"monologue"

a liberatory discourse.
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into a

it

Rather,

One of Boal's main beliefs is that
language,
that

"theatre is a

something of the human essence."

He also believes

"people are human when they discover theatre,

when they

are capable of looking at themselves and can see themselves
in action."

All the above are critical illustrations of

Boal's specific belief that people are part of the Theatre
of the Oppressed encounter.
Brecht

/ Freire's Ideas

Severino Joao Albuquerque

(1991)

claims that some of

Boal's thoughts emerged from "Bertolt Brecht's theatre
theory and Paulo Freire's pedagogical method."
opinion,

In my

Paulo Freire and Bertolt Brecht are the columns

that support Augusto Boal's theory,

a theory which flows

from Brecht and Freire,

from them by creating

and departs

his own tributary while giving birth to his current line of
thought.
For some researchers and theatre theorists,

Boal is a

political activist and major innovator of post-Brechtian
theatre.
Bavaria,
novelist.

Bertolt Brecht

(1898-1956)

was born in Ausgburg

and become an outstanding playwright,
For Baham

(1995),

Brecht was

poet and

"a seminal

figure in

the 20th-century exploration of drama as medium and of
theatre as a forum for political ideas."

Ungar

(1981)

claims that Brecht's concept and ideas emerged from Russian
formalism theory which mainly makes reality appear strange
*

[Theatre of the Absurd],
the bible which,

".

.

thereby making poetics,

.provides
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.

.

and from

.symbolic moments and

also from the works of the classical German.
ideas for.

.

.parody."

.

.that present

All of these trends influenced

Brecht's poetics and the beginning of his Epic theatre
which he is recognized as the originator).

For him the

theater tells a story on stage using dramatic means.
a "narrator

.

.

.or.

projector titles.

.

individual scenes."

.

.

[he]

use[s]

.both of these techniques
Accordingly to Bentley

toying with the term Dialectic Theatre."
states,

He uses

a device such as
"summarize[s]

(1987),

theatre concept was rejected by Brecht when "

(1977)

(of

.

.

the epic
.he was

As Karl Schoeps

Brecht's plays were concerned with social

issues and the spectator was
"feelings and emotions."

"mentally active",

"Some critics of Bertolt Brecht

continued to use the term Epic Theatre,
rejection of this concept"

without

(Lovelace,

in spite of his

1996).

Brecht himself

wrote in his later years that he came to think of theater
"as a place of amusement."
Two major influences on Boal's theatre were Brecht and
the circus.

As Boal expressed in his own words,

"Brecht

taught me the obligation not only to reflect and interpret
reality,

but to try to change it."

Oppressed

(1979)

The Theatre of the

shows Brecht's influence on Boal's’ idea of

an antithesis toward Aristotle's Poetics.
between the actor and spectator"

The

"barrier

that is created by the

Aristotelian system constitutes a theatre that belongs to
*

the bourgeois.

For Alice Lovelace,

(1995)

both Boal and

Brecht challenge Aristotle's ideas about theatre as a
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spectator activity.
Fortier

(1997)

as a "hegemonic form of western theatre,

form of political
coercion,"

to

Aristotelian theatre is defined by

indoctrination,

a

intimidation and

"keep the status quo installed for a passive

and oppressive audience."

As Albuquerque

(1991)

explains,

Boal's Theatre of the Oppressed is a re-action or a pro¬
action,

a

"response to the repression,

persecution,

arrest,

censorship to

and torture" by the oppressor.

embraced some of Brecht's theory about

Boal

"the spectator and

offered a challenge to Aristotle's approach to theatre
spectator activity"

(Lovelace,

1995).

Boal went a step

further than Brecht by incorporating the spectator into the
action,

redefining it as spect-actor and announcing that

"all theatre is necessarily political,"

(Albuquerque,

In the Dictionary of Brazilian Theatre Literature
Boal is described not only as

(1988),

"an actor and dramatist,

also as a person who has been dedicated

1995) .

but

[to the]

revolutionary theory of drama whose influence has spread
throughout Latin America and Europe.
For George

(1995),

"the principle of coringas

was extracted from Bertolt Brecht",
of the Theatre of the Oppressed.

(Joker)

where the Joker is part

This is a form of

"political consciousness raising to educate the oppressed"
and to bring them into

"active action."

The Joker System is

also described by Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz

(1994)

as a

Brecthian-based performance aesthetic developed with the
Arena Theatre.

Boal

(1979)

explains the Joker System as
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"an

attempt to place the focus on the action,
any resource proper to a lecture:
texts,

documents,

letters,

and it can utilize

for example,

reading

slides and daily newspapers."

We

can find an illustration of this Joker System in Boal's
theatre.

An illustration of this is The Great International

Agreement of Scrooge MacDuck

(1973):

Erase una vez un grande y bello pais donde todos
eran felices. . .
. . .todos eran felices y no habia lucha de clases.
Hasta que un dia,. . .
un dia bajaron a nuestra querida tierra unos seres...
llamados Strange Creatures From the Outer World,
(Boal,1973 p.ll).
This text is read out loud by the "comodin" who is a
character of this play portraying part of a fable, he
describes this character as distant and like if he was
talking to his daughters and sons.
This play was
produced and directed by Boal in Argentina.
Boal, (1973)
We cannot deny the influence of Brecht on the Joker
System developed by Boal between 1956 and 1971.
the departure from Brecht is important,
crucial.

its evolution is

According to Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz,

becomes the presenter,

Although

the Joker

the narrator who goes beyond,

and becomes very close to the spect-actor.

grows

The Joker System

was influential not only as a way of incorporating a "new
element," but also as a way to see the evolution of the
Joker from a master of ceremonies,
Forum Theatre.

a facilitator in the

Another important factor is that the Joker

created a connection/link with the audience.

For Boal,

*

Joker "is omniscient"

and provides a way to destroy the

"barrier between the protagonist and the choruses."
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the

This

leads

the reader to

audience members,

who are part of

liberatory practice guides us

oppressed"

(Boal,

the participation of

1985).

to

the action,
the

the

and this

"poetics

of

the

Boal states the following

concerning the Joker System:
The Joker is a man of our time and does not belong to
the universe of the play, but to the universe of the
audience, the explanations may include anything that
has to be explained including recent events which can
be related to the play....
Augusto Boal
The

following

is

a discussion of Brecht's views

and how they

they influenced the evolution of Boal's work.
First,
theatre
or

it

"consists

is well

recognized that,

of making

for Brecht,

live representation of

invented happenings between human beings

with a view to entertainment."
in social
consists

criticism and consciousness.
of

only with

Brecht was

"a view to entertainment"

achieving a

and doing so
also

but also as

on the didactic:

a theatre

that

the

"allows

theatre
the

is

to

"political

theatre."

tool"

and Boal

Both Brecht and Boal

as a

the

"emphasis
Brecht

saw

spectator to criticize

respective analyses view theatre as a
"social

stance."

instruct."

constructively from a social point of view."
is

a way of

while both Boal and Brecht believed that

theatre can be used for educational purposes,
is

theatre

the audience not

"liberatory practice and political

Second,

interested

For Boal,

the active participation of

reported

"tool

change."
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"tool;"

for social

This

for Boal

in their
Brecht as a
and political

Third,

Carlson's

(1984)

opinion is that both Brecht and

Boal rejected "Aristotelian drama as an instrument of the
established class structure."

Boal

"intimidation of the audience",

"denounces"

the

and creates a theatre that

makes the spectator aware of his/her oppression and uses
theatre as a liberatory tool

(Albuquerque,

1985).

The fourth idea that concerns Boal and Brecht is the
involvement of the audience

(active spectator).

explained this in his article,
Theatre and Education

Moorthy

Rehearsal For Reality:

(1997).

This article explained that

"the audience is not just essential but inevitable in Boal's
work "

(p.

1)

Brecht's idea was

"to allow the spectator to

criticize constructively from a social point of view"
let the audience think by themselves
In Moorthy's

(1997)

opinion,

(Blently,

1966,

and to
p.

32)

for Brecht and Boal the ideas

of action and change go hand in hand in their work.
The fifth idea for Brecht and Boal is,
a finished product."

For Brecht,

"theatre is not

theatre is

" more

interested in the work than the finished result,
problem than the solution."

For Boal,

rehearsal and not a finished product."
Sixth,

both men were

"writers.

scenes with his friends and
suggestions"

(Moorthy,

"theatre has to be a
(Driskell

Brecht

[incorporated]

1997,

p.

1).

more in the

,1975).

[tried]

out

their

For Boal the

collaborative aspect was very important at the time of the
*

Arena Theatre and helped him to develop his participatory
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ideas.

This

"collective creation" was one of the richest

processes developed in Latin America theatre.
The seventh idea is that Brecht's
theatre influenced Boal's theatre.

"reality"

in his

In an interview Boal

mentioned that he is giving theatre back to the people so
they can use the theatre as a way of communicating
"something originating within and from themselves and their
own reality."

(Driskell,

1975).

The eighth idea is the influence of
poetics."

"Marxist

Boal recognized this influence and declared that

"Brecht should have called his
Marxist poetics."
To conclude,

(Boal,

[poetics]

by its name:

1985).

it is important to emphasize the purpose

of Brecht's theatre.

In Brecht's own words,

his purpose

"is

to put his audience in a better position to understand the
world around them,"
changeable.

a world which,

for Brecht,

is social and

In one of his last interviews Brecht was asked

if the world of today can be represented on a stage?
reply was

"yes,

but only if it

transformable"

(Bentley,

1987).

philosophical,

scientific,

[the world]

is regarded as

For Brecht,

intellectual,

His

theatre is

and pedagogical.

Theatre for Boal is a "rehearsal and a liberatory practice,
moreover,
Boal's

"a weapon for liberation

(1985)

(Boal,

1985 Foreword)."

fundamental belief is that the theatre of the

oppressed will help the spect-actor to be part of the action
and that he will also apply these actions to the theatre of
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life.

Echoing Boal's belief,

I wrote this ode about

"theatre of life."
Teatro de la Vida
Yo creo que todos somos actores,
en el gran teatro de la vida.
Todos vivimos actuando como
personajes de una obra.
Creo que el teatro, puede ser
un vehiculo para encontrar
nuestro rol en la vida.
Juana A. Mendoza (1998)

Paulo Freire and his work
For Freire theatre is as follows:
"There is a creative drive in every man....
that stems from man's inclusive nature.
The more education develops this ontologic
drive to create, the more authentic education is.
Education must be inhibiting and not be
Restrictive ....
To the extent that men respond to the challenges
of the world within their society, they ...are
making history by starting from their own
creative activity."
Freire, (1976)

Paulo Freire

(1921-1997)

was born in Brazil to middle

class parents and grew-up to become an educator,
philosopher-theoretician,

and an effective practitioner.

He

was an educator who expanded his perceptions of the world
through his life experiences,
secondary schools,
Latin America.

his work as a teacher in

and his later work in adult education in

Sanchez

(1979),

bibliography of Freire's life,

in his brief annotated
uncovers the fact that the

difference in beliefs between Freire's mother
his father's spiritualism

(Catholic)

(as a religious belief in
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and

"espiritista")

led to his philosophic school of thought.

For this author,

his family's life experiences of dialogue

and respect were the main sources for Freire's ideas.
According to Sanchez,

Freire married a schoolteacher

and through her became interested in education.

In 1959 he

obtained his doctoral degree from the University of Recife
and became the first director of the University of Recife's
Cultural Extension Services,

where he established a literacy

program for the peasant population in Brazil.

Through this

organizations he developed a quick literacy program for
adult education.

Like Boal,

Freire

(1970)

was imprisoned

and "invited" by the Brazilian Government to leave his
country after the military coup.

He went into exile in Chile

and worked for the Chilean Institute of Agrarian Reform for
five years where he also experimented with and developed his
literacy program.

In the 1960's Freire was invited by

Harvard University to teach as a visiting professor at the
Center for Study of the Development and Social Change.

In

the 1970's Freire worked in the Department of Education of
the World of Churches in Geneva.

Freire received

international recognition for his literacy training in
countries

in Latin America.

His educational theories have

also influenced theatre in Latin America.

Along with Boal,

he gained international recognition for his work on
educational theory.
%

This research illustrates important points of
convergence among Boal and Freire's ideas of the oppressed.
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For Fortier

(1990),

Freire's

"pedagogical ideas are applied

to theatre in the work of Augusto Boal."

Taylor

(1993)

concludes that in Freire you can find "more an affinity of
ideas than a direct influence."
in 1973,

While in exile from Brazil

Boal developed an experimental approach using

theatre in a literacy and adult educational program in Peru.
Boal's Operacion Alfabetizacion Integral Program was
inspired by the methods of Freire.

Operacion Alfabetizacion

is an experiential work with adult education developed by
Freire to teach illiterates in Brazil.

Subsequently he

worked with UNESCO and the Chilean Institute for Agrarian
Reform in programs of adult education

(Freire,

1970).

The following is a list of ideas and core concepts from
Freire that shaped Boal's practice.
First,

in order to understand Freire and Boal's school

of thought you have to take into account their life
experiences as Latin Americans and the historical/political
situation in Brazil between the 1950's and the 1960's.
According to Fernandez

(1979),

the political turmoil of the

Brazil at that time was important.
moment,

At that historical

according to Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz

developed his

(1994),

Boal

"aesthetic philosophy that led to the Theatre

of the Oppressed"

and by the same token to Freire's

educational philosophy.

Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz believe

that Boal was:
"working to foster democracy through ... theatrical
work [also Freire's literacy program] and political
activism, seeking sociodramatic means of collective
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surviving, ....challenging the conditions under
dictatorship."

The second core idea is the importance of the oppressed
for both thinkers.

Freire used education and Boal used

theatre as means of action to develop the methods described
in their respective books,
(1970)

The Pedagogy of the Oppressed

and The Theatre of the Oppressed

(1979).

these two figures were concerned with oppression.

Both of
Boal paid

tribute to Freire by naming his 1974 book The Theatre of the
Oppressed originally published in that year.

Both

historical figures were committed to combating oppression by
the use of theatre and education.
the Oppressed

(1970)

was his

the University of Recife,

Freire's book Pedagogy of

"1959 doctoral dissertation at

and was used later in his work as

professor of the History and Philosophy of education."
(Gaddoto,

1994,

p.

10).

is based on Freire's
"method of teaching."

This book,

edited in the 1970's,

"philosophy of education and his
Freire expressed his thoughts in his

acknowledgment statement of Pedagogy of the Oppressed
(1970),

by saying,

"To the oppressed,

and to those who

suffer with them and fight at their side."
(Jackson,

1993)

states that

Chris Vine

"Freire believed education

should be an active process in the service of social
change."

Also for Boal,

solidarity with the oppressed is an

important idea in his theatre of the oppressed process.
these two authors,
weapons"

education and theatre are

"powerful

for the liberation process of the oppressed.
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For

Third,

Pedagogy of the Oppressed

(1970)

suggests a new

educational philosophy in which the active participation of
the student in the classroom is important;

the student is

not simply a recipient of the educational process.
Schutzman and Cohen-Cruz
was

"influenced

education.

(1994)

elucidate that Boal's work

by Paulo Freire's dialogic philosophy of

That makes the spectator an active participant,

in which he/she "rehearses strategies
social change."

for personal and

Even though Cohen-Cruz and Shutzman

(1994)

specified in their book that Boal and Freire never worked
together,

Boal's work was

participation"
(Jackson,

influenced by Freire's

idea in his Theatre of the Oppressed,

1993).

Vine

(Jackson,

1993,

p.

122)

that Boal developed in Peru a literacy project
the methods of Paulo Freire."
the spect-actor
Freire,

"active

(audience)

pointed out
"inspired by

The active participation of

is crucial for Boal and for

and the active participation of the student is

essential.
Another core idea is the importance for both authors of
the

"praxis."

Praxis is an important idea - the unity of

theory and practice.

For Schipani

(1984),

praxis is

"understood as the dialectical relationship of action and
reflection." Boal obtained from Freire the idea to develop
theory along with practice.
practice

For both of them,

theory and

"go hand in hand" with reflection.
*

The fifth core idea that Boal acquired from Freire's
work is the use of

"conscientization," defined as the
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process by which people achieve a deep awareness,
their capacity to transform reality.

as well as

Using Theatre of the

Oppressed techniques Boal developed an awareness of internal
oppression through different games and exercises.
The sixth core idea is
"empowerment"

"liberatory practice"

of the oppressed.

of the Oppressed techniques,
for the

Boal,

and the

through the Theatre

"empowers"

the audience to look

"solution" or "possible solutions"

to their

situations so that the situations eventually evolve into
liberatory practice.
In conclusion,

Bertolt Brecht,

Paulo Freire,

and

Augusto Boal were influenced by currents of thoughts at the
time.

For Boal,

"theatre is not important,

important are the oppressed."

Taylor

what is

(1993)

wrote

"[that]

the Freirean method is not only concerned with education but
with a much greater human need,
society."

In addition,

Taylor

Theatre of the Oppressed

the development of a just

(1993)

(1979)

believes that

[Boal's]

moved Freire out of the

classroom into the theatre of life.

This study concludes

that Brecht and Freire's ideas were transformed into a
kaleidoscope of ideas within Boal's work.
(1993),

For Taylor

Freire's ideas departed from and influenced other

figures.
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Figure 1: Brecht and Friere's Ideas
Influenced Boal' s Work
This research uses the metaphor of a funnel.

In this

funnel different ideas have been filtered and adapted by
Boal.

These ideas have become other people's ideas with

different ramifications.

Boal explained in his own words

that one of the best things that happened to him is that his
work is not a formula.

It is important to highlight that

the Theatre of the Oppressed has evolved,
flavor.

Boal,

producing its own

Freire and Brecht's work have been applied in

a pragmatic fashion in Latin American countries,
States,

Africa,

the United

and Europe.
Theatre for Children

This section describes the use of Theatre of the
Oppressed techniques

for and by children.

The focus is on

the importance of the active participation of the child as
the spectator,

using Interactive Theatre.

Wirth

(1994)

defines Interactive Theatre as a mechanism that expands the
experience of the audience by offering them a proactive role
in which they are invited to join as a collaborator in the
creation of the performance.
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For this author,

this proactive role cannot be obtained

through traditional theatre in which the audience assumes a
reactive role,
fashion.

responding to the performance in a passive

Active participation is a very important process

because the child is an active learner.

As educators,

one

of our major challenges and responsibilities is to help
children develop creative thinking.

Exposing students to

creative ways of learning facilitates the development of
their intellectual growth.

The teacher provides students

with activities that challenge their power of thinking,
feeling,
tool.

and imagining by using theatre as an educational

Also theatre opens communication between the teacher

and the student.
(1985)

that

Boal that

I share the points of view of Shallcross

"creativity is

in all of us" and also of Augusto

"theatre is us."

Some models of proactive participation have been used
with children.

Spolin

(1983)

is recognized for her

contributions to professional,
children's theatre.

educational,

In the thirties,

community and

Spolin developed a

theatre work using theatre games with immigrant children in
Chicago.

Working with children led to the use of her theatre

games by actors.
games"

These theatre games are known as

in the theatre world.

"Viola's

Her early work led Spolin

towards an improvisational theatre that has been used by
large numbers of actors.

For her,

everyone can act,

everyone can improvise and everyone can perform in the
theatre.

Morey and Brandt

(1986)
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explain that Spolin

developed her theatre games to resolve problems that
occurred in children's theatre.

Spolin

(1983)

the use of theatre games in the classroom to
essential power"

also proposed

"bring

to the students and to use them as

solving exercises."

According to Spolin,

"problem

using the games

structure can be the basis for training and a means to free
the child from the mechanical.
Another example of proactive theatre is the
improvisational work of the Second City in Chicago,
by Paul Sills,

Spolin's son.

directed

This model of improv theatre

uses techniques for creative expression.

Since 1971 they

have developed a series of workshops devoted to training the
young child.

It is

important for the child to use

improvisation because,
(1995),

students

according to Belt and Stockley

involved with improvisation learn life

skills of trust and support,

and acceptance of the other and

themselves.
Another example of the use of theatre with children is
the Creative Arts Teams

(CAT)

at New York University.

CAT

is a professional theatre company in residence that uses
theatre with children with a combination of original theatre
production and participatory drama.
drama,

In the participatory

the child is an active and proactive actor.

CAT has

incorporated the use of Theatre of the Oppressed techniques
in its work with children.
•

\
n

The active participation of children in theatre and
education goes hand in hand with this study,
/
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which

incorporated the practice of TO techniques to enhance and
strengthen cultural identity in elementary bilingual
children.

Paterson

(1995)

transform theatre from the

states that Boal,
"monologue"

in an effort to

of traditional

performance into a "dialogue" between audience and actors,
experimented with many kinds of interactive theatre.
Interactive theatre is using the theatre in a proactive way
to generate dialogue.

This is a way to transform oppressive

monologue into dialogue.

As educators,

it is our

responsibility to use theatre in a proactive fashion to
create liberatory dialogue and communication between
students and teacher in the classroom.
The Use of Boal's Techniques

in Elementary Education

In this section I examine how some of Boal's Theatre of
the Oppressed techniques have influenced formal education in
both the local and international arenas.

The research

sources are taken mostly from the Internet due to the
scarcity of written reports on Boal's work in formal
education.
Shutzman and Cohen-Cruz

(1994)

state that the Theatre

of the Oppressed techniques became fully developed between
1971 and 1976.

Since then there has been a proliferation of

these techniques and their applications in community
settings.

Boal's work is not only found in adult education

and community theatre,

but his methods have been applied in

many different settings.

For example,

interview with Tausing and Schener
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Boal explained in an

(1994)

that he went back

to Brazil in 1986 and worked with his wife in a network
program in public schools.
"revolutionary program,"
animators.

Boal collaborated in a

in which he trained cultural

This program provided services to children based

on their needs,

and included a complete food program,

services and an extended day school program.

health

The cultural

animators went to each school and presented plays about
oppression with the use of Forum theatre techniques. Boal
stated in this interview that what fascinates him about
Forum Theatre is "the transitive character of its pedagogy."
Due to political reasons the program was closed.
Boal recalled other examples of the application of his
techniques by various groups.

He mentioned that "in Holland

they applied the TO techniques in the schools."
groups worked within the school system.

One of the

Campbell

(1994)

reported that along with the Holland experience in the
1980's,

Boal worked in Paris with poor people and teachers

"who followed the Celeste Freinet movement of democratic
teaching."

According to Campbell

(1994),

it was convenient

to incorporate the use of the Theatre of the Oppressed
techniques into Theatre in Education in England,

which was

founded in 1984 as a way to integrate theatre into the
school curriculum. When the Belgrade Theatre Company of
England came into contact with the Theatre of the Oppressed
techniques the following came into their minds:
take vast sums to do forum theatre,
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"it didn't

just good educational

practice and flexible improvisational skills"

(Campbell

1994) .
Vine

(1993)

in his essay,

Learning through Theatre,

described the use of Theatre in Education and the Theatre of
the Oppressed.
Peoples'

In the late 1980's the Greenwich Young

Theatre became interested in Boal's methodology.

Up to 1991 the Greenwich Young People's Theatre had been
practicing a version of Forum Theatre that addresses the
problem of contemporary racism

(1992).

The following groups have incorporated Theatre of the
Oppressed Techniques and applied them in the schools.

The

Brecht Forum in New York trains teachers with a program that
specializes in the use of Boal's techniques;
the Theatre of the Oppressed in Omaha,

the Center of

Nebraska does

occasional work in an alternative/satellite school using
Boal's work

(Workshop of the Oppressed Laboratory,

And Michael Rohd,

for his dissertation used the same

techniques in a public school system.
Toronto,

1995).

Mixed Company in

Canada is a community-based theatre company with a

primary focus on integrating arts within the community.
have been doing so since 1991.

They

Over the last several years,

they have worked with over 10,000 high school students from
all across Ontario.
Theatre Company,

In Vancouver,

Canada,

the Headlines

under the guidance of David Diamond,

much work within the school setting

does

(Mixed Company Home

%

Page,

1999).

In the research literature there is little

evidence of persons or theatre groups working specifically
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with children

in the

schools

and there are no

TO techniques with elementary bilingual

studies using

school children.

Constructivism in Education
This

section discusses

different applications
possible uses
(1993)

state

as

education.

although it

it

is

constructivism,

in education and theatre,

communication.

that,

constructivism,

theoretical

Greennon-Brooks

educational

learning

reform must

how teachers

teach.

constructivism in the

approach can benefit all
To understand the

in mind,

sources

setting can show how this

of us.

impact of constructivism we need to

These currents

from which it

originated from such diverse

as Giambattista Vico,

American researchers.

learn and

the use of research

define and explain the different currents
developed.

Jean Piaget,

Adams and Powell

Lev Vygotsky and

(1995)

state

that

constructivism can be traced to the eighteenth century
through the work of philosopher Giambattista Vico.
maintained that human beings
what

they have

themselves

Vico

can only clearly understand

constructed.

Several

ideas of

constructivism can be applied to child development.
review focuses

in

For them,

start with how students

school

teaching,

the child ability

in the classroom.

With this

and Brooks

for many current reforms

Constructivism is defined as

to build her/his

and its

is not a theory of

the basis

its

on constructivist

trends

in education and

their evolution.

Greenon-Brooks and Brooks

with many others,

recognized that
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This

(1993)

along

the well-known Swiss

scholar Jean Piaget was one of the most influential
proponents of constructivism.

Piaget viewed constructivism

as a way of explaining how people come to know about the
world.

For Heylighen

(1997),

Piaget was one of the first

psychologists to develop constructivism,
conceptions of child development.

based on his

Piaget developed a theory

of the different cognitive stages through which a child
passes while building a model of the world.
According to Richardson

(1997),

the Piagetian approach

to constructive education is an individual approach to the
meaning making process.

Richardson critiques the Piagetian

approach because of the dominance of individualistic
knowledge and the exclusion of certain students.
approach,

according to Richardson

individualization,

exclusion,

(1997)

This

puts an emphasis on

and the perpetuation of the

power dynamic in the classroom and does not have room for
"others"

to be part of the dialogue.

For this author the

lesson to be taken from Piaget is that constructivism is
learning based on action.

For Richardson there is another

approach/current in educational constructivism that he calls
social constructivism.
Adams and Powell

(1995)

stated that a major proponent

of social constructivism was the Russian Lev Vygostky,
stressed the social aspect of learning.

who

Vygostky suggested

that the development of individuals depends upon social
%

relations.

For Richardson,

social constructivism does not

focus primarily on the individual,
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but views the social as

instrumental if not essential in both the construction and
appropriation of knowledge.

Davydov

(1995)

and Vygotsky have

shown the significance of socio-cultural influences in
educational constructivism.

For this author,

the child's

learning occurs when there is collaboration between the
child and adult,

and these relationships give the child a

cultural tool that he/she internalizes to construct
experiences

(Mangeri & Collins Block,

Sarbin and Kituse

(1994)

construction of identity.
ethnic,

1994).

focused on the social

Children enter school with various

cultural and social backgrounds and experiences that

we should acknowledge and respect as educators.

We should

use this knowledge to reconstruct the curriculum.

Sarbin and

Kituse recognize the importance of constructivism and
identity.

According to these two authors,

there are two ways

to address the issue of identity:
Appreciation of the cultural construction of identity
is crucial, then, because the classifications,
imageries and frameworks which cultures provide help to
organize the ways we experience phenomena. In addition
to cultural construction of the categories of identity,
we are
interested in the specific ways that
connections are established between individuals and the
categories for which they are said to stand.
(Sabbin
and Kitusa, 1994, p. 5).
For Becker and Varelas
education,

that is,

(1995),

there is a crucial dilemma in

how to facilitate children entering into

a cultural enterprise and letting them be and become
themselves.

Meanwhile,

children can be themselves and

construct learning based on their experiences,
cultural and ethnic background.
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and their

For Von Glaserfeld

(1995),

the social construction perspective opens up the possibility
of looking at the interaction between the individual and the
culture in a positive manner.
Richardson

(1997)

and Grennon-Brooks and Brooks

situated constructivism within education.
a descriptive theory of learning
or develop);

(1993)

Constructivism is

(this is a way people learn

it is not a prescriptive theory of learning

(this is the way people should learn).
Brooks

(1993)

Grennon-Brooks and

argue that educators must encourage children

to think and rethink,

demonstrate and exhibit.

These

authors also provide five goals of constructivist pedagogy:
1.

posing problems of emerging relevance to learners

2.

structuring learning around "big ideas"

or primary

concepts
3.

seeking and valuing students'

4.

adapting curriculum to address students'suppositions;

5.

assessing students'

As

educators,

Educators

learning in the context of teaching

we have to keep

not a theory about

teaching,

in mind that constructivism is
it

also need to be aware

education is

point of view

is a theory about

learning."

that constructivism in

a vital mechanism that

the

it can be correlated with the Theatre of
Constructivism and the Theatre of

teacher can use,
the Oppressed.

the Oppressed

Parallels between constructivism and Theatre of
Oppressed are as

and

the

follows:

The first correlation is that in education and TO the
students are part of the process and each student is
actively involved in "constructing" his/her knowledge.
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In

TO,

the actors become spect-actors who are involved in the

action.

According to Richardson

(1997),

the constructivist

view states that learning cannot be separated from the
action and in TO the action is eminent.
dialogue into consideration.

Second we must take

Constructivism can be used to

open a dialogue between students and the teacher and between
students as well.

In TO,

the monologue is transformed into

a dialogue of communication through participants'
using images and words.

bodies

The collaboration approach is

another factor that will benefit education and classroom
teachers.

Students can collaborate in any project,

and the

teacher can be the facilitator of this process.
Constructivism can be used to create community in the
classroom and applying the TO techniques can foster
community among the children.

In TO the facilitator

(Joker)

is an integral part in directing the action or the
games/exercises.

In these theatre games the adult or child

can collaborate with a participant or facilitator,

and both

are part of the process.
Sizer

(1992)

used the metaphor of the constructivist

"teacher as a coach"

and in the Theatre of the Oppressed the

Joker is the facilitator who encourages the construction of
a dialogue with the spectator.
Wagner

(1998)

states that the constructivist teacher

creates a dialogue in his classroom based on the grounds of
trust and respect.

We need to have this kind of dialogue if
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as educators we want a real change in the school system.
Wagner

(1998)

proposed the following:

To make the implementation of higher standards a
reality for most children, we must develop a new
practice of "whole school" change that is consistent
with our understanding of how learning takes place and
how the organization change, (pp.512-517)

In the words of the Cuban philosopher and educator Jose
Marti

(1853-1895),

"de raiz hay que volcar este sistema."

As educators we need to make changes that will benefit
education,

but more than that,

our children's opinions,

we need to value and respect

cultural and ethnic differences.

Bilingual Education and Theatre of the Oppressed
Accordingly to Rossell

(1990),

the Civil Rights

movements of the 1960's brought changes to America,

and the

creation of new programs that served communities perceived
as disadvantaged.

The government in an effort to help these

groups created programs such as Head Start and Bilingual
Education.

The Bilingual Education Act of 1968 was created

for children who do not speak English to be taught in their
own language and in English

(Rossell,

The Massachusetts General Laws,
the Transitional Bilingual Education

1990).
Chapter 71A considers
(TBE)

to be a full-time

program of instruction that teaches the child in her/his own
native language and in English.
"transitional way"

This provides a

for the child to learn English.

Through

*

the review of literature it is clear that the intention of
the TBE is to teach English to children who do not share
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English as their first language.

However,

the intention in

this review is not to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Transitional Bilingual Education Program.
Hispanics are the fastest growing population in the
United States.

Fitzgerald

(1993)

states that as the United

States has become increasingly diverse,

arguments regarding

bilingualism have become of greater interest for many
educators.

Accordingly to Trueba

(1989),

"currently more

than 30 million language-minority individuals reside
United States],
year 2000."

[in the

with a projection of about 40 million by the

The United States Department of Education,

(Fritzgerald,

1992)

reported that about 2.3 million students

in our schools have

"limited English proficiency" and Trueba

(1989)

agreed that 80% of these students are Hispanic

students of a young age.
Crawford

(1991)

points out in his research that

Bilingual Education has not been developed consistently
around the nation.

According to Crawford,

many experts

believe that bilingual education has been a major
improvement over "sink-or-swim.

Experts agree that the

design and quality of bilingual programs vary substantially.
Today,

almost every educator has a different view on

bilingual education programs and how they should operate to
benefit our children in the bilingual classrooms.
The purpose of this study was to use Theatre of the
Oppressed Techniques to benefit children and teachers in a
Transitional Bilingual classroom environment.
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Banks

(1981)

stated that schools reflect society and often resist change,
and that the TBE in combination with TO techniques can be a
method of change.

The TO can help develop the TBE into a

"safe classroom space"

through its use of the techniques.

Creating a safe place for the bilingual child to express
his/her ideas is critical.

This study also focuses on the

application of these techniques for Transitional Bilingual
Education in general.
TBE is in need of change to create a community of
people who are interested in the development and improvement
of the bilingual child.
"voice"

One improvement is to create a

in the bilingual child and TO techniques can help us

accomplish this goal.
Summary
The idea is the world as a stage, of men [and women] as
actors assuming and discarding different roles, and the
world of, social reality becoming a play conceived by
hidden superhuman of impersonal forces, has been
familiar in literature as long as it and drama existed.
Elizabeth Burns (1972)

Concurring with the words of Elizabeth Burns

(1972),

the world is a stage and the world of social reality is
becoming a play,
smaller.

and the world that we live in is becoming

This makes

it essential

to learn from each other,
our similarities.

for us to work together and

acknowledge our differences and

This view will transform this world into

a richness of cultural experiences.

The classroom is a

*

microcosm of these cultural experiences.

Taking these

thoughts into consideration while rethinking the use of
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theatre in bilingual education using Augusto Boal's work is
a valuable strategy.
There is a limited amount of literature on the subject
of cultural identity related to the bilingual child. This
research is unusual because there is a lack of evidence on
the practice and application of TO techniques with bilingual
children.

To some extent,

this study explored new ground in

the area by using these theatre techniques to explore
cultural identity. This study helped develop a new tool for
teachers to use in their classroom. Chapter III includes a
detailed experiential methodology that frames this study in
light of the reality of the classroom,
teacher.

the children and

It also includes a description of the TO games and

exercises used in the research process.
In a positive remark I wanted to cite Karl Marx, who
stated that it is our responsibility,

not only to interpret

the world in many forms, but what it needs is
transformation.

Theatre as proposed by Augusto Boal is a

way to transform the world because it involves action. We
have his powerful tools to transform the world through
education and theatre.
In the United States,

the public schools have the

responsibility to educate all children in order to achieve
certain democratic goals.

This same view was proposed by

Freire in liberatory education and also applied by Boal in
%

his ideas for a democratic theatre.

Richard W. Riley,

former Secretary of Education, values the use of the arts as
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part of the curriculum.

According to him,

the arts help

students open the doors to a brighter and more fulfilling
tomorrow.

Education and theatre can be powerful tools and a

"way of life" that can be used by students,

teachers and

communities to achieve this fulfilling tomorrow.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology employed in the
study.

It discusses the site and the subjects of the study.

The study was based on the five categories and exercises
developed by Boal. The next section presents the planned
daily activities that guided the study.

However,

the

overview process was a "hands on" experience with the
participation of school staff,

undergraduate students and

bilingual elementary students.

It included TO games,

activities and exercises developed by this group.

The

instrumentation used for data collection and data analysis
is also described in this chapter.

The last section

presents a description of and excerpts from the journal
field notes and the procedure followed.
The purpose of this study was to develop a methodology
for the application of the TO to enhance bilingual
children's social and communication skills.

This study

provides a model that will help bilingual children to find
their voices.

This study used the TO approach and techniques

delineated by Boal in his book Games For Actors And NonActors

(1992).

According to Boal,

(1992),

exercise includes

all physical and muscular movements that help the person to
have a better knowledge of how his/her body functions.
Working with bilingual children,
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I set up a series of goals

in which these "exercises were

[applied]

as a

way to create

a better awareness of the body and its mechanization."
Boal

(1992),

For

"each exercise is a physical reflection on

oneself that can help to originate a monologue."

(P.

1)

Games "on the other hand" are the way to "deal with the body
as an emitter and receiver of messages."
games are a way to create dialogue.
combines both

(games and exercises)

called 'games-ercises,'

(p.

1)

For him the

In his methodology Boal
into a combination

in which we can find a fair amount

of both.
The games-ercises delineated in this study are used
with bilingual students who were interacting with each other
and creating for themselves a "space" in which they have a
chance to meet. This experimental study tried to create a
sense of

"community" among the participating students.

In

this study it was possible to create awareness and dialogue
through the games. By interacting with each other,

TO became

a tool that created a sense of belonging and working
together that led to "collective learning"
In addition,

(Giroux,

1977).

it helped the child to be proud of his/her

cultural background and strengthened her/his cultural
identity in the school system.

For Giroux

important to acknowledge students'
bring to the classroom,

(1997),

experiences that they

and "to ignore such experiences is

to deny the grounds on which students learn,
imagine."

(p.

it is

5)
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speak,

and

Objectives of the Study
The school is a place where the child can develop
physically,

psychologically and socially.

Embedded in the

previous statement is a major objective of this study, were
to critically investigate application of the TO approach.
Other objectives include:
(1)

To document how bilingual children were affected by

drama and TO techniques.
(2)

To show that school systems can integrate the use of the

TO techniques into their school curriculum.
(3)

To improve the following skills in the bilingual child:

corporal and verbal expressions and communication that allow
concentration and self-discipline to develop;
resolve and analyze situations
manner;

(conflict)

the ability to

in a critical

to develop social skills that encourage group

cooperation and respect for the way others think; and to
encourage understanding of their own culture and other
cultures as well.
(4)

To encourage the Bilingual child to improve the

following stages of development:
recognize the other,

to recognize the self,

to

and to be able to recognize and have a

sense of team/group and community.
(5)

To encourage the expression of consciousness with the

use of the TO techniques,

and to improve the social

development of the bilingual child along with active
*

interaction with the group.
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(6)

To empower the bilingual child via the application of

the TO techniques.
(7)

To conclude with the discovery that

"we are theatre."

Theatre of the Oppressed Stages:
Games and Exercises
a Guide to the Study

Below is a list of the games and exercises based on
Boal's three stages that were used as a guide.
categories are:
Hear,

Feeling What We Touch,

Dynamising Several Senses,

The

Listening To What We

Seeing What We Look At,

and

The Memory Of The Senses.
•

STAGE ONE:

KNOWING THE BODY/WARM UP GAMES/EXERCISES:

These games/exercises help with the physical understanding
of the body,

get the body moving and help the mind

concentrate on how the body functions:
Green Light/Red Light:

This is a children's game in which

one child is the leader and the rest of the group
participates as a team.
leader's position.

The leader will say "green light or red

light," when he says,
if he says

"red light"

sees someone moving

The group tries to get to the

"green light"

the children move,

the children have to stop.

(red light)

but

If he/she

this child has to move back

to the point where the game started.

The first one to get to

the finish place is the winner.
Zip,

Zap,

Zop:

In a circle the children put their hands

together and pass around the words zip,

zap,

and zop.

When

they are used to it they will begin to point to anyone in
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the circle to send the words

(zip,

zap,

zop)

around to

anyone in the circle.
Balloons:

Each child has a balloon and they are asked to use

her/his body to move the balloon while trying not to let it
fall to the floor without using their hands.

(Variations

will be explored with the use of music).
•

STAGE TWO:

BODY EXPRESSIONS

These exercises helped the child become comfortable with
using physical expression to communicate with the others,

to

trust and work with the group.
Gesture/Image:

With partners,

one child does a simple

gesture that evokes an image or emotion and freezes it,

and

the second child then changes the image by adding another
gesture so that they combine the images of both children,
"sculpting" gestures,

into something new.

Then,

child freezes and the second child unfreezes.
freezing and unfreezing,

the first

They keep

changing image after image.

An

example of this is the Hand Shake game.
Blind/Guide:

In this gamesercise one child is blind and the

other is the guide.
closed,

The

"blind"

and crosses the hands across the chest for safety

(as if he is hugging himself).
his partner's safety,
Mirror:

child keeps his eyes

The guide is

and leads the

in charge of

"blind" child.

In this exercise the facilitator gets the children

to pair up.

One participant imitates the other's physical
%

movements and facial expressions.
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The children then switch

roles.

Both participants follow each other without

establishing at first who is the leader and who is the
follower

(this is a variation).

The purpose is to imitate

each other as an image in a mirror

(this game is modified

so that the children follow each other without establishing
who is the leader or the follower).
The Machine:

The children are in a circle and one student

is asked to start a machine like movement.
as parts of the machine.

Others join in,

The children guess the name of the

machine or what the machine was doing.
STAGE THREE:

THEATRE AS A LANGUAGE

In these exercises the children use their bodies to create a
dialogue.
"This is not a stick":
middle of the circle.

The narrator place a stick in the
The children are asked to transform

the object in any way through a form,
gesture.

a body expression or

Each child participates in this game.

make an image,

for example,

A child can

brushing his/her hair,

and the

rest of the children will guess or try to guess what the
image is.
The different images:
example,

talking on the phone,

and others.
images,

The facilitator makes an image,

for

typing in a computer,- dancing

The children say what they see through these

some of which come from concrete things.

Complete the Image:

The facilitator shakes the hand of
%
%

someone and freezes that image.
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The facilitator leaves and

asks another child to come and complete this image the way
he thinks it should be completed.
Site of the Study
This study explored the use of TO techniques with a
group of bilingual elementary school children.

In specific

terms these techniques were applied in a study conducted
with elementary school children who were part of a
Transitional Bilingual Program.

This study was conducted in

a school in Western Massachusetts.

The school was part of a

district characterized by its large and diverse population.
Educational services are offered to the Asian and Latino
school populations through the school system as part of
Transitional Bilingual Educational program.

Presently the

largest linguistic groups served at the school are Latinos.
Site Setting
The setting for this qualitative study was an
elementary school.
through sixth grade.

The grades in this study were second
The school physical plant is a one

story building with two attached modular classrooms.

One of

these modular classrooms is for the Spanish Transitional
Bilingual Education Program
classrooms,

a library,

(TBE).

a gym,

The school has eighteen

and a lunchroom that is also

used as an activity and music room.
The school houses a Spanish Transitional Bilingual
Program and an English As a Second Language Program.
%

school was chosen because it has all of the ideal
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This

characteristics we were looking for,

including a receptive

teacher and a cooperative administration.
Participants
The target participants
elementary school children,

in this study were eighteen
grades 2-6.

They were of

Hispanic descent and some of them were part of the Spanish
Transitional Education Bilingual Education
regular school program.

(TBE)

and the

Criteria for selection of

participants were the wiliness to participate in the study
and the discretion of the TBE teacher.

Older children were

selected for this study based on the needs of the TBE
program because the youngest children
First grade)

(Kindergarten and

were in an intensive remedial class.

Children

from the regular program were included because they had been
part of the TBE program in the past.
graders,

three third graders,

fifth grader,
children.

There were six second

seven fourth graders,

one

and one sixth grader for a total of eighteen

There were thirteen children from the Spanish

Transitional Bilingual Education program and five from the
regular program.
six boys.

Included in the group were twelve girls and

The students came from a diverse background

including Latin America and the Spanish speaking Caribbean
where the primary language at home was Spanish.
backgrounds included El Salvador,
Rico.

For some of the children,

their first language.
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Bolivia,

Their

Peer and Puerto

Spanish may or may not be

An integral part of this study was the Spanish
Transitional Bilingual teacher.
Hispanic.

This teacher is an

Her participation was crucial for this study for

two reasons:

first she had been working with these children

and knew them well.

The second reason is that she was a

bridge for this study with the school and was able to
facilitate administrative processes.

The effectiveness and

success of this qualitative study were only possible with
the support of this teacher and the school system.

Table 1:

Participants'

PARTICIPANT

|

;

distribution list

GRADE

GENDER

A

Second

Feminine

TBE

Puerto Rico

B

Second

Feminine

TBE

El Salvador

C

Second

Feminine

TBE

El Salvador

D

Second

Masculine

TBE

Bolivia

E

Second

Feminine

TBE

Puerto Rico

F

Second

Masculine

TBE

El Salvador

G

Third

Feminine

TBE

Chile

H

Third

Feminine

I

Third

Feminine

TBE

El Salvador

J

Fourth

Feminine

TBE

Bolivia

K

Fourth

Masculine

TBE

El Salvador

L

Fourth

Feminine

TBE

Puerto Rico

PROGRAM

Regular

NATIONALITY

Puerto Rico

CONTINUED
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TABLE 1. CONTINUED
Fourth

Masculine

Regular

Puerto Rico

N

Fourth

Feminine

Regular

Puerto Rico

0

Fourth

Feminine

Regular

Puerto Rico

P

Fourth

Masculine

TBE

Puerto Rico

Q

Fifth

Feminine

TBE

Puerto Rico

R

Sixth

Masculine

Regular

El Salvador

M

i

Data Collection Method
The primary data collection methods were videotapes and
photographs.

The videotapes of the children were a valuable

data source that generated most of the data for this
qualitative research.

The researcher also kept a journal

with observations of her work.
In the process of designing the study the researcher
met regularly with her advisor and committee members.

A

committee member from the Theatre Department worked closely
with the researcher and advised her on the use of the TO
techniques.

Another committee member who is an Hispanic

woman supported and advised her throughout this work.
This research study utilized qualitative techniques.

The

qualitative method used in this study was video taping of
some of the activities in which the TO games and exercises
were implemented.
the real world.

This experiential study was produced in
In this way,

the methodology and its study
*

were grounded in the practical world of the school.

The

activities were designed to make several methods of data
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\

gathering possible.

These collection methods included

audiovisual materials such as photographs and videotapes.
The audiovisual materials provided an opportunity for the
researcher to share a direct view of the reality of the
study.

One of the difficulties of this methodology is that

interpretation may be difficult.

That is why the researcher

decided on a third data collection technique:
in an action research journal.

documentation

This journal also helped to

keep records on the discussions with the TBE teacher,
undergraduate students and children.
research by observing,
journal.

The researcher did her

taking notes and reflecting in her

The employment of these devices ensured the breath

and depth of this study through the compilation of a field
diary,

including a commentary section with the reflections

of the researcher's personal experiences and involvement in
the study and the marginal comments of the field notes.

The

downside of the journal documentation and the audiovisual
material is that this information may be protected
information and not accessible.

The next chapter includes

discussions about this journal.

The appendix includes some

examples of the transcription of the videotape and action
research journal.
An Overview of the Process
The process was a "hands on experience" with the
participation of the teacher,

school staff,

undergraduate

%

students and the bilingual children.
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An outline of the

weekly activities,

exercises and games were developed and

used throughout the study.
One of the first activities was planning meeting with
the TBE classroom teacher.

The researcher held this meeting

to discuss the activities in which they would both be
involved:
1.

The focus of the study and the implementation of the

theory behind it;
2.

The time line of the study according to the school

calendar and the children's need;
3.

The researcher's role in the study.

Along with this she

emphasized the importance of the teacher's input as a
"resource/advisor"

that provided support and guidance to the

study;
4.

The steps needed to gain entry to the setting

this case)

(school in

and permission for the children to participate in

the study;
5.

The parameters

for selecting the children for the study.

In our discussion we decided that all children from the
second through the six grade could participate in the study
because the children in kindergarten and first grade were at
that time in another activity.

The teacher decided also to

incorporate into the study Hispanic children who were part
of the regular school program who would benefit from
participating in the TO experience;
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and

6.

The researcher explained to the classroom teacher her

plan to record data through audiovisual materials and
documentation.
The researcher developed a weekly activities overview
to frame the study.

This weekly overview was developed in

the form of lesson plans with the advice of the TBE teacher
and the undergraduate students as a guide to be followed by
the facilitator.

This weekly approach was developed to

organize the study,

and to take into account in a

constructive manner the input of the teacher and
undergraduate students through a weekly discussion.

This day

to day procedure will be discussed in Chapter Four.
The teacher was the contact person who enlisted the
students and facilitated all

in-school coordination

including the permission letter for the parents to allow
their children to participate in this study.

This letter was

written in Spanish and the parents returned them to the
teacher.

This letter is

included in appendix 1.

When

necessary the teacher follow-up the permission letter with
phone calls to the parents to obtain permission for the
children to participate.
This study included two sessions a week on Thursdays
and Fridays from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
semester,
2:00

during the first

and once a week during the second semester from

to 4:00 p.m.

Planning was held on Wednesday afternoon
*

when there were no school.

Transportation and snacks were

provided to the children by the school system.
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The research

was completed in two semesters. The TO techniques,
especially image games,
product.
product

were an important part of the final

The children presented their performance or final
(based on their democratic decision)

made up of the school's teachers.
presentation,

to an audience

For this final

the children decided to present examples of

the exercises learned over the semester.

This final

performance empowered the children through the use of TO
techniques.
Data Analysis
The analysis of these qualitative data included the
following steps:

keeping a journal of the daily activities

and making annotations of the study process,
in-put from the teacher,

evaluations,

undergraduate students,

dissertation committee members and transcriptions of the
video performances each week. One of the most valuable forms
of data was the video tapes of the children.

Weekly

conversations and input from the Spanish Transitional
Bilingual teacher and records in the journal were also
included.
The combination of data gathering techniques included
videotapes of the activities,
children,

the photographs taken by the

and a journal of notes taken after each session.

This simultaneous data gathering provided a rich source of
categories with their information.
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The data analysis procedures included two types of
visual materials:

videotapes and photographs to

gather/record information.

The video tape was observed and transcribed weekly
(Appendix 2,

Examples of Transcripts).

These data were used

to identify the common themes. The categories or themes that
emerged were:

the sense of self,

sense of community,

the sense of the other,

communication and empowerment. These

categories formed the bases for the emerging story that was
told in this qualitative study.
A second data gathering tool used in this study was the
photographs.

This data collection method correlated a story

of the research

(Appendix 3).

The story data were collected

through a "photo journal" that told a story through the
participants'

(children's')

eyes.

This material was

organized in a photo journal in which a story was developed
around the story.

Detailed information,

beginning of the study,

such as the

the games and exercises and other

activities, was collected by the children.

This data

collection tool provided first hand information that
represented primary research material.

These were put

together and combined in a qualitative photography exhibit
event as part of their school presentation.
The third data recording tool was the journal/diary
kept by the researcher.

This was a primary source of

material as seen through eyes of the researcher.
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These data

were color recorded

(See Appendix 4).

discussed in the next

The color code

section under the

journal

is

excerpts.

The researcher used an approach of data collection that
reflected a dialectical
and the

field work.

The data collection methods

children to be part of
democratic

relationship between the children

the process,

yielding a more

form of knowledge production.

dialogical method of data collection,
able

to

empower

These

to

"reality"

of

validation of
structural

this

the researcher was

of data collection helped the

see how the children and the study developed

with the application of
the

Using

the group.

three methods

researcher

allowed the

the TO games and exercises within

the classroom.

the

These data

led to

study through triangulation via a

corroboration using multiple sources.
Journal Excerpts

Dilemmas

at

the Margins

of

the

Page

While reflecting about my study,
important

to mention the dilemmas

researcher.

The

journal was

the

"space"

'critical monologue'
called the margins
was where
I
there

I

of

of

that

thought

I

it was

encountered as a

the medium that

reflection/action on the study.
journal was

I

I

This

I used for

action research

created to develop this

reflection/action procedures.

the page

"critical

space"

I

because that

reflected on the study.

learned through my years as
is not a

formula,

a preschool

that a teacher has
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to

teacher that
try different

approaches.

A teacher has to be able to try different things

and critically see what really works.

However,

we have to

take into account the fact that some things that work with
an individual or group might not work with other individuals
or groups.

We need to understand that we are dealing with

human beings in the classroom and that each of them is
different.
Taking all the above into consideration I tried to
extract and describe my experiences in a critical way,
pointing out the dilemmas

by

'at the margins of the page.'

Throughout the process of this study I reflected in a
critical manner

'in my journal at the margins of the page,'

posing questions and looking for solutions.

The following

questions emerged during this reflecting process and were
developed into actions.
1.

What worked or did not work in the study?

2.

Did the TBE teacher participate actively throughout the

process?
3.

In which ways was her participation needed?

Was her

participation effective?
4.

Did the involvement of the undergraduate students in the

study help or hurt?
5.

Why was the physical space so important in the study?

6.

What are some examples of trial and error?

7.

What factors shaped the study?

8.

What was the role of the researcher as an observer or

facilitator/participant in the study?
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9.

What worked in terms of games/exercises and activities

with the children and what modifications were made?
10.

Should I have disciple o/or not?

11.

To perform a final presentation or not?
The Frierian idea of reflection and action was the

cornerstone of this journal.

For Freire,

education is the

reflection and action of men to transform the world to then
transform themselves

(Gomes,

1982,

p.

7).

The researcher

used the journal as a way to take action for the purpose of
improving the study.

That is why this research journal is

known as an action research journal.

These journals are used

extensively by teachers as a way of improving their work.
This medium has been important for education since the
teacher-as-researcher movement of the 60's.

The researcher

decided to use the action research journal because she felt
that she was in the teacher-researcher role.
p.

69)

defines action research as

Elliot

(1992,

"the study of a social

situation with a view to improving the quality of action
within it."

According to this author,

the action research

validates the theory through practice.
This action research journal contained
that developed the

'path/direction'

'stage ideas'

of this study.

This

journal also led the researcher to delineate and clarify
ideas for the study.

The journal was used also for my

reflection/action research process.

This research mechanism

provided field notes along with the video taping and
research photographs.

This device was used to withdraw from
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the course of events to carefully collect and record data.
Therefore,

the data notation in the journal helped important

memories to be reconstructed more vividly,

and made events

available for critical questioning and for correction.
we analyze data and experiences we can reconstruct,

When

and

analyze theories through practice.
Journal Entry and Codification Legend/Description
In the research journal the opening remarks were as
follows:

"Ideas and more ideas"

and from Boal,

"The poetics

of the Oppressed is essentially the poetics of liberation."
The researcher kept track of the sessions with the children
by using the journal writings as a record for this study.
This journal held many thoughts and ideas,

some of which

were intertwined with each other.
The researcher also created a code/legend that
explained how to read the research journal.
delineated by colors.

The color codes are as

Meeting with the TBE teacher,

Research data collected,

follows:

the color was orange;

Meeting with the undergraduate students,

Thoughts and ideas,

The code was

pink;

green;

yellow;

Meeting with committee member,

blue.

This color code created a system for visual organization
that guided this research work.
The Teacher from the Bottom-up
%

The researcher decided on a bottom-up approach to
develop the process.

Contacting the TBE teacher was crucial
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to developing and designing this
journal

illustrated a process

constructed along with the
active participation of
crucial because

it was

TBE teacher who was
teacher was

research process.

in which ideas were

teacher and the researcher.

the teacher
important

the

was

for the application of

the bilingual

study.

children.

The TBE teacher's

about

of

the

The TBE
able to

experience

the TO techniques with

Talking about

the data with her

provided new and unusual perspectives.
insights

the views

the system and was

for

The

study was

insider voice/researcher.

open the door
important

for this

to have

an important part of
this

This

For example,

her

the children's behavior during the study and

during regular classroom time children were helpful.
After each session the TBE
sometimes met

for about half

different

situations

different

focal points

commitment,

most

of

teacher and the researcher

an hour and discussed the

that arose.

The discussion generated

of analysis.

the

time

Due

to her job

the TBE teacher was not able to

participate actively in the games and exercises but was a
remote outsider observer of
researcher wrote
system."
of

the

A reality of

school

"theatre"

the

the process.

following:
the

In the

"the realities

system was

of

and not a part of

the

the

the general viewpoint

of perceiving the arts and in this

or dramatics as

journal

case

the

only the presentation of a product

the curriculum.
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Journal Extracts:

A Dialogue in Action:

These are some journal extracts obtained from dialogues with
the TBE teacher

(T)

and the researcher

(R):

•

Scene 1

R:

What do you think about the study up to now?

T:

They

(the children)

are enjoying it,

and it is good to

see children like E and G who are shy participating in the
activities and being able to be part of the group.
T:

I need to see what they do for the final presentation.

Do you have any idea what kind official presentation and if
there is going to be a play?
R:

Well,

this is a democratic process and the children will

decide what the presentation is going to be about.

Do you

mind or have any other suggestions?
T:

No,

what I am worrying about is how this is going to come

from the children?
R:

Okay,

I am going to look into it.

the process,

You have to be part of

participating in the TO games and exercises.

What I am trying to look into in a critical question is,

do

the TO techniques work or not in the classroom?
R:

This is a process that through the TO approach you can

empower those children and the themes
from them.

for the play will come

These games and exercises will create the

momentum for this explosion to create their own work.
In my analysis of this conversation I concluded that
the classroom teacher was very concerned about the final
presentation because in this way she could show the system
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that the TO had worked successfully by putting on a program.
The traditional way of seeing the use of theatre at the
school is a final presentation to the spectators.
•

Scene 2:

'A conversation with the TBE teacher'

After the class I had a brief conversation with the TBE
teacher in which the researcher stated the importance of
teacher and program staff participation in this study.

The

importance of their participation is because they are the
backbone/link to this study.

They are the link that

connected the study with the children.

The teacher shared

the following ideas:
T:

I can not participate in the process due to various

reasons:

staff meeting,

planning time.

parent's meetings,

Most of the time,

training and

I will be sending the TBE

program staff so they can participate.
R:

I want you and your program staff to participate.

crucial

for this study,

This is

your observation and in-put are

needed.
T:

I want this to be your project because I think that my

presence might change the dynamic.
R:

I know that you have to do other things,

but you can be

part of the action by being involved whenever you can,
through some planning meetings.

•
T:

Scene 3
I am using the project as an example

wrote),

(in a paper she

as a project that can help the school and the

teacher.
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maybe

R:

How do you think this study can benefit the classroom

teacher,
T:

specifically the TBE classroom?

It will help to create community among the TBE children

because they hardly know each other due to the classroom
schedule.

These children do not interact with each other

and they sometimes are the only ones that are part of this
program in his/her classroom.

That is what is most

important about this work.
R:

Thank you.

•

Scene 4

R:

A group of children

(all girls)

put together a play.

This group will present their work in progress next week to
the rest of the group.

I will be using this as a motivation

factor that will help to set a precedent for the rest of the
group.
T:

That makes me happy that we can have a final

presentation.
The Undergraduate Students:
Study; Their Valuable Work,

the Spiral Movement of the
In-put for Planning Activities

Based on my previous experiences working with these
kinds of programs,

I decided to include two undergraduate

students in this study.
spiral movement,

I define their involvement as a

or as the watchtower for this study.

intervention and participation were crucial.

Their

They were part

of this endeavor by working together with the researcher in
planning the activities,

games,

input about the experience.
learning experience,

exercises,

and giving their

The process was a

as Freire describes it.
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'two way'
We decided to

meet each session to plan the TO activities and discuss
issues or situations that evolved during the study.
Following are some detailed journal quotations about
the procedure:
•

Scene 1
The researcher

students
to do.

(A,

M)

(R)

explained to the undergraduate

the TO techniques and gave them some reading

The researcher explained to A and M the logistics of

the study.
R:

I am training you

(the students)

to use the TO exercises.

I will be observing more and becoming less active.
M:

I am not a theatre major and I am puzzled as to how I can

fit into this study?
R:

I am not a theatre expert either but I have used the TO

techniques with different groups in a non-formal setting.
As an educator,

I want to know if this is going to work in

the classroom.

The beautiful thing of the TO approach is

that you do not have to be a theatre expert because it has
been used by psychologists,

social workers,

popular

educators and community activists.
M:

Do you think that I can do it?

R:

You have the tools,

you have been trained as a teacher

and I need someone who has knowledge of how to work with the
children.
A:

For me,

it is going to be a challenge,

because I am not

%

an educator and I do not speak Spanish.

I am a theatre

major and my knowledge of the language is limited.
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At this

moment I am taking this theatre course in which we learn to
use the techniques and we need to accompany this with a
hands on project.
R:

The most important thing for me is,

both of you can create a balance.

precisely this:

that

I know it is not going to

be easy and it is a challenge but the three of us are going
to learn from this experiment.
acknowledge that,

Also it is important to

yes it is important to have knowledge of

the language but I think that the most important thing is
the cultural understanding and to have the sensitivity to be
able to understand this children.
•

Scene 2

Preamble:

TO techniques as a mechanism of discussion for

daily life experiences in the school.

We planned the

activities together and decided to emphasize
the joker aspect.

(over-emphasis)

We decided to define the joker then use

the joker to facilitate some of the exercises.
R:

I think that we need to move from here and give the

children a more active role.
M:

Yes,

I agree with you and I think it is a good idea to

have the

"photographer of the day."

This activity makes the

children proud of themselves.
R:

I agree also with you but the children need a more active

role.

We need to guide them so they can facilitate some of

the exercises.
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M:

I understand, you and agree with, what you are saying

because this will help the children who are shy to
participate more,
R:

as for example,

R.

Along with this it will give the children some other

things to get used to with each other,
the most important thing,

to act in public and,

to empower them.

Let's sit down

to plan strategies and see if this is going to work!
•

Scene 3

Preamble:

R

(researcher and the two undergraduate students

(A and M)

discussed the idea of working in the classroom

setting as part of the reason for this study.

We discussed

the importance of the active participation of TBE program
staff.
A:

How are we going to include the program staff or ask them

to participate in the games and exercises?
R:

I would like to test the water by talking to the TBE

teacher of the importance of the program staff participating
actively in the study.

Even though the study is not being

implemented during school hours their participation and in¬
put is crucial and beneficial
study.

for the development of the

I can not force them but I can try to explain this

to them.
M:

I think this is a good idea as R explained this to us.

R:

If we cannot engage them

be.

(TBE program staff),

let them

We have to change strategies and assign some tasks to

others in the process.
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•

Scene 4

Preamble:

To create community.

After an extended discussion

with the TBE teacher's in-put and suggestions,

we decided to

try through the use of the TO techniques to create community
among the children.

The previous weeks we had worked with

the children's games and exercises to improve their
community skills.
A:

How can we create a sense of community?

R:

I think that this

is already happening in the group,

is a phenomenon that developed by itself.

this

We have to look

and determine which one of the games and exercises are good
to create this community sense.
A:

Can we provoke this?

R:

Let's wait and see.

We are going to follow the planned

activities.
•

Scene 5

Preamble:

Moving toward the final presentation from

games/exercises to a forum presentation "the rehearsal of
children's experiences."
R:

I met with one of my committee members and we had a

discussion around the teacher's idea for the final
presentation and my dilemma is how to make this happen in
the framework of democracy.

I insisted on my views on "the

democratic discourse."
M:

How we are going to do this?

A:

I have seen this done in our theatre class and we can

design some group activities that can guide us toward this.
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R:

Excellent idea,

can you work on that?

we have a core group of children,

I also think that

who are all ready to

create a play and be a role model and a motivational factor
that and engage the rest of the group.

We are going to

divide the rest of the group into two groups.

I will

continue to work with the first group observing their work
and then we are going to present each other's work.
call this

'work in progress.'

Then,

We will

I think we could have a

group discussion after each presentation and a discussion
about if the children will like to have this final
presentation and whom they wanted to invite?
A:

Awesome!

M:

I can't wait to see how this works!

R:

Hope this experiment goes well!
Research Data Collected:
Reflection and Action Passage
The research data collected in this journal helped to

verify the videotape data.

The annotations in the journal

were mental records and recollections of the day.
done immediately after each session.

After this annotation

the researcher went to the next section,
Ideas."
•

This was

"Thoughts and

Some examples of this section are as follow:

Scene 1
After the first meeting the TBE teacher and the

researcher compiled a list of the children's name.

It was

helpful to the researcher to have an idea of how many
children participated in the study and the type of
activities,

games and exercises to be designed.
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Extract from the Journal
"The first day things are new and many things that were
not planned happened.

When I arrived at the school the

children were very happy and enthusiastic.
children)

They

(the

were waiting for me in the TBE classroom

(module)

and from there we moved to the School Gym and after that to
a regular classroom.

Due to a limited space available at

the school those constant changes happened.

At the TBE

classroom the teacher facilitated the In-house activity and
the introduction of the researcher and the Undergraduate
students.

Due to all these factors the things that we

planned changed a little bit and for next time we need an
alternative plan with some other games and exercises.
is the reality of the classroom and the school culture.

This
We

used the school gym to facilitate the games and exercises.
Fantastic place but this created confusion among the
children that they expected to play on their own and have a
basketball game.

What I did was to promise them that after

we finished the games and exercises we were going to play
basketball,

and they did.

Reflection at the margin of the page:
Here are some things that I need some help with such as the
video camera and with the photographer of the day activity.
Study observation:
1.

In house Activity:
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The children and spectators were listening to what the
teacher was saying and the children did not participate in
this activity.
Setting:

TBE classroom

2. Warm-up Exercise:
All children participated voluntarily.
Facilitator: Undergraduate student
Setting:

(M)

School Gym

3. Name Tag Activity:
The children were divided into three groups.
girls and one groups of boys.

Two groups of

After they finished they did

a presentation of their nametags to each other.

All

children participated in this activity.
Setting:

School Gym

4. Name and Movement Exercise:
All children participated but for some of them these were
difficult movements to compete with one another.

I stopped

the action and explained to them that the important thing
was to play and do the best that we could.
Facilitator:
Setting:

Researcher

School Gym

Thoughts at the margin of the page:

I should let them keep

doing what they want but the "teacher" in me just came out
and tried to control the situation.

It is not easy for me

to detach myself from being a teacher/facilitator and being
%

the observer of the action.

This is the first time that

when I did this game some of the children reacted this way.
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5.

Green,

Yellow and Red Light Game:

The children were enthusiastic and they all knew this game.
One of the children facilitated this game

"Q" at the

beginning the researcher did not include the use of the
yellow light that was included by "Q".

"Q"

explained the

game and the ground rules to be used by the group.
child "N",

Another

and I were the facilitators of the second and

third round.

All the children were engaged and we repeated

this game three times.
Setting:
6.

School Gym

Basketball Game:

Four girls

(A,

E,

play basketball.
cheerleaders.

A Chaos

G and J)

did not want to participate and

I told them that we could be the

We did for a while and then I asked them to

go to a corner of the place and work by themselves.

I asked

them if they were willing to put together a skit for the
children for next week.

All of them said yes and I asked

them to think together and look for a theme and who would be
the actors and to think and decide who would be the
presenter to the group.

I worked with them for a while only

as an observer and let them be in control of the situation.
I gave them some guidelines such as whether the theme should
be a situation related to the school,

community or home.

I

challenged them to create this story among themselves and a
situation that they know is going on and to see if they
could find a solution.

At first they had some topics such

as a girl had some things stolen by schoolmates,
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and another

girl being pushed by other classmates.

From this discussion

they generated the theme around a girl being bullied by
other classmates

in their community and at the school.

They

decided to place the action between the home and the school.
The cast of characters includes:
mother,

the teacher,

the girl,

two bullies,

and the school secretary.

a

I asked them

to include a person to be the facilitator of the process.
They decided that it should be G.
facilitator/director/narrator.

The role was more of a

They practiced and I told

them that they were going to present their story next week
to the rest of the group as a "work in progress."

I asked

them to meet during the day to practice on their own and
they decided to meet during recess.

They worked very well!

Realities of the study
There were realities that emerged during the research
that in some ways re-shaped and played a transforming role
in the study.

Day to day issues and realities that regulate

life in schools are related to the hierarchy,
space.

and use of the

The school culture is one of a well-defined hierarchy

and that is ingrained in the teachers'
(mentality.)

mode of thought

Most of the time this hierarchy transfers into

the so-called "power"

in the school culture.

If that

"power"

recognizes the importance of the program specifically
speaking the TBE program.

Space was a constant issue because

the TBE classroom was a small space in which to hold this
study.

It was a constant struggle each week of not knowing

the space available to work with the children.
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It was

constant frustration not to be able to control things and
trying to deal with "trouble shooting"
the time.

so to speak most of

The spur of the moment planning and not knowing

what to expect for next time were some examples of
frustration and the dilemmas of the study.
•

Scene 1:

Space as an Issue;

The territorial Aspect

I realized that I did not videotape any of the activities
today due to the fact that we moved to a different setting.
There was not a lot of time to set up the equipment and also
to be able to take care of all of the rest of the details of
the study.
Uff!

I did not tape anything!

Trying to "go with the

flow" and understand that this is the reality of the school
that each classroom is the space of the teacher and its
belongs to them.
Reflective Thoughts:

That each human being is territorial in

some aspects and that it is not easy to share.

The TBE

classroom is only viewed as a "second class citizen"
hierarchy's importance of the school.
hierarchy and space is another one,

in the

The issue of

and it is related to the

unequal power relation structure.
Research Ideas: Reflection and Action Steps
Thoughts and Ideas Section
Dilemmas at the Margin of the Page
The method of critical reflection and action supporting
this analysis consists of two acts:

to check the reliability

of the findings and to search for any evidence against it.
This journal not only helped the researcher to collect and
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reflect on the data,

but also to develop a plan of action to

improve the situation.

This was a space that provided a

closer look at situations and dilemmas and to look for
alternative solutions.

This space also helped the

researcher to deal with frustrations in a positive way.
Critical reflections and processing in writing my thoughts
and ideas helped me to clarify some of them.

This helped me

to look into possible solutions to the situation or
dilemmas.

This section provides some responses after

processing a situation that was discussed in the previous
section.
The following is a series of detailed notes extracted
from the research journal:
•

Scene 1

Research thoughts at the margin of the page:

Ufff!

I did not

videotape anything!
Ideas:

Involve the undergraduate students more and plan with

them for next week's activities to facilitate the process.
Talk to the TBE teacher about the possibility of setting up
the room in which we are going to be holding the research
activities ahead of time.
will be using next week,

Plan with her the rooms that we
and the school staff that will be

participating also.
•

Scene 2

In the researcher's thoughts at the margins of the page:
"Should I refer to the participatory ground rules more or
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not?

To discipline or not to discipline?

That is the

question."
Reflection and ideas:

After some thought and after a

dialogue with the undergraduate students and the teacher we
decided to use the "ground rules."

This is a tool that the

facilitators can refer to for giving a structure and for the
children's safety.
collectively and,

First,

the ground rules were done

in that sense,

belong to them.

reviewing them in the In-house section.

We will be

I need to understand

that a long week passed by before we met again,

and it is

difficult for the children to remember the ground rules.
This is a good way to discipline the children within their
own parameters.
•

Scene 3

Thoughts at the margin of the page:
(Argentina singer)

sings

'Todo,

As Mercedes Sosa

todo cambia'

(everything,

everything changes.)
Dilemma:

To let them play basketball or not?

Trial-and-

error situation.
Reflections:
After a long process of trying twice to let them play
basketball,

and reflecting on a situation that emerged with

one of the children and after rethinking the situation.

I

decided to let them play after we finished for fifteen
minutes.

To deal with the sense of competing that creates

anxiety in some of the children I asked if they wanted to do
a story around this situation and present this to each
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other.

Two groups decided to work on this story.

Both

groups were co-ed and I asked them to present their story to
the group next week.
•

Scene 4

Dilemma at the margins of the page:
presentation,
•

yes or no?

Reflections:

To have a final

To whom are we presenting?

Thoughts and ideas

I will be addressing with the TBE teacher the situation of a
final presentation.

First comes first!

To stress with the

teacher that this study is to document the TO techniques
used and that this is a democratic process and the decision
is in the hands of the children.

This will depend on

the children's decision to present or not and to whom they
would like to present.

I have to understand on the other

hand that the teacher is starting at zero and has no
knowledge about this work and that it is new to her.

Also I

have to understand that she has pressure from the school
system in which they have this view that every time that you
deal with theater,

there is a general notion that there has

to be a presentation.

This linear idea and concept was

clarified through a dialogue with the teacher.
also,

along with this,

and have as spectators.

There is

the question of to whom to present
I will also explain to her that the

children will make a decision to whom they present
want to)

and who will be mere spectators.
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(if they

Advisor and Committee Members' In-put
"Un Caudal de Experiences"
The committee members'
were kept in this journal as
box.
•

input and constructive criticism
"jewels of ideas"

in a treasure

These are examples extracted from the research journal:

Scene 1

We discussed several details of the study such as keeping
the journal and the videotaping of the study.

I stressed

with my advisor the importance for this work of the two
Undergraduate students.

He asked me to transcribe the

videos each week and keep a record.

We also discussed the

planning process of the games and exercises for next week
and agreed that I will be keeping them as they were planning
activities similar to the curriculum.
•

Scene 2:

"Caudal de Experiencias"

Being advised by the committee member with experience in the
area of the theatre was a unique experience.

This dialogue

helped the researcher to reflect and was a good way of
finding out what the situation looks like from other points
of view.
The committee member reviewed the exercises/activities
and gave me his in-put and other suggestions to follow.
A:

"Is theatre a way to explore topics,

themes and emotions?

He suggested that we encourage the children to explore these
themes.
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In a reflective fashion I wrote in my journal,
are the topics that they can relate to best?

Humm,

"What
Oh yes

the basketball.
Conclusions
Winter
discussion,

(1982)

stated that research dilemmas enable

and for this research the discussion among the

research-TBE teacher,

researcher-undergraduate students,

researcher-bilingual children,
members,

and researcher-committee

helped to clarify ideas,

these dilemmas/situations,

take a closer look at

to look at alternative solutions,

and to deal with frustrations in positive ways.

To be able

to discuss and think critically about the dilemmas and
situations that emerged in the study,
process thoroughly the action,
Closing this section,

it was helpful to

writing and dialogue process.

echoing words

from Nietzche who

claimed the one needs chaos in order to give a dancing star.
The reality of this study was that after the so-called chaos
the children were the dancing stars and they did it.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
This chapter presents an autobiographical/personal
account of the researcher's experiences working with
transitional bilingual elementary children along with the TO
techniques.
the data.

This chapter discusses the results and analyzes

No hypotheses were tested because this descriptive

study was of an exploratory nature.

This chapter provides

the results of data collected during the eight months of
implementing the TO games,

exercises and activities with

bilingual children in the classroom.

In this chapter,

the

researcher also answers questions posted at the end of the
previous chapter Journal Exerpts:

Dilemmas at the Margins of

the Page puts on its own live.
The setting also provided significant information so
that the reader could get a clear idea about how the work
evolved.

In this study the researcher was able to record

the use of the TO techniques in their natural settings.
study took place in four different settings.

The

The first was

the classroom in a small modular unit which houses small
groups of bilingual children throughout the day.
second,

The

third and fourth places were the school cafeteria,

the school gym and a regular classroom.

Due to the lack of

space and because of conflicts in schedules,
moved around to different places.

this study was

The most crucial dilemma

for this study was the need for a comfortable place.
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Even

though one of Boal's arguments is that one of the most
beautiful things of this work is that we do not need a
theatrical space to realize that theatre is us.

In this

case it was crucial for this study to be held in a space
where the exercises could be done safely because we were
working with children.

It was lamentable that this study

could not be done in the TBE classroom due to the size of
the room.
It is also imperative to introduce the students,
provide an outline of the games,

and to

exercises and activities as

they unfolded in the study.
Demographic Profile of the Physical Space
It is important to include the setting description
because it gives the reader a better idea of how things
developed.

The setting was consequential

for two reasons.

First the setting is the environment where the students were
involved daily.

The setting provides significant

information so the reader has a clear idea on how the work
evolved.

The research was conducted in an elementary school

system in Massachusetts.

The study took place in a

Transitional Bilingual Program classroom in a temporary
classroom outside the building.
school building through doors.

It is connected to the main
The classroom is a small

modular unit space that houses students of different ages
and grades who are part of the Transitional Bilingual
Program and also other school programs.
Clips.)

(Appendix 5,

The study was also developed in four other
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Photo

settings,

in the

first part of

cafeteria was used and in the

the

study the

school

second part of

the

study the

following places were used:

a regular classroom was used as

an alternative place as was

the

school gym,

which is a

basketball court.
Descriptive Profile of
This

study was

the

Participants

conducted in one academic year.

The

negotiation and agreement with the Transitional Bilingual
teacher was

to conduct

through May 1999.
fifteen spoke

this

Of

study from September 1998

the eighteen children in the

Spanish as

their primary language at home.

Thirteen participants were part of
Bilingual

Program.

One of

his primary language,
family.

This

the participants

child was part of

The researcher gave

decision to

study.

spoke English as

from a Spanish speaking

the mainstream program.

the children power to decide

in

"Nuestro Teatro."

the children allowed them to

The participants needed parental
the

the Spanish Transitional

however he was

whether to participate

study,

consent

Giving the

feel

empowered.

to participate

in

Transportation was arranged for the children

through the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
were provided by school

Snacks

funds.

Descriptive Profile of the Relationship
with the Teacher
Based on previous

experiences

of work in community settings,

in developing this kind

the researcher met with the

Transitional Bilingual

Education Program

to plan the research.

The researcher believes
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(TBE)

head teacher
that

teachers

are key participants who can open different doors in the
school system.

The teacher's input was an important element

of this study because she not only had connections to the
school bureaucracy,

but she also had connections to the

parents and children.

In our first meeting we discussed the

framework of the research.

We discussed my past experience

with the application of the Theatre of the Oppressed
techniques with other groups of children in community
settings,
the study,

and also the use of the videos to keep records of
and we also established expectations for the

research.
With the input of the TBE teacher we decided to conduct
the study from September 1998 through May 1999.

The

activities took place twice a week during the first
semester,

and once a week for three hours after school.

Descriptive Profile of the Undergraduate Students
In addition,

undergraduate students participated in

this study as a requirement of an independent study at the
University of Massachusetts.

Their participation was

crucial because the researcher had more flexibility to
observe while they were facilitating the TO techniques.

Two students participated in this research, both of
whom were females.

One of the students was Puerto Rican and

the other student was African American.

Both students were

guided by the researcher and their faculty advisors.

The

*

undergraduate students participated actively in planning
daily activities for children.
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Descriptive Profile of the Day to Day Procedures
The process planning and implementation of this study
consisted of pre-determined sessions,
months.

which lasted nine

Specific goals were set for those nine months.

The

process incorporated the researcher's previous experiences
along with the designed TO games and exercises.

Previous

experience helped me to develop the day to day procedures
and planned activities.

The TO games and exercises were

implemented as described by Boal in his book Games for
Actors and Non-Actors.
outlined in his book:
What We Hear,
At,

Following the five categories
Feeling What We Touch,

Dynamising Several Senses,

and the Memory of the Senses.

framework,

Listening To

Seeing What We Look

Using this as a

these categories led to five emerging themes.

These five major themes will be discussed later in this
chapter.

The TO games,

exercises and activities as

follows.
Outline for Day to Day Procedures:
First Semester:
First Session:
A.

In-house Activity
1.

Introduce undergraduate students and myself to the
group

2.

Ask the children for their first name

3.

Explain program's logistics

4.

Goals:

To choose a name that will identify us as a

group
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Nuestro Teatro exercises and games
Nuestro Teatro final presentation
B.

Collective Ground Rules

C.

Activities:
1.

Warm-up exercise:

2.

Name Tags
a.

Name With A Rhythm

Each child will design their name tags

3.

Name and Movement

4.

Group process of the game

5.

Collective writing
Procedure:

The children will write their names on

a sheet of brown packing paper to be used later as
a banner.

The participants(all children)

drew or

wrote name of the games they like.
Second Session:
A.

In-house Activity:

Facilitator TBE teacher and the

researcher
1.

Collective Ground Rules:

Facilitator Researcher

2.

Photographer of the day:

Researcher

B.

Warm-up exercises:

C.

Games/excises:

Zip,

Zap,

Zop

Feeling What We Touch Categories

(Boal,

1992)

C.

1.

The Cross and the Circle

2.

Colombian Hypnosis

(p62)

(p.63)

Children Facilitating a Game

* After each activity the children will be processing the
games.
Third Session:
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A.

In-house Activity

B.

Collective Ground Rules

C.

Breathing Exercise

D.

Game:
1. Green Light and Red Light Exercise

E.

Games/excises:

Feeling What We Touch Exercise

(Boal,

1992)

F.

1.

Pushing Against Each Other

2.

The Circle of Knots

(p.65-66)

(p.67-68)

Activities:
1.

Group Presentation of What Is Theatre?

(Three

Groups)
2.

What Is Theatre?

Fourth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day Activity

C.

Games/exercises:

D.

Feeling What We Touch

(Boal,

1992)

1.

Variation Elastic Circle

(p.67-68)

2.

Blind Game Two Variations

3.

The Actors as Subjects -"the Greek exercise"

Name of the Group Activity
1.

The children will decide the group name

Fifth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Warm-up exercise:
1.

The Rope Exercise
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D. Game:
1. Slow and Fast Motion
E.

Games/excises:

(Boal,

F.

Movement Exercise

1992)

Sixth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Rehearsal

C.

Farewell to I.

for Puerto Rican Heritage Week Presentation
Activity

Seventh Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Children's Rehearsal:

Different Ways and Approaches

1. Rehearsal of poem using some of the exercise of TO
activities
2.

Rehearsal of the Puerto Rican Song

(Chorus)

Eighth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Activities:
1.

Individual Photo Shooting Session Activity

2.

Photo Portrait Exercise

3.

Rehearsal Puerto Rican Heritage Week

(Image Theatre)

Ninth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Activities
1.

C.

Warm-up exercise:
1.

D.

Children Journal Writing Photo Activity

Stretching Exercise

Games/exercises:

(Boal,

1992)
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1. Massage Each Other Exercise
E.

Activity:
1.

Farewell to one of the children

Second Semester:
First Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Collective Ground Rules Review

C.

Photographer of the Day

D.

"Nuestro Teatro Collective Name Banner"

E.

Green Light and Red Light Slow Motion Variation/Child As
Facilitator

F.

Gamesercise:

Boal,

1992

1.

Walk Exercise Around the Room

2.

Walk in Slow Motion

3.

Walk toward the right and the left

4.

Walk Backward

5.

Walk Fast and Faster

6.

Stop and close your eyes and touch your heart and
feel the sound of your heart.

Second Session:
A.

In house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Exercise:
1.

D.

Zip,

Zap,

Zop Exercise

Games/exercises:

Boal,

1992

1.

Pushing Against Each Other

2.

Pushing Against Each Other Back to Back
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3. Pushing Against Each Other On The Floor
Third Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the day

C.

Activity:
1. Stretching Exercise

D.

Gamesercises:

Boal,

1992

1.

The Elastic Circle

2.

The Circle of Knots

3.

Circle of Knots

(Close Eyes)

4.

Circle of Knots

(In a Line)

5.

The Greek Exercise

Fourth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Warm-up exercise:
1.

D.

Imaginary Rope

Games/exercises:
1.

Boal,

1992

Blind Section Exercise In a Circle or Pairs/Blind
Car

E.

2.

Hypnosis Exercise

3.

Walk The Room/Music Exercise

4.

Shake Hands Exercise/Variation In Pairs

5.

Child As Facilitator/Hands Knots Exercise

Activity:
Child As Facilitator

Fifth Session:
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A.

In-house Activity/Sing Up

B.

Photographer of the Day

D.

Games/exercise:

Boal,

(Joker)

1992

1.

The Balloon as Extension Of The Body

2.

This Is A Bottle/This Is Not

3.

The Plain Mirror Variations

4.

Walk Around the Room Exercise

5.

Walk In Slow Motion

6.

Walk In Slow and Fast Motion around the Room

7.

Walk Forward and Backward around the Room

Sixth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

Activity:

C.

1.

What Is A Joker? Group Discussion Activity

2.

Child as the Facilitator/Fish Over the Ocean

Gamesercise:
1.
2.

Boal,

1992

The Machine Exercise/Variation Rhythm and Movement
This Is A Bottle/This Is Not

Seventh Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Gamesercise:

(Boal,

1992)

1.

Hand Shake Exercise

(What You Can See?)

2.

Image Around the Circle
%

D.

Activity:
1.

(Joker)

Story Circle Exercise/Child As Facilitator
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2.

Group Discussion:

What Is Theatre?/Joker

3.

Feeling of the Day Exercise

4.

Walk of Life Exercise

5.

Selecting a Song For Presentation

6.

Group Story

(Three Groups)

Eighth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Gamesercise:

D.

(Boal,

1992)

1.

Blind Section and variation

2.

The Driver and the Blind Car

Activities:
1.
•
•

Snap Exercise
Group Story Presentation

(Work In Progress)

Group Discussion Story Presentation/Facilitator
(Joker)

4.

Stage Mat Group Discussion around the following:
a.

Feelings,

ideas,

and images after performing the

games/exercises.
b.

Situations that happen during the games/exercises

c.

To be able to present the games/exercises of the
day.

Ninth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day
%

C.

Games/excise:
1.

(Boal,

1992)

Seeing What We Look At
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2. The Plain Mirror
D.

Activities:
1.

Song Rehearsal

2.

The Circle of Ideas Exercise

3.

Children's Story Forum Presentation

4.

Children's Story Forum Discussion

Tenth Session:
A.

In-house Activity

B.

Photographer of the Day

C.

Gamesercise:

D.

(Boal,

1992)

1.

Hypnosis Exercise

2.

Word and Image

3.

Machine of Rhythm and Movement

Activities:
1.

Children's Story Performance Practice

2.

Children's Story Performance Presentation

3.

Children's Story Performance Forum

(In-put)

Eleventh Session:
Children's Story Performance,

and Song Final presentation to

the school principal and the teachers.
Conclusions and Synopsis of Findings
It is important in this section to present the data
collected in the study as answers to the research questions
that

"enmarca"

framework this study.

Based on this analysis

and tied to the findings is the attempt of this section to
answer the research questions guiding this study:
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Question #1:

Do TO techniques help the student in

elementary bilingual education to understand her/his body
and its capacity for communication?
•

Through the use of the TO techniques the children learned
to understand their bodies and its capacity for
communication.

The following games/exercises helped the

children to understand their bodies and its capacity to
communicate.

The Cross and the Circle,

Extension of the Body,
•

Name and Rhythm,

The Balloon
and Walk the Room.

This question was answered by examining the videotapes,
the photo journals and my journal.

•

The games and exercises that did not work with this group
were the following:
did not work,
grade boys.

Dance Around the Room.

especially with fourth,

This exercise

fifth and sixth

This exercise should be done after working

with the group for a while because many boys do not want
to expose themselves in front of other children.
issues were strong.

For example,

Gender

when we did the Name and

Movement exercise the boys refused to image any movement
that had any feminine connotation.

In this group the boys

were most of the time aware of their male identity and did
not want to look silly in front of the other boys.
the boys commented,

"it was too girlish."

Some of

The same

situation came about when we did the Dance and Rhythm
exercise,

and a sixth grader boy verbalized,

you sick,

the teacher is sick?"
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Miss,

are

In most of the exercises

even though they voiced their comments,

most of the time

they participated.
•

Understanding the body and its capacity for communication
is crucial

for the elementary child but especially

culturally for some of the Latino children,

because body

language is part of their way of communication.
Question #2:

How do TO techniques help develop cultural

identity in the bilingual child?
•

The TO exercises and games were planned and used to
strengthen the cultural identity of the bilingual child.
For example,

one of the games that accomplished this goal

was the Balloon Extension of the Body exercise.

In this

exercise the children discovered that people use different
words for balloon throughout some countries of Latin
America and the Spanish speaking Caribbean.
"globos,"

For example

"vejigas," and "bombas," all mean balloon.

This

experience helped them to value and respect their cultural
differences.

In the exercise This is a bottle and This is

not the children learned to value their cultural
differences when they discovered that the image means
different things depending on their cultural experiences.
•

Most of the games and exercise supported cultural•identity
in the bilingual child.

Through the evaluation of the

games and exercises the researcher determined which of
them were the best to use to foster cultural identity in
the bilingual child.
these activities.

There is no formula for implementing

There is no special kind of order in
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which to use these games and exercise with elementaryschool children.
Question #3:

Do TO techniques provide students of bilingual

education with a sense of the other?
•

The sense of the other was accomplished through the
following game and exercises from TO techniques:

from the

category of Feeling What We Touch the exercise of Pushing
Against Each Other,
Knots.

Elastic Circle,

and the Circle of

These exercises and games helped the children to

become aware of the other.

First,

when the children were

working in pairs they asked the other child for of
permission to

"touch their bodies"

respect to each other.

as a way of showing

In some of these exercises it was

a challenge to put girls and boys in pairs.

Most of the

time the boys wanted to be paired with another boy.
Because this was a democratic process the children chose
with whom they were going to work in the exercise.

This

approach was best but in reality it has its own
limitations because it did not give each child the
opportunity to work and interact with the whole group.

The

researcher decided to have them work in groups of three
instead of in pairs.

This variation set up a precedent of

the children feeling more comfortable working together.
Question #4:
•

Yes,

Do To techniques foster a sense of community?

indeed,

the TO in the researcher's opinions can be

used to improve the sense of community among children.
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•

The idea for this project was based on the idea of the
children working together with the TO techniques through
the concept of

"Nuestro Teatro."

This created a space of

working together in a community,

of putting together

something that was meaningful for them,
to them.

and that belonged

One of the comments from the TBE teacher was,

"This is the first time that I can see that they had a
chance to work together and that this went beyond that to
working as a whole in a community."
•

Through planning and application,
to foster this

"learning space"

help to create a

the TO approach can help

in which the teacher can

"non-judgmental community"

in which

children can express their opinions democratically and be
respected.
Question #5:

Do To techniques help children of bilingual

education improve communication with other children in
class?
•

It is a tool that can be used by the teacher to mediate
among the children and to open a dialogue and a "forum" of
expression.

•

The children expressed and communicated themselves through
the games and exercises,

creating images for their

expression and also through their dialogue presented
issues that were meaningful to them.

One of the examples

for communicating ideas was the exercise of

"Hand Shake"

%

in which the children expressed their ideas or
interpretations of the images presented to them.
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When two

children shook their hands

and the

group to explain what

they saw in that

voiced their ideas of

the

image

facilitator asked a child to
expressed another
thought

leave,

The

and a second child

saying through this

thing is

or wrong.

The child expressed the

sense of

the children

they perceived.

important

Question #6:

image,

image and the group voiced what they

the child was

their minds

•

facilitator asked the

after

that

image.

The most

there was no answer that was right

setting the

ideas

that came

into

image.

Do TO techniques provide

the bilingual child a

empowerment?

Applying the TO methodology did empower the bilingual
child.

•

The

final

theatre presentation was an example of

empowerment.

Each group among themselves put

script

that was

titles

of

School,

Is

The

Problem in the

the TO a methodology that can be used as a
classroom?

TO methodology and constructivism go hand in hand,
both can help the bilingual
learning.

An example of

and

child to construct his/her own

this

effort was

third stage of Theatre as Language,
in a group

The

and The Basketball.

model of constructivism in a bilingual
•

together the

final presentations.

the presentations were:

The War,

Question #7:

shown in their

this

improvised a script.

the use of

the TO

in which the children

The group decided a theme

%

or topic of common interest.
the children did a

Using script and rehearsal,

forum theatre and found the solution or
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solutions

to

the

situation.

In the above example,

group constructed their own learning' to
their own solution
In this

experiential

TO techniques
Escobedo,
culture,

A.

(s)

study,

the researcher applied the

Spanish speaking TBE children.

said that

"differences

the often low income socioeconomic

parents

and the

factors

contribute to

children."

Due

inadequate responses of

in language and
status

of

the schools

the educational disadvantages

to the

program is delineated,

"to construct

to the situation."

to a group of
(1974),

look

each

school

the

these
in

culture and the way the TBE

the ethnic children do not have a

space to meet and build community.
community not only outside of

The study provide a

the classroom,

but more than

that a community that encouraged and strengthened their
individual

and social

identity and culture.

Through the

application of non-competitive TO techniques,
possible
•

I

to

foster and accomplish this

am in agreement with Pang

children,
evolve

(1990)

negative perceptions

into self degrading

of

it was

commitment.

that

"for minority

their ethnic groups can

feelings,

especially if

these

messages are reinforced in their schools and society"
(p.29)

Through these non-competitive TO techniques

children were able to empower themselves.
evolved in three

story presentations of

daily experiences.

This
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empowerment

the children's

They were ultimately able

their own classroom community.

the

to create

•

The children were empowered by deciding whether there
would give a final performance and for whom they were
going to perform.

•

The children were the presenters and without any rehearsal
asked questions to the audience such as:

What do you think

about the presentation?
In the following section the study presents the five
major themes derived from the study.

These themes emerged

from the data after the utilization of the TO games and
exercises.
Five Major Themes of Analyzing the Study Data
•

Introduction Section
Five major themes guided the analysis of data:

self;

sense of the other,

sense of community;

sense of

communication

and empowerment.
The study results were obtained through three methods
of data collection:
and photographs.
researcher,

video recording,

a descriptive journal

The video recording was done by the

the journal was kept also by the researcher and

the photographs were done by the children.

The results

included nine videos of six hours each and three videos of
nine hours each for a total of eighty-one hours.

The

specific interactions with the children were translated into
English,

although the dialogue recorded on video was in

Spanish.

The data are presented through methods of

triangulation.

Triangulation is a way to make sense of the

data and to be sure of reliable results.
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Using this translation better serves the reader.

The

researcher placed the children's name in alphabetical order.
The facilitators

(researcher and undergraduate students)

were classified as

"F",

the head bilingual teacher as

and the assistant teacher as

"AT."

"TBE"

Each session in the

study was organized as follows:
A.

First,

activities were introduced including the in-house

activity for the discussion that focused the children,

and

warm up excises to start building up skills to help them
work with other children.
B.

Second,

activities were included such as the Photographer

of the day that empowered the child.

The child as

facilitator was another empowering activity that helped the
child to develop a sense of accomplishment.

Group

presentations helped to develop the skills of community
building.
C.

The third,

theme included the TO games and exercises that

for most of the children were new activities.
This section presents examples of descriptive profiles
of findings.

Examples/data were drawn from the video

transcriptions and the research journal and were verified
with the photo clips.

(Examples are included in Appendix 6

Photo Clips.)
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,

Sense of Self
Who I am?

This is one of the first questions that come

to our minds as human beings.

The bilingual child and all

children construct their own identities and ask this
question.

The bilingual child also asks,

individual? and,

How do I feel as an

How do I fit in the society? The bilingual

child in the United States becomes aware of what group they
belong to,

and wonder why they are or are not accepted.

That

it is why a sense of identity is important to all children,
but especially to the bilingual child.
The praxis of TO techniques leads to an enhanced sense
of identity.

The literature on the bilingual child stresses

repeatedly the importance of developing a sense of identity
and the school's role in fostering it.

This research

supports the literature by asserting that it is important to
foster the identity of the bilingual child and to
acknowledge his/her backgrounds and ethnic/cultural
experiences.

The TO methodology provides an environment of

acceptance that permits the child to build ethnic/cultural
pride,

develop a positive self-concept,

relationships.

and develop social

The children learn to work by themselves and

to understand how their body functions,

transforming this

skill into a discourse with others within a "safe
place/space."
This section will discuss some of the activities that
fostered self-identity.
the categories

The researcher implemented some of

from the TO and also incorporated some
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exercises from her own experiences and practices.

The

following are some of the exercises that I incorporated from
my past practice.

The Breathing exercise,

the Imaginary Rope

and Green Light/Red Light help the child to explore the
mechanics of body functioning.

Some of the exercises

extracted from the TO five categories of games and exercises
are the following:

The Cross and the Circle,

Slow and Fast

Motion Exercise and The Balloon as Extension of the Body.
The children participated in these three exercises.

Here are

some of their reactions toward each of the experiences,
extracts from the video and action research journal.
Green Light Red Light Exercise
Brief Description:
The researcher explained this exercise to the children and
reviewed some of the ground rules that guide this game,
example,

walking,

no pushing,

for

and try to concentrate on

their body.
Outcome:
A.

Video

The children were enthusiastic and engaged and all twelve
children who were present that day participated.

When the

researcher asked the children to evaluate what games they
liked,

most mentioned this one.

this exercise.

Three children facilitated

At first the researcher decided to be the

co/facilitator with another child in this game.
researcher selected I.

to co/facilitate the game.
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The
The

1

purpose of this was to start working with the children in
pairs and to work together as one.
Then I.

Asked,

Teacher,

"

?Como podemos hacer esto,

maestra?

"

how we are going to do this?

Facilitator responded:

"We are going to work as a team and

we are going to decide when to say green or red light."
Then the facilitator said:

"We are working as one."

The facilitator and I.

worked together for a while and

another child L.

worked as a team with I.

(Boy)

I.

explained

the way to work together as follows:
I.:

"La Missi me eneno que la forma de hacerlo,

trabajemos juntos."The Missi

(is a term used in Puerto Rico

that refers to the teacher as a way of respect)
work together,
I:

Mira,

boy)

que yo y tu

told me to

as one."

nene no es asi.

"Look nene

(Puerto Rican term for

that is not the way.

The researcher also incorporated the slow motion variation
by asking the children to
B.

"be aware of their body movement."

Journal

The children seemed happy and willing to participate in this
game.

R a boy suggested the following "Teacher we can use

the yellow light,

at this moment the children need to walk

and they can not run."

In my past practice I did not

include the yellow light concept.
engaged in this game.

children were

We repeated this game a couple of

times.
C.

All the;

Rec ommenda tion
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This exercise was well accepted by the children and my
recommendation is that next time the researcher will
incorporate into this game the use of walking in slow motion
which is part of Boal's concept of the

"demechnization of

the body."
Breathing Exercise
Brief Description:
For this activity the researcher asked the group to stand up
and do the breathing exercise.

Each child takes some air

into their lungs and exhales through their nose.
how the lungs get the air,

They feel

and how it goes out when they

exhale through the nose.
Outcome:
A.

Video

Fourteen children participated in this activity and in the
videotape you could see all of them laugh while performing
the exercise.

They did the exercise and there was no

comment from the group,

it was merely active participation.

This was a brief exercise with the purpose of warming them
up for the next game/exercise.
B.

Journal

The children who attended participated as we did the
exercise.

It was a great transition to the next

game/exercise.
C.

We repeated this exercise twice.

Recommenda tion
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This exercise is recommended as an exercise at the beginning
of the session because it will help the children to relax
and focus.
The Imaginary Rope:
Brief Description
The facilitator called the children one by one to form a
circle.

Each child had an imaginary rope in front of

him/her and she/he tried to climb the rope and then at the
top he/she let it go.

In this exercise the child focused on

his/her body's mechanical

functioning.

done using the imagination.

This exercise is

The exercise was repeated twice.

Outcome:
A.

Video

This was a good exercise that the researcher incorporated
from previous practice as a warm up exercise.

The video

shows that all the fourteen children participated actively
and they enjoyed the exercise.

No comments were made by the

children.
B.

Journal

This exercise was well accepted by the children and they
participated in this exercise actively using their bodies
and imagination.
C.

Recommenda tion

This exercise should be incorporated into this practice as a
warm-up exercise.

It can be used as an ice-breaker and also
%

as a way for the children to use their bodies.
The Cross and the Circle
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Brief Description:
This

is an exercise from the TO techniques category Feeling

What We Touch.

In a circle the facilitator guides this

exercise explaining to the children that with their right
hand they have to draw an imaginary circle in the air.
the facilitator asks the children to stop the action.

Then
Then

they have to put the right and left hand out and draw an
imaginary cross in the air.

Stop!

It is easy now you use

both hands and then you are going to draw the imaginary
cross with the left hand and with the right hand the
imaginary circle.

As explained in the book this is an

exercise that can be done for the dissociation of the body.
The most important result of this exercise is to create a
consciousness of how the body works.
Outcome:
A.

Video

All the children participated in the exercise.

The

researcher tried to create a dialogue around this activity.
The dialogue from the children was as follows:
L.

(Boy),

said,

Another girl C.

"I can not do it."
said to him,

Then two girls E.

and H.

"Look,

like this."

said to A.:

"Usa tu mano derecha"

(Use your right hand.
M.

A girl explained to A:

esa."
H.

"Saca ahora tu mano izquierda,

(Now put your left hand out,

(Girl):

"Es la mano izquierda,

(This is your left hand,

that one.

usa tu mano izquierda"

use your left hand).
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that one).

esa

L.

(Boy):

"Que

la mano

izquierda?

Cual

es? Which one

is

the

left hand?
A.

(Girl):

misma.

"Esa nene

(Puerto Rican expression

(That one boy,

Facilitator:

that

Take out

is

for boy)

esa

the one.)

the hands and do

right hand and the cross with your

the circle with the

left hand at

the

same

time.
I.

(Boy):

"No puedo."

C.

(Girl):

"Mira,

(I

asi."

can not do
(Look,

Facilitator asked the group:
L.

(Boy),

E.

(Girl),

"Lo pude hacer,
Three girls

(E.,

H.

F.

(I

and F)

They only commented if
Then the

Si,

si

Who did it with both hands?

can do

is

B.

Journal

,

I did it.)
"I

can do it."

"Do you

es divertido!

like this game?"

(Yes,

yes

"Si,

it

is

fun)

es divertido."

(Yes,

fun.)

When we arrived at
around and I
undergraduate

the court

the children start running all

intervened in the action and helped the
students.

Finally the children sat down in

the circle quietly after the peace
asked them to
of

it

the same time said:

they accomplished the exercise.

Then the group said in one voice:
it

all at

said individually,

facilitator asked:

(Girl):

like this.)

and C.(Girl)

lo hice."

it.)

follow the

the children said,

sign signal.

instructions

"This

of

this

Then I

exercise.

is an easy exercise.

I

One

can do

*

it myself."

A coupls of children tried to

it did not work for them.

From what
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facilitate

it but

I observed they did not

get frustrated with the exercise.

All the children

participated.
C. Recommendation
I recommend this exercise be done with children to teach the
right and the left hand.
Slow and Fast Motion
Brief Description:
This exercise is part of the TO category of Feeling What We
Touch second series.

The facilitator asked the children to

form a circle and to walk around the room in slow or fast
motion.

The facilitator also asked the children to walk fast

or slow motion around the whole room,

and the facilitator

asked them to walk faster and faster,

and then she said,

"Stop."

The children were asked to listen to their heart

beat while closing their eyes.

Each child put their hands

on their heart.
Outcome:
A. Video
Fourteen children participated in this exercise.

In the

video the researcher observed their active participation.
When the children put their hands on their hearts one child
said out loud in a theatrical voice:
L.

(Boy): Tu,

tu,

tuuuuuu"

The group followed the sound out loud:
Facilitator:

"Walk slow,

"Tuuuuuuu."

listening quietly to your heart.

Then the exercise went well and the children followed the
instruction by listening carefully.
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We did not have any discussion about this exercise because
the children had to leave early that day.
B. Journal
It was very hard to try to bring the children back to the
circle because we did this exercise in the gym/court and it
is too open and big.

The space is great but sometimes

overwhelming to try to bring them back to the circle.

I was

facilitating the exercise by myself and it was not easy to
deal with all the children by myself.

But I did it finally

I decided to incorporate some music on to the game and with
this change the children pay attention. The experience is
the key and to change strategies with children always works.
C. Recommendation
For elementary school children you can incorporated music or
poetry.

Specifically the researcher incorporated what we

call in Puerto Rico "poesia negroide," a rhythmic poetry
from the African tradition.
The Balloon as the Extension of the Body
Brief Description:
This exercise is part of the first TO category of Feeling
What We Touch.

The children are in a circle and the

facilitator is in the center of the circle.

The facilitator

explained to the children the exercise with the balloon. The
facilitator asked the children to keep the balloon in the
air,

and the researcher interrupted the game to ask the

children to feel the balloon as part of the body.

The

children can use all the parts of their bodies except the
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hands,

they can even use their heads.

The facilitator

showed how they can do it and asked one of the children to
come and demonstrate how it is done.
Outcome:
A. Video
This game generated a discussion among the children of the
use in Spanish of the word balloon.

In Latin America there

are different names for it: Vejigas in El Salvador,

"globos"

in Mexico and "bombas" in Puerto Rico.
One child A.

said:

" Esto es un juego de indios"

(this is

like a native game.)
Facilitator:

"Today,

we are going to do an exercise with

balloons,

using two words in Spanish "bombas y globos"

J.

"Tambien podemos decir vejigas."

(Boy):

vejigas,

(Also we can say

another word in Spanish for balloons.)

H. A girl:

"Y tambien bolos."

(And also "bolos" another word

for balloons.")
I. A boy,
aqui,

(Puerto Rico) mentioned:

es parte de mi cuerpo,

"Vejiga," Missi esta

"bladder

(vejiga)

(Missi is

here and that is a part of my body bladder).
Facilitator:

"Look we can use all those terms when we do the

exercise:

"bombas, bolos,

I.

"Vamos a ver si le explota en la cara a esta."

(Boy):

vejigas,

globos and balloons."

(Let see if it is going to blow in her face).
All the children laugh!
Facilitator:

"That is why you all need to follow the rules

and listen to my words and instruction.
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Listen one,

two,

three.

Proceed. Keep space among each other.

watch your back.
again, walk.
vejiga.

Stop and hold the balloon.

Stop,

Stop,

hold the balloon, bomba,

Be careful and
Let's start
globo, bola,

look around and see everyone is in different

positions!"
In the video it was observed that the children
participated actively in the game,

followed the verbal

instructions and listened carefully.

There was physical

interaction and verbal discussion during the exercise.

The

group of fourteen children participated actively and
followed the instructions from the facilitator,
Facilitator:

"One,

other; proceed,

two,

three stop; keep space among each

keep your distance,

and see other children's images;

stop;

look around you

Stop vejiga,

bomba,

globo,

bola and balloon."
B. Journal
All the children participated.
M.,

an undergraduate student.

This game was facilitated by
All children did this

exercise and seemed enjoy it because they had a time to talk
about this exercise.
L.

"I like this exercise and enjoy it."

0.

"I felt that the balloon and myself we were flying."

C. Recommendation
For the next time the facilitator will try this game with a
variation in terms for "stop."

The facilitator should ask

the children what they thought about the game,
tell what they saw in the images.
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ask them to

Sense of the Other
Sarbine and Kituse

(1994)

explain that identity:,

"is

not "in" individuals but emerges "out of" the relationships
among individuals,

their acts and instruments." Boal

(1995)

repeated the simple expression that he took from Lope de
Vega that theatre is two human beings and then he went
beyond that,

"we are theatre!" This is the framework of this

session. The TO helped to strengthen in the sense of the
other and this acknowledgment of the other helped and guided
the sense of community.

The TO approach facilitated this

process of transformation among the bilingual children.

It

is important for the bilingual child to strengthen his/her
sense of the other because as,

Freire

(1998)

stated,

the

assumption of one's self does not signify the exclusion of
the others.

Acknowledging others is fundamental for the

bilingual child because it can bring together their ethnic
identity and foster a sense of belonging and trust. These
are some examples of games and exercises that encouraged the
sense of the other in the bilingual child.

Pushing Against Each Other Exercise
Brief Description:
A. This exercise is part of the TO techniques categories of
Feeling What We Touch. A total of fourteen children were in
attendance.

The value of this exercise is in self awareness

of the importance of the body as an instrument that can be
used as the medium of physical communication. The children
divided themselves into pairs and chose the person with whom
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they wanted to work.

The facilitator asked the children to

make two lines and work in pairs with the child with whom
she/he feels most confortable.
each other by the shoulders.

They face each other and hold
There is an imaginary line

that they can not cross and each of them starts pushing.
The facilitator said to the children that

"in this game

there is not a winner and you have to push your partner by
leaning against each other.

You have to allow your body to

lean against each other and you have to feel the weight of
the other.

Please,

nobody is going to win,

other's body weight."

just feel each

The facilitator repeated this a

couple of times while the children were performing the
exercise.

The facilitator stopped the exercise and created

a variation,

this time the children did the exercise on

their backs.
Outcome:
A.

Video

This game was

facilitated by M.

(undergraduate student)

co-facilitated by the researcher.
demonstrated the game,

and

The facilitator

then divided the children into pairs.

The children worked within pairs.
G.

"I do not like this game."

R.

He ignored this comment and continued the exercise.

F

"I know this game,
"It is cool."

Q.

This is a boring game and I do not want to be paired with

I do this in my karate class."

this girl."
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The facilitator decided to clap hands and the children
decided with whom they were going to going to pair.
The facilitator talked about the self-awareness of the
children's body.

The gender issue was a factor particularly

when boys have to work as partner with girls. The
facilitator had to stop the exercise.
B. Journal
All children participated in this exercise.
the rules and followed them.
went well,

They understood

The first part of the exercise

each child performed the exercise.

There was a

situation of I. a boy, who had a girl G. as partner,

and

tried not to touch the girl and used his sweater to cover
his hands.
In the second part of the Back to Back exercise,
observation of the video,

through the

the children looked somewhat

confused.
One child

(boy,

J.)

said:

his partner another boy

"I do not like this game," and

(Q.),

did not say anything.

The researcher observed them for a while to see if they
continued

with the exercise.

Another boy

(B),

said,

"I do this in my karate class,

it is

cool."
All the children followed the facilitator's instruction.
C. Recommendations
Let the children choose their partners but beforehand
explain to them about the exercise,

explore with them if

they feel confortable or not if some though her/his body.
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Process with them a little bit and demonstrate the exercise
so they have a clear idea.
fourth,

Specially with children in

fifth and six grade.

This is the age that the

children are dealing with sexuality issues.
Elastic Circle
Brief Description:
The facilitator for this exercise was the researcher.

This

is a variation and adaptation from the "Feeling What We from
Touch Category."

The facilitator divided the children into

three groups with one facilitator in each group.

The adults

were the two undergraduate students and the head teacher.
The facilitator told the children to join hands to form an
"elastic band and then move apart until only the fingers are
touching,

while their bodies continue to move as far away as

possible."
out,

(Boal,

in and out,

1992).

The elastic band is going to go

the "elastic band" is going to try to get

in and out and will join with the rest of the "elastic
bands" until they form one big "elastic."
Outcome:
A. Video
Fourteen children participated in the exercise.

In the

video the researcher found that the children enjoyed and
were engaged in the exercise.
After this exercise the head teacher stated to the TBE
teacher:

"They are enjoying the activities and it is good to
*

see that the children like girl
shy participate actively."
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(G.)

and boy (R.) who are so

B. Journal
It was great having all the children in different groups
with an adult in each of them, working together and
following the facilitator's instructions towards working in
unison.
C. Recommendation
Follow the steps of the book and for children it is better
to divide them into groups first with an adult in each of
the groups.

This is done for safety reason because it can

be out of hand and the children can harm themselves.
a while each group can work with each other,

After

exploring the

feeling of being part of a whole working together.

The

facilitator will encourage each of the children to be aware
of their bodies and of the other and transfer as unity of
working together.
Blind Sessions Exercise
Brief Description:
The facilitator explained the exercise in which the children
stand in a circle and one child is in the center of the
circle.

The child in the center of the circle closes

his/her eyes and moves around the circle in any direction
without opening his/her eyes.

He/she needs to trust the

rest of the group as a guide pushing the hands of any child
and the rest of the group will be the child's eyes.

The

researcher was the first person to go to the center and she
allowed the children to guide her,

this showed not only how

the game was played but also that she trusted them.
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Outcome:
A. Video
Eleven children participated in the exercise. All the
children participated in the exercise and the group did have
time to process the game.

In the discussion some of the

children expressed their opinion. At this point they
expressed themselves in English.
A,

girl

(C.)

Another girl
A, boy

(B.)

thought that she was "in a tunnel."
(K.)

Said "I was mareada,

(dizzy).

mentioned that "It was cool."

Another girl

(0.)

said "Yo senti que me iba a caer pa'tra)

(I was afraid of falling on my back.")
F,

A girl.:

" Yo crei que J.(un nino) me iba a dejar caer."

(I thought that J.,

a boy, was going to let me fall on the

floor.)
I,

A boy,:

"Uno siente que iba balanseandose."

(I felt that

you were balancing.)
L. a boy:

"Como caer en una cuerda floja."

(Feels like

walking on a thin line.)
B. Journal:
This is a great exercise but it important that the children
are aware of not trying to push the "blind child."

The

facilitator was always reminding the students that they have
to be gentle when they push the other child.
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Fscilitatoir.

J. , please do not push, you have to do it in a

gentle push."
J.:

"OKMissi."

We could not discuss this exercise due to the school short
hours and transportation situation.
C. Rec ommendation
Be clear with the children about how it was going to be
done.

First explain to them that they have to listen,

second to push in a gentle way for safety reason.

The

"blind child" should keep his eyes closed all the time.
a circle process the feelings of the group.

In

The "blind

child" should keep his eyes closed all the time.

In a

circle process the feelings of the group and "blind child"
after each section.

Sense of Community
Boal

(1995)

stated that in theatre studies the multiple

interrelations of men and women living in a society are the
subjects rather than individuals. A sense of community can
help the bilingual child to have a greater opportunity for
personal development and to increase social competence.

The

sense of community will also help the bilingual child to
increase her sense of social responsibility.

In addition,

it will give the bilingual child a sense of belonging, which
increases their self-esteem. TO methodology helps to foster
a democratic attitude among children in the classroom. This
democratic attitude can be transferred to their communities
in a positive way.

The classroom represents a community
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within the community at large,
world.

and also a microcosm of the

Using TO methodology as educators we can encourage

productive activities for children.

The TO exercises in

combination with activities based on the researcher's
experience encouraged a sense of community.

In-house Activity
Brief Description:
At the beginning of every week the researcher,

head teacher,

assistant teacher and the undergraduate students meet with
met the children.

The children sat in a circle for the

discussion of different situations and exercises.
discussions varied every week.
collecting parents'

The discussions included:

permission for the authorization to

video tape the sessions,
for the activities,

The

logistics of the classroom,

time

departure and transportation.

Outcome:
A.

Video

You can observe in the video that most of the time the
facilitator for this activity was the researcher and the TBE
teacher.

In the video of the first day we are collecting

the parents'
the sessions.

permission for the authorization to video tape
Also review each week the logistics on terms

of the classroom,

time for the activities,

departure and transportation.

snack time,

Today also the new
%

undergraduate students M.
program.

and A.

from the regular school

All the children paid attention to the in-house
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activity.

They listened, to the facilitators'

without interruption.

instruction

Most of the time in all the weeks

video the same behavior was observed in the children.
B.

Journal

All the children participated every week and there were
different topics and discussions around bus schedules,

snack

time and activities and exercises of the day.
Brief description of an in-house activity:

In the first

session the TBE teacher did most of the talking,

and

presented the undergraduate students and the researcher.
The researcher did a brief presentation of the study.

One child expressed himself in a surprised voice:
J.

(Boy):

"La maestra habla espanol"

(The teacher speaks

Spanish.)
The first day was used mainly to introduce and the
undergraduate students who would be participating in the
video.
feeling,

The researcher wrote in her journal,

but also a challenge to go back the classroom.

miss so much that environment.
C.

"It is a great
I

Children are my life."

Recommendation

This activity can be use at the beginning of each session if
we are going to succeed in or out of the classroom.
Name Tags Activity
Brief Description:
This activity is not part of the TO techniques.
designed their own personal name tag.
used in some of the TO weekly sessions.
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Each child

These name tags were
After they finished

the children presented their art work to each other in which
they had time to express themselves.
white name tags,

The materials included

color magic markers and crayons.

Outcome:
A.

Video

The participants for that session were fourteen children and
all of them participated actively and all of them enjoyed
creating and sharing their name tags with each other.

Also

they shared the materials

which

(crayons and magic markers),

helped them to interact more closely.
B.

Journal

The children were divided into three groups:
girls and one group of boys.

two groups of

After the group finished they

did a presentation of their name tags.

All children

participated and they were proud of their work.

Some of the

children explained the colors and why they used those
colors.
C.

Rec ommenda tion

This activity can be combined with the name and movement
exercise of Boal.

This activity also can be used in and

outside of the classroom.

The name activity is suitable to

all ages and the presentation of their name tag too.
Farewell Activity
Brief Description:
The facilitator announced to the children that one of the
Nuestro Teatro members was leaving the school.

This child

(boy M)

was going to leave with his family to
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another state.
The facilitator asked,

"Who wants to express some words of

farewell to the child."
Outcome:
A.

Video

These are some of the quotes that were expressed by the
children of Nuestro Teatro:
•

(Girl)

said ,

"You are nice,

I hope everything goes well

and that you have a safe trip."
C.

(Girl

)

"I almost cried,

then I laughed."

L.

(Girl),

E.

(Girl)

"We are going to miss you."

H.

(Girl)

"We are not going to forget about your jokes,"

E.

(Girl)

"You have to be a good boy."

"Tell us a joke,"

The farewell boy

(M.)

Said,

"I am going to tell a joke about

a worm." and told the story/joke to the group.
The teacher

(TBE)

said,

"Please remember that you have your

family here,"
Assistant teacher,

"God bless you."

The researcher said,

"God bless you and thank you for being

with us in our group of Nuestro Teatro and our presentations
of Nuestro Teatro are going to be dedicated to you."
All the children clapped!

Fifteen children participated in

this activity.
B.

Journal

This activity was great and it was also a great feeling,
feeling of closure.

a

It was amazing seeing each child saying
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something positive about this child who was leaving.
makes my day!

This

I think that we are accomplishing something

with the group.
C.

Rec ommendation

This is an activity that can be used with the children in
and outside of the classroom.
Boal's Exercises:
Name and Movement Exercise
Brief Description:
This is part of the exercises of the TO category of
Listening to What We Hear.

Standing in a circle the

researcher explained the activity to the children.

The

child said his/her name with a movement and the group
repeated that name and the movement.

The entire group then

followed and imitated.
Outcome:
Video
Fourteen children attended the session.

Nine children

participated and five did not want to participate.

The

researcher asked the children to choose any other child to
do her/his name if she wanted.

This variation helped

children work together as community deciding who was’going
to represent their name and movement.

The researcher tried

this exercise twice and then she tried again after the
children had been working together.

In another variation of

the exercise all fourteen children participated voluntarily
and this time all of them made a difficult movement and the
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researcher did not ask the children to limit their
movements.

In the first session the head teacher asked the

children to perform the exercise under some guidelines that
limited them in exploring the capacity of their bodies.

In

this session the children explored the capacity of their
bodies and let the movement emerge.
The facilitator did her name and movement and asked the girl
(N.)
N.

to her right to do her name and movement.

(Girl):

" No estoy lista,

maestra."

(Teacher,

I am not

ready).
The facilitator turned to her left and asked another girl to
do her name and movement and this girl
like

(G.)

moved her body

"No."

The following things happened in this exercise:
Facilitator:

"One,

two,

three G.

is not ready yet.

Who is

ready?
A.

(Girl)

raised her hand,

was called by the facilitator

and she did her name.
Facilitator:

Who is ready?

Several others participated:
assistant teacher,

H.

J.

(Girl),

(Boy),

and E.

the TBE teacher,

the

(Girl).

Each of the children participated one after the other after
they were ready to do so.
B.

Journal

Some of the children participated in terras of performing
*

his/her individual movement

(name and movement).

I did

observe that it even though the child did not want to do
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his/her movement he/her performed with another child.

I

also observed that some of the children tried to perform
difficult movement as a way to compete.
C. Rec ommendation
For this exercise it is OK to perform his/her name with a
movement,

but to be aware that we are not competing against

each other.

That the movement is to characterize our name

and that is the important thing.
process this exercise.

It is important also to

This is a game that in reality this

group did not like so much,

it was difficult for some of the

children to expose themselves in front of other children and
sometimes it seems that when you repeat the movement you are
making fun of the other.

My recommendation is to perform

this exercise after you have a cohesiveness among the group
and it also can be go hand in hand with the name tag
presentation activity.
A Round of Movements
Brief Description:
This exercise is from the TO and it belongs to the category
of Listening To What We Hear.

In a circle the facilitator

asked the children to extend their arms to create a space
between them.

The child has to do a movement with the body

and the child next to him/her repeats the movement and
creates their own.

This is an exercise that can develop

concentration and memory.
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Outcome:
Video
Fourteen children participated in this exercise.

All of the

children participated at some point.
E.

(A girl)

started the game and was followed by the next

child.
One girl G. did not want to do the exercise.
facilitator intervened and told E,

The

that she could pass as an

alternative.
M. ,

a boy took more than two minutes to think about the

exercise,

even though the researcher observed that he was

willing to perform the exercise.
C.

(Girl)

did not want to participate saying to E.

"This is

boring."
E. A girl said:

"Tratalo nena."

(Girl try to do it.)

and she

did.
In this exercise the gender issue was important for some of
the boys.

They did not want to do anything related to

feminine gestures.

This especially was true for older boys

in the fourth and six grade.

Through the observation of the

video it was clear the group was motivated and responded to
the exercise.
Journal
A girl

(B)

group.

R

started the movement voluntarily followed by the
(a boy),

did not want to perform the exercise, he
*

passed.

Another boy

(M)

took a lot of time to think about

the movement. This child likes to think more when he does
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any of the exercises.

After the discussion these were some

of the reactions from the children:
B. Do you like this game?
R.

(Boy):

It was boring!

A.

(Girl):

I do not want to do this again.

H.

(Girl):

I did not want to do it myself,

I asked others to

do it for me.
Recommendation
This exercise should be performed with older children and
also like the previous exercise should be performed after
group bonding.

It is also important to explain to the group

that the purpose of this exercise is to create an image.
Feelings of the Day Exercise
Brief Description:
This is part of the exercises from the Image Theatre of the
TO.

In this game the Joker

was one of the children C.

(facilitator)
(Girl).

of this exercise

The children stand up in

a circle and there is a child in the center. The child/Joker
(C.)

in the center of the circle says his/her feelings of

the day and the rest of the group at the same time,
the image.

imitate

The child in the middle decides who is the next

child in the center and who will say his/her feeling of the
day.
Outcome:
Video
All fourteen children participated actively in the exercise.
Each of the children had the opportunity of being a joker
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and expressing their feelings of the day.

After finishing

this exercise the children in a circle discussed the image
and how they felt.
Journal
fourteen children participated and each of them
expressed through images how they felt that day.

It was

amazing to see how they portrayed each of images of
happiness,

crying,

sadness,

and even frustration.

In a circle they had a discussion of the exercise and some
of the children participated.
L:

"I am happy because we were going to come here."

D:

"My teacher was upset with me because I did not turn in

my homework."
Re c ommenda tion
This is a good exercise that can generate dialogue and it is
good to discuss this exercise with the children.
The Machine
Brief Description:
This is an exercise from the TO Second Category of Listening
To What We Hear.

The children create a machine with their

movements and one of the children/actors has to come to the
center of the circle.
with her/his body,
with the movement.
center,
sound,

This child starts doing a movement

accompanying this with a sound that goes
Another child joins the child in the

and the second child joins the movement and the
consequently one by one each child will join the

machine when they are ready to do so.
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The facilitator is

the joker for this game and explains the activity;
asks the children to come out of the machine,

the joker

one by one,

starting with the last to the first one.
Outcome:
Video
From the video I observed that ten children participated in
the exercise voluntarily.

There is a second round in which

we have to think of a name for the machine. All of the
children participated in this exercise.
After performing the exercise the children had a group
discussion and the facilitator asked the children "What is
the name of the machine?,"
C.

(A girl)

E.

(Girl):

"Oh no that was a ship that crashed in the sea,"

N.

(Girl):

"Sacu,

The joker

said:

"Titanic."

sacu."

(undergraduate student)

explained that:

"We

understand that through this machine and our imagination we
can get multiple conclusions.

People can see things in

different ways."
Then one child

(a girl)

Q.

said,

"The name is Juana Maria.

That is a good name,"
Another girl 0.,
Nana,

"Oh no, we are going to name the machine

yes Nana!"

The children decided to name the machine Nana.
Journal
%

M (undergraduate student)

facilitated this exercise.

She

engaged the children by asking them to the importance of
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working as a group to build a machine.

That each of "us"

(them), were important for the effectiveness of the machine.
Only two children did not want to participate.
work.

It is a great

Then to stop the machine the facilitator asked to

leave the machine one by one when they were ready.
great work.

It was a

The two children that did not participate in

building the machine were in charge of the video camera.
Recommendation
This is a great exercise that can create a sense of the
group working together and recommend a discussion about the
experience with this exercise.

The discussion about the

machine is important because the children explore the idea
of working together.
Communication
The TO techniques are important to the bilingual child
because this is a methodology or vehicle of expression.

The

TO techniques helped to transform the monologue into a
dialogue. During the process of the games and exercises the
child expressed his/her thoughts,

feelings,

emotions and

situations of daily life in her/his own space/time. For
Giroux

(1997),

school isolation works to deny students a

link between what they learn in the classroom and the
environment outside the school.

As a result,

it is

important for the bilingual child to have this time and
space to express themselves. Using theatre to communicate
what they learn in the classroom,

the children can merge

with their experiences from home,

and express themselves. As
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Garcia

(1983)

suggested,

one critical aspect of child

development is language acquisition.

For this author social

relations are important to the bilingual child. Bilingual
children are "exposed" naturally to two languages that are
used in "social interaction."

Within the TO approach the

bilingual child can create a space where they can express
themselves verbally.

In this space the bilingual child

feels acknowledgment and support. Escobedo

(1983)

said that

the bilingual child requires special instructional
strategies at this developmental stage.

This requires that

we take into account their need for success and active
interaction in school.

They need to acquire information

through the five senses of touching,
hearing.

feeling,

smelling,

and

Each of the above can be accomplished with the

application of the TO techniques.
Through the TO techniques the bilingual child not only
expresses his/herself via the language but can also use the
body as a way of communication.

The child expresses his/her

ideas/situation and feelings using the body to encourage a
dialogue with the Image Theatre or a verbal dialogue using
Forum Theatre.
In this study the written word also was incorporated
into the children's theatre experience.

For Boal

(1995),

the TO approach "is a mirror through which we can modify our
image!" TO provides a forum of expression that can be
utilized by the bilingual child.

TO contributes sensorial

experiences that the bilingual child can use to refine
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af inar

and tun©

the child not
the

sense of

their s©ns©s.

The corporal activity helps

only to know the self,

the sense of

the other,

community but goes beyond that to communicate

within himself/herself and collectively.
Researcher's Activities

and Exercises:

Children's

Photo Activity Series:

Children's

Photo

Brief Description:
The

facilitator asks

the children to

form a single

line.

The

first child will be photographed by the next child in line.
When finished they have to
researcher explained that
your photo,

sit down in a circle.

The

"Next week all of you will have

and we will be doing a photo journal."

Outcome:
Journal
The researcher presented to
photographer

for the day.

the group the

In the researcher's

are going to have a photographer of
from the groups who
decided to choose
her/his
rules

that

idea of having a

the day.

student will be."

the photographer of

own words

"We

I will choose
Yesterday I

the day based on

active participation in the group.

These are some

that will guide this activity.

Video
The children participated in this activity giving them the
opportunity of being the photographer of
researcher's

journal notes

the day.

From the

the children participated

actively and enjoyed this activity.
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This

is a pre-activity

that was necessary for the next two activities.
session was critical

This photo

for these children because it is part

of planned activities taking ideas from an exercise
developed by Freire.
communication.

Freire used it as a means of

The children gained a way of nonverbal

communication and a way to create a sense of pride to build
her/his confidence and self-esteem.
Recommendation
Even though this is not an exercise of the TO,

it is

part of the work that Freire did in the past with a literacy
program in Peru.

The researcher thought that at the right

time she will ready to decide who will be the photographer
of the day.
Children's Photo Portrait Exercise
Brief Description:
The facilitator asked the children to divide into three
groups in which they were going to choose with whom they are
going to work.

In this exercise,

the children did a group

photo image and then presented to each other.

They are

going to say what images they can see in each of the group
presentations.
Outcome:
Journal
The children worked together in their three groups and the
researcher observed the children as they decided to work
*

together.

Each group did their photo portrait image and

shared with each other.
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Video
In the video you can observe the three groups working and
deciding what image to present and the title of the image.
They worked together and did they presentation.
Recommendation
After each group presentation try to have input from the
rest of the group and generate discussion around the images
presented.
Writing Presentation
Brief Description:
In the previous activity the children took a picture of each
other that will be used to start their photo journal.
facilitator asked the children to write their names,
and countries of origin.

The
grades

Along with this the researcher

asked the children to write what games they liked or
disliked.
Outcome:
Video
The children seemed engaged in this activity working in
their journal and engage in the activity.

Fifteen children

participated in this activity.
Journal
The following is an example of what each of the children
wrote for their activity:
A.

(Girl):

"Nuestro Teatro,

my name is A.

I like cats."
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I like the games.

E

(Girl):"I like

games.

'Nuestro Teatro'

because it has a lot of

"

H.

(Girl) .

Nuestro Teatro'

Q*

(Girl).

I

is enjoyable.

I like the games."

like the theatre because we can work together

and we can play with balloons and we can write our names."
G

(Girl):

"I like the games of the balloons and I like when

we sing and I liked the most was when we took the photo."
C.

(Girl):

(cool)
J.

"

I like the games because they are "chevere"

and my favorite game is the balloons."

(Girl):

"I

like the theatre games that is called the name

with rhythm."
K.

(Boy):

"I like the games and drawing."

M.

(Boy):

"I like to play the games and I like to write and

paint.

I

like the people because they are good.

The thing

that I like the most is to come to the theatre."
L.

(Boy)

"I like the games and the one I like the most was

the balloon game and when we sang "Calabo y Bembo"
Caribbean poem)
D.

(Boy):

in the activity."

"I like it when we sing

I like Nuestro Teatro.
M.

(girl:)

(afro-

.

I like it when we paint.

I like the theatre games."

"I am nine years old

.

What I liked the most was

when we did the circle and they selected me to be a
participant and we had to trust in our friend

(girl/boy)

when I can command."
Assistant teacher:

"It was fun!

Almost all the games were

great but my favorite one was Hypnosis."
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and

N.

(Girl) .

I like the games that we played, here and also I

liked the balloon game."
The children presented their work to each other and we had
an exhibition of their work in the classroom.
Recommendation
This is a great activity that can be used to evaluate the
games that the children liked or not.

It can be used as a

reflection resource maybe fifteen or twenty minutes after
the session.
The Snap Your Finger Exercise
Brief Description:
This

is not part of the Theatre of the Oppressed techniques

but is a warm up exercise that deals with listening,
following instruction and creating a dialogue.

Standing,

the

facilitator/joker starts snapping her fingers in a rhythm
and each child follows her,
clapping,

and when she changes to

one by one they follow her,

she will change her

rhythm and the children one after another follow the
facilitator/joker.
say a word "blue
"sky."

For example the facilitator /joker will

" and the second child will say a word like

Then the whole group will repeat the words together;

they will go around the circle saying the words in pairs.
Outcome:
Video
All the children participated in this exercise listening
%

attentively to the Joker's rhythms and gestures.
The following words are the results of the exercises:
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Facilitator and C.

(Girl):

0.

(Girl)

and K.

(Boy):

E.

(Girl)

and H.

(Girl):

D.

(Boy)

and J.

(Boy):

F.

(Boy)

and A.

(Girl):

B.

(Girl)

and K.

N.

(Girl)

and researcher:

M.

(Boy)

and G.

blue/grass,
butter/fly,

mouse/trap,
big/class,

(Girl):

(Girl)

cheese/beef;

girafa/kitten,
and Barney/perro,

snake/tail.

Journal
This is a great activity and the children seemed engaged and
enjoyed the activity.
Recommendation
Even though this is not a game or exercise of the TO
experience it can be incorporated and used along with them.
Theatre of the Oppressed Exercises:
The Plain Mirror Exercise
Brief Description:
This exercise is
At."

from the Category IV "Seeing What We Look

The children are divided into two lines and follow the

facilitator's instructions.

The instructions are as follow:

the children look directly in the eyes of their partners.
There are two lines,

A and B,

the line A is the

and the line B is the "mirror."
movement that the
movements

"mirror"

The "subjects" do a

can copy as best they can.

include facial and body expressions.

facilitator says

"subjects"

These

The

"stop" and the children change roles.

In

this exercise the child is transforming the monologue into a
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dialogue with the use of the body in a practice of
communication.
Outcome:
Video
In the beginning the facilitator explained the exercise
verbally but also showed the children an example of the
exercise.

After the demonstration the children understood

the exercise.

The facilitator/joker asked two children to

come to the center of the circle and do the exercise in
which they have to decide who was going to be the "subject"
and the

"mirror. "

Two girls

(M.

and P.)

volunteered and they did a great job.

Then the facilitator asked P.
volunteer and this time K.

to stay and asked for another

(Girl)

agreed they did a

wonderful work.
Then the facilitator/joker asked them to choose their
partner and decide among themselves who was going to be the
"subject"

and "mirror."

This game went well and all the

children participated actively.
Journal
It was awesome to see how the children participated in this
game and paid attention to the facilitator instruction.

In

contrast to other exercises in which the children have to be
closer this worked well.

All the children participated.

Rec ommendation
This is a good exercise that is better suited to second to
six grade children.

A variation can be incorporated such as
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one child goes out of the room and the group chooses two
children the mirror and subject,

and the child who went out

has to guess who is who?

Empowerment
Why does the bilingual child need to be empowered in
the school?

This is an important question because in the

school power is set up by the system.

The children come to

the school with the preconceived idea that power manifests
itself depending on the situation;

for example at home,

the

decision making process is done by the parents and in the
classroom it

is done by the teacher.

To the contrary,

power has a system and structure set up and is manifested
differently in a variety of circumstances.

For this reason

it is important to develop in the bilingual student his/her
sense of power from within.

For Freire

(1970, p.

25),

empowerment is "a consequence of liberatory learning, power
is not given,

but created within the emerging praxis in

which the co-learners are engaged."

Theatre of the

Oppressed games and exercises were used by the researcher in
this experiential study to empower the bilingual
participants.

Using the TO techniques helped the children

to empower themselves.

The power came from within the

children via the TO techniques that helped them to express
this power from within.

This power can be used to transform

a monologue into a dialogue.
definition Simon

(1987)

Along with the above

said that empowerment is "to enable

those who have been silent to speak."
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The TO is a mechanism

that gives the child a voice in which they express their
ideas,

situations,

experiences and feelings.

The following exercises developed the "power within" in
the child and encouraged empowerment.

All the previous

exercises and activities with the children were conducive to
empowering the bilingual child.
In this experiential research the use of the joker as
facilitator and presentation is another means to empower the
bilingual child and also improve the child's self-esteem.
The joker was used as the initiator of the action, which
gave the bilingual child the opportunity to be a
facilitator.

As a facilitator,

each child developed a sense

of being proud of what he/she presented to the group.

In

this participatory study the researcher designed activities,
games and exercises to develop a sense of success in the
bilingual child.

It is important to empower bilingual

children because they are isolated within the "walls of the
classroom."

The TO created a space where the participants'

voices were heard and the bilingual child felt that she/he
was heard.

This sense of self goes hand in hand with the

self-esteem and self confidence that are needed by the
bilingual child.
Another important factor that contributed to the
shaping of identity of the bilingual child was the creation
of space for the child. This was an empowering factor
because the child is part of his/her own learning.
recognition that theatre belongs to them,
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The

and that the child

is theatre,

is empowering.

Furthermore,

through supporting

and working with others in community the bilingual child is
empowered.

The TO process helped the bilingual child to

develop social skills such as listening,
understanding the other.

dialogue and

The TO games and exercises process

helped develop these skills through working with others and
building relationships based on trust,

support and,

understanding of oneself,

To have a dialogue

and others.

and to be able to understand the other helps to create a
community and culture in the bilingual classroom.
The following single and collective activities
strengthened the empowerment factor:
Group Name:
Brief Description:

In a circle the facilitator asked the

children to think about a name for the group,
has a meaning to them.

a name that

This was opened to discussion and

the name was decided democrately.
Outcome:
Video
The activity was presented by the facilitator to the
children and this is what was observed in the video:
Facilitator:

"Yesterday, we talked about our views of what

was theatre for us and I told you that theatre is us.
Today,

we are going to name the theatre and then we are

going to decide what is our name as a group."

The children

raised their hands and the facilitator choose one of the
children.
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F:

D. ,

Let us know the name that you are thinking?"

D.:

"Scout,

F:

"What?

D:

"Scout,

F:

"D,

Scout."

Scout is easy."

is going to write the name."

D wrote the name and the facilitator thanked him and called
another child A.
F:

"Well,

A."

A:

"Puerto Rico"

Some children:
F:

"Please,

"Booo, booo Puerto Rico no."

please she is only proposing a name."

One of the girls,

H.

raised her hand and said,

"What about

Spice Girls."
C:

"Yes,

Spice girls,"

A group of girls said at the same time "Yes,
D:

"Ufff,

Spice Girls."

Spice girls no."

F: The facilitator asked another girl who raised her hand to
speak.
H:

"Barbies"

A group of boys

"No,

no we do not want that."

The next student K (a boy)
B and L

(two girls shout)

Facilitator:

"Let's think,

will include all of us,
Teacher:

responded:
"NO,

"Dino."

uff."

come let's think of a name that

boys,

girls.

"A name in Spanish."
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Facilitator:

"Well,

includes all of us.

if you want to do so a name that
Remember that theater is us."

"OK,

lets give an opportunity to M."
M:

"Los ninos y ninas artesanos."

F:

"Sounds like a good name"

TBE:
M:

"Nuestro Teatro."

All:
F:

"What about something that is us."

"Yes,

this is our theatre

(Nuestro Teatro)."

"This is it is Nuestro Teatro, because it belongs to all

of us,

this is our space to meet and be together. Thank you

all. "
Journal
The researcher decided after a conversation with the TBE
teacher that the children needed a group with which to
identify themselves and for that reason the group needed a
name.

The researcher decided to present this idea to the

group so that they could choose their name.
After a group processing and giving some options they
decided to be called "Nuestro Teatro."
Recommendation
Even though this was an experimental activity it is related
to Boal's work.

At the beginning of each workshop section

Boal explained what is theatre and the story where theatre
comes from and the definition.

Also he processed what

theatre means to all and his idea or concept that theatre is
us and belong to us.

Previous to this activity I divided

the children into groups and they processed what concepts
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they had about theatre and we had each group present and
discuss.

I can suggest following this idea and then present

to them the idea of looking for a name that will include the
whole group.

This also validates the concept that the title

belongs to them.

Which is one of the main concepts of

Boal's work."
Collective Ground Rules
Brief Description:
This activity is incorporated from my previous experience as
a classroom teacher.

Through a participatory process the

children created their own ground rules called,
Reglas a Seguir"

(The Theatre Ground Rules).

"El Teatro

This is not

part of the TO, but is based on the researcher's previous
experiences working with children in formal and informal
settings.
Outcome:
Video
All the children participated in this activity not only
saying the ground rules but also voicing opinions on the
terms of the ground rule.
The ground rules are as follows:
1.

share with each other 2. do not fight 3.

talk when-it is

our turn,

3. do not throw things at each other 4. do not

scream 5.

respect the things in the classroom 6. we are

going to have a good time.
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The last ground rule was the researcher's suggestion
and well accepted by the children.

The rest of the rules

were suggested by the bilingual children.
The researcher explained to the children that they were
going to use these ground rules as a way of discipline.
Discipline is one of the major concerns for the educational
system.

Stating this concern and using children's

suggestions created a democratic process by encouraging them
to create their "own
rules."
Journal
I wrote in my journal

"I think I am rusty after so many

years outside of the classroom."

"Well,

Nana welcome back!

I need to incorporate my previous experience as part of this
work."

Today,

I am so glad to incorporate this idea because

it went well and the children participated in putting
together the list of rules that they decided to follow.
This is an empowering activity and it seems that when it
comes from them it is more meaningful.

Let see how it works

for next section when you need to implement them."
Recommendation
In my opinion this is an excellent team building activity
and a way of collectively working with the children in
deciding the ground rules to use.

It is also a useful

practice to work with the children within many other
%

settings.

The children not only decided the rules
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collectively.
broken.

But they were referred to whenever they were

We as a group did refer to them and it worked."

What Is Theatre?
Brief Description:
The group was divided into three groups of four,
seven children.

six and

The facilitator explained to the children

that each group will express on a large brown paper,
Theatre?

for the group.

to work in each group,

What Is

The children decided if they wanted
and the next day decided if they were

going to do it in writing or drawing.

The next time we met

we presented the work to each other.
Outcome:
Video
The facilitator explained to the children the following
instructions:
for them,

"The group can write or draw what is theatre

there is no right or wrong answer".

The

facilitator observed as they decided to work together.
The first group was composed of girls,
knew each other.

and they already

The second group started with four boys

because the boys did not want to work with the girls.
Then one of the boys,
third group of girls.

I.,

decided to work with the

The researcher asked the boy I,

why

he changed?
I.

Answered:

"Estos ninos no quieren dibujar y yo prefiero

trabajar con las ninas que si quieren dibujar."

(The boys

do not want to draw and I preferred to work with the girls
because they do.)
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Each of the groups presented in their own way what was
theatre for them.
Ths first group of girls and one boy made a drawing of
the following,

a theatre with stage,

have time to finish,

lights that we did not

a curtain and theatre seats.

for them was the structural idea of theatre.

Theatre

This group

worked together and presented collectively their idea of
theatre.
Second group

(all boys) :

Wrote that theatre was for them a

place where you have plays,
tricks,

it is a place where you can do

it is a place where you can sing operas,

and a place

where actors can rehearse.
The third group,
theatre is:

(girls,)

in a drawing presented that

different things that theatre means

individually.

Two girls

(E.

and L.

figuras que representan a mi y a L.
teatro"

said:" Dibuje dos
llendo de camino al

(I drew two figures of myself and K.

going to the

theatre).
Q.

(Girl)

explained that

Romeo and Juliet,
G.

(Girl)

(Girl):

"I drew two people performing

(a fifth grader).

explained "Yo no hice nada solamente eran colores

(I did not do anything,
H.

:

it was only colors.)

"Dibuje un arbol en las afueras del teatro."

(I

drew a tree outside the theatre.)
G.

(Girl)

"Es un cuador que se pinta en el teatro"

picture that you put in the theatre.)
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(It is a

The researcher explained to the group that

"In the theatre

there is an artist that created a back stage."
The researcher presented Boal's concept

"that theatre is

us. "
Journal
This activity seems to works pretty good and it is good at
the begging that the children working small groups so they
can get used to work with each other.

I observed the

children as they decided to work together.
was composed of girls,

The first group

the second group started with four

boys because the boys and girls did not want to work
together.

Then one of the boys

the third group of girls.

(M.)

decided to work with

The researcher asked M why he

changed his mind and he said "The boys do not want to draw
and I prefer to work with the girls because they want to
draw."

I observed this group and M was well accepted by the

girls and worked together.

The next day they did the

presentation to each other and he and another girl presented
to the group.
Recommendation
This

is an experimental activity and it is not part of the

TO exercises,
presentation.

but it is a variation of Boal's workshop
He asked the people in his workshop the same

question and I decided to incorporate those pieces in the
work with this group of children,

This worked well because

the children decided democratically with whom they wanted to
work.
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Photographer of the Day
Brief Description:
The researcher presented to the children the idea of having
a photographer for the day.

The facilitator explained to

the children that they are going to have a photographer of
the day.

Each week the child who is selected to be the

photographer of the day will follow the TBE assistant
teacher's advice on how to operate the camera and shoot one
photo per activity.

"After you finish,

you have to go to

the table and put the camera there."
Outcome:
Video
The children participated in this activity every week and
they selected the photographer of the day for next week.
All the children had a chance to be the photographer once
over the two-semester period.
Journal
Each week the researcher wrote observational notes about the
photographer of the day.

This is an example:

photographer of the day was K.
some help and I asked L.
out.

"The

At the beginning he needed

(TBE assistant teacher)

to help him

She explained to him how to use the disposable camera

and how many photos to shoot to each activity.
happy shooting with the camera.

K.

The first child to be the

photographer of the day was chosen by the teacher,
a conversation with her.

looked so

based on

This was done to develop the
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child's confidence.
(Teacher,

H.

said "Miss,

esto es chevere.

this is cool.)"

Rec ommenda tion
Even though this is not part of the TO,

it is part of the

work that Freire did in the past with a literacy program in
Peru.

Along with this you can also incorporate the idea of

the children themselves choosing the photographer of the day
for the following sessions.
Boal Exercise
The Joker
Brief Description:
Each week one of the children will volunteer to be the
joker/facilitator of a game/exercise.
will be of her/his choice,

The game and exercise

it can be a new or previous

activity.
Outcome:
Video
Some of the children participated as the facilitator/joker
of a game or as presenter/joker of a story.

Some of the

games that the children facilitated were
E.

(Girl)

facilitator of game Fish,

Fish,

Over The Ocean,

P.

(Girl)

facilitator of the game Tutti Frutti,

I.

(Boy)

facilitator of the game Hands Knots Exercise,

Researcher facilitator of the exercise Zip,
Researcher,

I.

(Boy)

and L.

(Boy)

Zap,

Zop,

facilitators of the game

*

Green Light and Red Light,
C.

(Girl)

facilitator of the Hand Shake Exercise and
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Facilitators J.

(Boy),

E.

(Girl)

and N.

(Girl)

three story

presentations.
Journal
First I introduced the concept of child as facilitator
and the concept of the child as facilitator/joker.

It was

great to see that the children were part of the
facilitator/joker role.

This concept emerged little by

little with the children facilitating presentations,
games and some of Boal's exercises.

their

It worked great.

Recommendation
This concept is part of the TO adventure and can be
used with children.

It is important because you can see how

the children feel so important and empowered every time they
have to do his/her presentation.

It is important also to

understand that this is entire also a process that you build
on through Boal's experiential work.
Stage Mat Group Discussion
Brief Description:
The facilitator asked the children to sit down on a stage
mat and while sitting,

they were asked which one of the

games previously presented did they enjoy the most.

The

facilitator explained to them "That they could vote for as
many games as they liked by raising their hands."
Outcome:
Video
The following are the results:
Imaginary rope:

two
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Hypnosis:

seven

Walk and Music:

five

Hand Shake:

eleven

The Mirror:

nine

This Is A Bottle/This Is Not:

nine.

TO techniques and approach
Journal
After the exercise the facilitator asked the children to sit
down in a corner in a special place that is called "the
stage mat."

The facilitator asked the children to process

this activity is as way for the children to process their
thinking about the games and exercises of the day.
Recommendation
This is a discussion session to find out what the
children think about the games and exercises of the TO and
of the day.

In their discussion the children can express

their ideas in a safe environment with others who are like
themselves.

This helps the children to evaluate the process

and make them think about the exercises.

Children's Rehearsal:

Different Ways,

Approaches and

Brief Description:
The TBE teacher asked the researcher if she could use the
theatre time to rehearse the children's presentation for the
Puerto Rican Heritage Week.

The teacher explained that this
*

was the only time that the children can rehearse as a group.
For her this was a great opportunity because in her own
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words:

"a great opportunity because this group has been

working together,

knowing each other,

and the only thing

that I have to do is to rehearse with them for the
activity."
It was a great opportunity to combine the school
activity presentation and the TO approach.

The children's

presentation included the Puerto Rican poem "Danza Negra."
Outcome:
Video
The poem was rehearsed with an exercise from the TO
techniques.

The children were in a circle and each of them

said one sentence of the poem while going around,

then

walking in slow motion the children recited the poem as a
group,
they

going in "crescendo" and walking faster as a group
recited the poem faster.

Also in a circle sitting

down the children said the poem with rhythm using their laps
as

"tambores"

to keep the rhythm of the poem.

These

different approaches help the group to memorize this long
and rhythmical poem.
•

Journal

The children will be presenting to the parents of the TBE
program in the month of November and the teacher asked me to
rehearse the program.

I decided to incorporate the use of

the TO techniques already done with the children.

The

teacher planned a program that includes an Afro-Caribbean
poem called "Danza Negra" and also a song "Bella es mi
Tierra."

(A copy of the Poem and the song ±s in Appendix
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7.)

I used the rhythm exercise using the children's lap as

a drum to recite the stanzas of the poem.
moved in "slow motion"

Later the children

to form a chorus to sing the song.

These two exercises went well and for the researcher this
was an opportunity to observe the interaction of Boal's
techniques and the classroom activities.
Rec ommenda tion
You can combine the TO exercises with some reading
techniques especially if they are going to read out loud.
Even though this was not part of the TO study it was also an
opportunity for the teacher see how they work together.
Theatre Group Presentation
•

Brief Description:

A group of girls worked with the researcher and chose a
topic,

the joker,

the story for their final presentation,

and each of the characters.
Outcome:
•

Video

The researcher gave the children the tools to create their
own work.

Through the use of the TO techniques this group

worked as

follows:

All decisions of the group were done in a democratic
process in which they decided how they were going to work.
The researcher asked the children to present their work in
progress to the group.

The topic chosen by the group of

girls was one in which a girl was always being bullied by
two other girls in the school.
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They developed the story

around this topic and they selected and developed the
characters of the play.
teacher,

The girl,

the office person,

the characters in the play.

her mother,

the TBE

two bullies and the joker

were

They talked about the story

among themselves using dramatization or acting the story.
After the presentation the children had a question and
answer period that was

facilitated by the joker E.

(Girl).

In this discussion section the group of girls explained to
the children how they did the play and why.
•

Journal

The children in this group were:
and G.

six girls A.,D.,E.,

I.,L,

I worked with this group and based on my opinion all

of them did a great job especially C.

who was the joker.

The joker for this group function was the narrator and
director of the study.
was

The name they chose for this study

"Los Problemas de la Escuela"

(The School Problems.)

Recommendation
This activity can be combined with the technique called
Forum Theatre,

in which the students can present a situation

and the rest of the group can come up with a solution or
solutions.
Summary
The TO techniques theory and practice combined with the
researcher experience led this research's to the following
results,

shown in Figure 2 and discussed in the next

section.
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Figure 2: TO Techniques Theory and Practice Leads
to the Following Study Themes Results

The following are the themes that evolved after analyzing
the data:
(1)

A sense of self:

a positive sense of self helps the

bilingual child to have a good self-concept and self¬
esteem.
(2)

A sense of the other:

To be able to recognize and to

trust the other gives the bilingual child a reason to be
part of a group and a sense of belonging.
(3)

A sense of community:

This gives the bilingual child a

greater opportunity to increase her/his social
competence.
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(4)

Communication:
bilingual

Communication helps

child to a voice and to

to create

in the

facilitate democratic

dialogue.
(5)

Empowerment:
child to

A sense of empowerment allows

stand by himself,

competence,

social

his/her ethnic
sense of

and to have a sense

identity,

identity.

the

bilingual
of

and culture that will

TO techniques

identity that retakes

these

lead us

five

shape

to the

themes.
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The Heart of the Story
Esfoire ending this discussion we need to a.nalyze "the heart"
of the study,

the Questions posted at the section Dilemmas

at the Margin of the Page,

which acquired the name

at the Heart of the Study."

"Dilemmas

In this section the researcher

answers each of these questions.
•

Question #1:

What worked or did not work in the study?

- The idea of working with and having previous dialogue
with the teacher helped to develop the relationship
with the teacher.
- Things that should be improved includes not only
developing a relationship with the teacher but with
the principal as well.
- Because of the reality of the system the researcher
was not able to work with the children during
classroom hours.
- Even though the TO techniques that were applied in
this study were all purely "logistic"
implementation of
was achieved.

some

the research's previous experience

Incorporating some games,

exercises and

strategies from her experience as teacher was a
useful strategy.
- Work that is not exclusively Boal's work can be
incorporated in the classroom.
- Following Boal's categories,
%

this research.
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five themes emerged from

- But at the same time using the researcher's teaching
experience might also have influenced the study.
- There also the other "side of the coin"

that can be

put together in the following formula:
Application TO techniques

+ classroom experience =

Good

Using TO techniques plus being an experienced teacher
can enhance the curriculum.
•

Question #2:

Did the TBE teacher participate actively

throughout the process?
- Well,

to answer this question it is important to

think what we mean by process.

A process is a

natural situation marketed by experiences that come
with changes and leads a particular result.

The TBE

teacher was involved in the planning process of
developing the study,

which helped to develop the

program.

Especially involved in the outreach of the

children,

the TBE teacher provided connection not

only to the school system but also to the parents.
Her knowledge and experience benefited this study in
terms of her input about the children and our "check¬
in meetings"

after each activities.

- The downside is that because we could not meet during
school hours,

she

(TBE teacher)

sometimes had other

commitments and responsibilities.

She did

participate most of the time at the beginning of each
section

(In-house Activities),

departure time.

at snack time and

Even though she mentioned that "the
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time that we used to debrief was good for her because
we did check up and have discussions around some of
the children.

Sometimes she did participate in the

TO games/exercises

(less than 25% of the whole year)

and sometimes she was a mere
action.

In her own words,

"spectator"

of the

"it was a break for her to

relax and observe the children from the outside."
- Most of the time it was a constant remainder of the
importance of her participation not only in the
planning stages but also in her active involvement in
experiencing the TO techniques.
- A situation not expected was the TBE teacher leaving
before we finished the study due to personal reasons.
Even though the TBE program staff worked with us we
lost the connection with the school system,

but

continued the study to the end as planned.
•

Question #3:
- a.

In which ways was her participation needed? b.

Was

her participation effective?
- a.

The teacher participation was needed more in a

sense of her being an active participant and being
able.participate of the process from the begging to
the end.

Her expected active role in doing the TO

games/exercises and observing the process was lacking
in the study.
- b.

Her participation was effective in the planning

process,

opening the doors for this study to happen.
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but she did not participate or perform the TO
techniques.

Which means that the teacher was a

witness to the process in a major way but did not
participate in the TO games and exercises.

The

researcher could not obtain her evaluation of the TO
games and exercises but only receive input here and
there on the general process and improvement of the
children.
community.

This helped the children to create
She did acknowledge that the TO techniques

work in terms of creating community.
•

Question #4:

Did the involvement of the undergraduate

students in the study help or hurt?
- The involvement of the undergraduate students helped
the study because each of them brought their
experiences,

not only from the academic point of view

but also their life experiences.
for both of them.

It was a challenge

One of the students was African

American and could not speak the Spanish language,
but on the other hand she had experience in theatre.
The Latina student on the contrary spoke Spanish and
was an educator but was not knowledgeable about
theatre.
- Both these students participated actively and were
involved in the planning,

implementation and

facilitation of the process.
thinking-reflecting-action.

They also helped in the
(Appendix 8,

extract from one of the students.)
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evaluation

- The students learned the TO techniques not only in
theory but most importantly in practice.
•

Question #5:

Why was the physical space so important in

the study?
- The physical space was important in the study because
the TBE classroom was not large space enough to
hold the TO games and exercises.
not consistent.

The space used was

Depending on the school schedule,

the

study was conducted in the other three spaces:(School
cafeteria/auditorium,

school gym and a regular

classroom.)
- From week to week the study was held in one of these
four places.
decision.
day,

It was not in "our hands"

to make the

Sometimes we used all of them in the same

moving from one place to the other.

The

constant movement brought uncertainty of where to be.
I had to prepare a second set of games/exercises or
activities

(contingency plan).

Moving the recording

implements around was also a challenge.
•

Question #6:

What are some examples of trial and error?

- These are some examples of trial and error:

one of

them was to assume that the study was going to be
conducted as part of the classroom teaching.
the first semester,

During

the study was conducted during

school hours due to the lack of space

(also sharing

the school cafeteria with some other school's
programs.)

The study become an after school program
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during the second semester.

It was a challenge for

the school staff to participate in the study due to
their lack of time.
•

Question #7:

What factors shaped the study?

- The factors that shaped the study include the
constant dialogue with the teacher and undergraduate
students.
- The coordination of snacks and transportation was a
major task accomplished with the help of the teacher,
UMASS and the researcher.
- The willingness of the graduate students and the
children to participate in the study.
- The wiliness of the teacher to working on every
detail and her constant looking for a room to realize
the study.
- The commitment of each of the people who participated
in this study.
- The five themes that emerged in the study after the
application of the theory in practice.
•

Question #8:

What was the role of the researcher as an

observer or facilitator/participant in the study?
- At the beginning of the study the researcher was the
facilitator of the study,

then she realized that she

needed to be more an observer of the study and to be
able to participate sometimes.

Doing this she was

able to observe and was able to free herself to be
aware of other details.
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•

Question #9:

What worked in terms of games/exercises and

activities with the children and what modifications were
made?
- The activities,

games and exercises were planned with

the help of the undergraduate students.

The greatest

modification was the incorporation of activities such
as

circle of ideas,

photographer of the day,

and

child as facilitator.
- In terms of the TO games and exercises the researcher
followed Boal's without changes or modifications.
•

Question #10:

Should I discipline or not?

- This was one of the researchers'

greatest dilemma

that sometimes was part of the trial and error
situation.

Because the two undergraduate students

did not have much classroom teaching experience,

they

sometimes needed the researcher's assistance in the
so-called "discipline."

Her years of experience

helped the researcher to know "when and how to act."
Along with this was a liberatory or democratic
process the researcher decided to incorporate.

The

children created their own ground rules in a more
positive way.

Instead

of using the negative word

"No" we tried to enforce the rules in a positive way:
Example instead of

"No running" use the phrase "To

walk."
•

Question #11:

To perform a final presentation or not?
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- The researcher decided to empower the children in
their decision to perform or not and to whom they
choose to perform.

When the children decided to hold

their final presentation then the researcher asked
them to whom they wanted to present and they decided
to present only to themselves and some of their
teachers.

Then the researcher decided to use their

classroom for that presentation to create an
atmosphere that was their space of power.
The aim of this study was to apply TO techniques and to
observe their use in the classroom.

To be able to do this

the researcher needed to answer the questions that came
forth during the study.

These emerging questions go hand in

hand with the research questions.

Application of the TO

techniques to enlighten and enhance the sense of self,
sense of the other,

sense of community,

the

communication and

empowerment led the bilingual child to the path of
liberation.

The path of liberation reassured the children

that they are seen as individual,
cultural,

and as social beings with

ethnic and daily experiences that give them

direction and mold them as human beings.
The researcher's previous experience as a teacher and
facilitator in addition to her knowledge of the TO
techniques provided some activities for this study.
Additional activities were the creation of ground rules by
the children,
peace sign,

in-house activity or circle of ideas,

photographer of the day,
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and the joker.

the
The

ground rules gave them the opportunity to work as a group,
to have a "space"
making.

for collective participation and decision

Furthermore,

the study gave the bilingual children

the opportunity to create these ground rules through a
democratic method.

At the beginning of each section an

activity called "in-house activity"

or "circle of ideas"

promoted discussion and an opportunity to work as a group,
to be consistent and to be cohesive.

This activity also

provided the opportunity for the bilingual child to voice
his/her opinion,

and to construct his/her learning,

and review plans and generate discussion.
activity was the "peace sign."

The

to know

The third

"peace sign"

for the

researcher is a "ritual performance" which acts as the link
to the school system.

For teachers,

discipline in the

classroom is very important.

In this study the researcher

incorporated the idea of the

"peace sign," without being a

disciplinarian.

This idea goes along with the ground rules

used by the classroom teacher to ensure civility.

The peace

sign was used to change the paradigm in a positive way.
children themselves used the
a way to ask for attention.
in this research,

The

"peace sign" with the group as
Based on previous experience and

the children responded in a positive way.

Even when they were facilitating an activity they used this
approach.

This

"peace sign ritual" provided an opportunity

to reinforce in a proactive way and discuss with the
children why we are using this approach so they can be part
of the process.
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The photographer of the day was incorporated into the
study based on my previous experiences as well as
suggestions from Freire's work.

In each session there was a

photographer chosen by the group the previous week.

This

photographer was in charge of taking one or two photos of
each activity.
the

It was a process of seeing things through

"children's eyes."

Children's Eyes.)

(Appendix 9,

Research through the

This was important for the bilingual

child because it was an empowering experience.
theatre,

The same as

this visual art was used to communicate and express

individual or group ideas.

In addition to the photos,

other

activities were helpful and played a role conducive to the
"joker ritual."

The researcher used the photographer of the

day activity as an "empowering"

tool to help the bilingual

child to be proud of her/his work,

to express his/her ideas

of the process and present their work to each other.
was an important preparation for the next step,
the

This

which was

"joker/facilitator." By so doing the bilingual child

constructed her/his own learning.

Other elements that played

an important role in the development of this study were
transportation and snacks.

Both of these elements were

crucial to this study because they contributed to a very
natural adaptation.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Por que un dia de repente,
sentistes el terror de ser?
Huidobro
This study is an attempt to understand and reflect on
the experiences of applying the Theatre of the Oppressed
techniques

in elementary education.

The contribution of the

study is its focus on the theory and practice of the TO
techniques with the bilingual child in a constructive way.
Applying TO techniques in a circumscribed setting such as the
school system gives an idea of the soundness of the
application of the techniques.

This study is a product of

combining educational experiences with the arts,
theater.

specifically

The findings presented in Chapter IV reflect on the

results of an educational teaching experience with these
techniques.
Having described in detail the major findings in the
study,

this chapter is an attempt to:

1.

Arrive at the most important conclusions about the study.

2.

Provide recommendations for further research on the topic.

3.

Offer general recommendations for those who are interested

in replicating the study.
Conclusions about the Study
The findings indicate that the application of the TO
techniques along with our knowledge as educators can help the
bilingual child to achieve self-exploration,
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group work,

communication and empowerment.

The findings about this study

are based on the five themes that emerged from the study.
The second finding is that the TO techniques are not a
"formula" but can help the bilingual child to use his/her
body to express

feelings,

emotions and experiences.

able to express themselves,

To be

physically and verbally,

is

essential for bilingual children and helps their personal
growth.

Some of the games and exercises that accomplished

this objective,
are:

and helped the children demechanize the body,

The Cross and the Circle,

Against Each Other Series,
Circle of Knots,
Image,

Colombian Hypnosis,

Pushing

Balloon Extension of the Body,

the

and image games such as Completing the

Building Characters Relations Story

and This Is A Bottle,

This Is Not.

(Story Circle) ,

Based on the findings,

games that can help to develop the communication stage such
as Name and Movement,

A Round of Rhythm and Movement,

and

Massage the Body should be done with the children after
working in team building activities.
The third finding is that the TO approach motivates the
children to participate actively.

The importance of using TO

games and exercises for a shy child to become an active
participant.

TO games and exercises can help a shy child to

become an important participant.
exercises such as Green,
the Room,

For example,

Yellow and Red Light,

Cross and Circle,

general
Walk Around

are excellent resources to

encourage child participation.

Fourth,
children,

some issues emerged while working with these

including how boys see themselves portraying images

that according to them are

"girlish."

Even though this

generated a good dialogue,

the researcher recommends leaving

the above exercises for a later stage after building the
group trust and work efforts.

The Massage the Body series

and any other game or exercise,
a different gender,
to be seen as

related to touching others of

require some caution.

Boys are reluctant

"girlish".

The fifth finding was the development of the sense of
the other.

The activities which led to this skill were the

Blind Series Exercises,
against Each Other.

Colombian Hypnosis,

and Pushing

These activities helped the bilingual

child to be aware of the

"other" and help them to be led

while building to the third step of building community.

The

teacher can use this strategy before any class to create a
"two way"

relationship among the children and between the

children and the teacher as well.

This two-way relationship

can foster trust that generates learning.
The sixth finding is the development of a sense of
community.

The TO techniques helped the bilingual children

to create a safe space that encouraged the creation of a
community.

The exercises and games that helped build this

non-judgmental community,
understanding were:

community of dialogue and

A Round Rhythm and Movement,

Series and Rhythm Dialogue in Teams,
Exercise.
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The Clapping

and The Machine

The seventh finding was the communication of the
bilingual children through the TO activities.

Expressing

themselves through these exercises makes the children
vulnerable,

but it leads to personal growth.

To be able to

communicate is important for the bilingual child to express
their daily experiences in and outside of the classroom.
Communication requires not only the ability to express your
feelings and experiences,

but listening skills as well.

Some

of the exercises that accomplished this were the Music and
Dance Exercise,

Rhythm Exercise,

The Plain Mirror,

and

Complete the Image.
The eighth finding was that the TO techniques can help
bilingual children to be empowered and to construct their own
learning.

The TO experience created a dialogue in a "forum

of expression"

and also created an avenue in which the

bilingual child has a voice in real life situations.

The

researcher concluded that communication and empowerment
happen together creating a two way pro-action where one feeds
the other.

To be empowered is to be able to communicate and

at the same time to be able to communicate is to be
empowered.

The Joker is a tool that a teacher can use in

her/his classroom as a resource to empower the child.

I- have

to conclude that the joker was a key component in empowering
the child and facilitating ideas or issues among the group.
An example of this venture was the creation of the three
theater biographical experiences.

These real life situations

were meaningful to the children because biligualism
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represents the tip of the iceberg of the family and cultural
experiences that the students bring to the school.

These

theater presentations were based on issues important to each
of the groups.
children,

The themes or situations came from the

themselves,

as did the solutions.

worked together and chose the topics,
and each of the scripts presented.

Each group

the joker,

the actors

The situations presented

were based on their daily lives and included such emerging
topics as a bullying situation in the school and gender
issues.

All the processes were democratic and in each the

child had a voice and was part of the process.
is known as

"collective art"

This theater

in which the actors work as a

group and the TO exercises/games are a guide toward this
goal.
The TO can help to empower the bilingual child's
identity,
"other"

and furthermore it can help them to be aware of the

and to understand what the "other"

is trying to

express and to create a non-judgmental community within the
school.

Experiences and topics chosen by the children were

the following:
the school).

"Los problemas en la escuela"

(The problem in

In this script the children presented a

situation where a girl was being bullied by two girls who
lived in the same community.
same school.

The three of them went to the

The group presented a situation of conflict and

portrayed different scenes of what happened in the community
and school.

The solutions presented by the group were first,

a scene where the mother called the TBE teacher and explained
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ths situation and asked for her intervention and msdiation.
In the second scene the TBE teacher talked to the students
and in the last scene the students themselves resolved the
issue.

The group decided to present their script in Spanish.

The second presentation was called La Guerra

(The War) .

In

this script the situation was related to a gender issue and
the setting was the school basketball court.
not want the girls to play basketball.

The boys did

The solution was to

try out a basketball game in which there were two teams.
girls won the game against the boys.

The

This was the solution

presented by the group in which the acceptance of the boys
was based on the girls winning the game and proving that they
can compete against boys and be good players.

This group

also had a joker who was the presenter and narrator of each
of the scenes.

This group worked more closely under the

guidance of an adult,
first group,
input.

which was totally different from the

which worked by themselves with minimal adult

In this presentation the children expressed themselves

in English.

The third group presented was El baloncesto

(The basketball).

This group presented the play in English.

There was a joker who was more like a narrator of the story
and the actors only performed accordingly to the joker's
narration of the story.

The setting was a basketball court

in their community and the situation was also related to
gender issue.
basketball.
to why,

The boys did not want to let the girls play
The solution was that a discussion among them as

or why not,

women should be basketball players and
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through this dialogue they agreed to play basketball
together.
The children decided democratically which group they
wanted to participate in and,

democratically,

they also

decided which situation they were going to present.

Each

group had a joker with the role of presenter and narrator;
the first group the joker was one of the actors,

in

and in the

second and third group the joker was more a narrator.

The

children presented a situation and in their group they looked
for the solution.

This was not part of the Forum theater

because even though they precedent a situation the conflict
was resolved previously among the group of children and not
with the audience.

The presentation of these three groups was

on the last day of the Nuestro Teatro to a group of teachers
chosen by the children to be part of the theater.
Through this praxis it has become more evident that the
school culture is like a banking system in which we fill
children's head with knowledge.

This experiential research

demonstrated some of the TO techniques that can be used in
the school culture to create a non-judgmental community among
bilingual children.

The researcher wants to exhort others

who are in the pedagogical field to incorporate theater.into
their classrooms and explore it as a "highway"
Recommendations

to education.

for Future Research

The results of this study suggest that the following
recommendations be considered in future research on the use
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of the TO techniques among bilingual elementary school
children:
1.

Do the research during classroom time.

2.

A large and more representative sample should be selected,

including two or three bilingual classrooms within the same
school district.
3.

Use a large population of balanced bilingual and

monolingual students with an experimental study.
4.

Use an observation sheet that better documents a more

natural recording of data.
5.

Develop a longitudinal study with other elementary

bilingual subjects in conditions similar to the previous
study.
6.

The TO techniques should be replicated as part of

classroom activities in a more realistic space.
7.

The teacher,

in a future study in her/his classroom,

should keep a log of the experience in an action research
j ournal

format.

General Recommendations
Further study should explore critically whether these TO
techniques can be incorporated into the day-to-day practice
of the bilingual classroom.

The TO techniques can be used as

a resource to the teacher and be interwoven with different
disciplines in the school curriculum.

The TO techniques can

be modified according to the age and group if necessary.
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The reality of the school system limited the scope of
the study.

This study can be duplicated with several TBE

classrooms in different areas.
When this study is replicated,

the principal of the

school should be an active participant the planning process
and should give his/her input.
Concluding Words
Boal describes theater as a kaleidoscope that has many
different pieces;

for the researcher in the school the child

comes in different shapes and colors,
cultural/ethnic experiences,
prism of shapes."

and from different

all of which form a "collective

The TO is a process in which the child can

achieve gradual development in many aspects of the mechanical
or emotional expression of the self
"splendor"

(magnificence)

(el yo)

and effectiveness.

in all of its
It is important

for the bilingual child to know about his/her body and its
mobility.
this,

The TO games and exercise might help to accomplish

for instance,

in the breathing exercises,

movements to mention a few.
develop the
other".
being,

and lateral

The TO games and exercises

"sense of yourself",

and "the sense of the

It is important for the school to develop a human
who is going to be part of the community,

productive as a social entity,

and

who contributes to society.

The use of the TO techniques as a way of communication helps
the child to express his/her feelings and issues that are
internalized and thus affect their school performance.
Situations in their daily lives,
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in or outside of the

classroom,

are part of the child and help shape their

cultural and social identity.
At this moment I have a vision of what the arts,
combined with education,

can do for a child but I also

understand the realities of the school.

This research opened

my eyes to the so called "school culture," an individualistic
culture not connected to the "real world" of the child's
life,

a life outside of the school walls.

a "catharsis"

The theater can be

for the child's daily experiences,

to let them

express and not internalize negative situations that happen
in the school,

family,

or community.

Through the TO

techniques we can foster community and,

more than that,

foster a community that is inclusive.
To close my dissertation,
of my mentor,

Dr.

I just want to use the words

Gloria de Guevara,

"the sky is the limit."

These words go along with the song chosen by the children for
their last performance "I believe I can fly,
touch the sky."
too.

Of course you can do it,

You did it.
This is our theatre,

theatre is us!
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I believe I can

I believe in you,

APPENDIX A
PARENTAL PERMISSIONS LETTERS

Srpumbrr jO. 199$
Qucndot PadrrvEncarfadot:
Por tu medio quuiera pccscncirme mi nombre a Juki a. Mendoza
y Kcuktmcnu toy cstudianu doctoral en la Uruvertidad dc Mauactaeeto
Amherst > en tu momcnio >uo> rtcnbiendo mi ducnqpea. Durante dicz
•oof nba< como maoui dc pratool* mi ufcncncin y compeomao coreo
cducadore me Kan llcvado nurrameruc at talon dc dam. Ena vet he dc
pamcqsar haewndo nu proytcio de oivetoqaooa ea el Program* Bdmfuc
Traiuuional cn la EkucU Elemental Crocker Farai Por lo tamo one
4
pi«< ccio de uivetiifacioo eontura' de dot pm*. M la pnmera pane Ueva*
acabo unat acuvidadct de team* con me Kuo (otyhija (at). Eju rahv* 9*
invetogacon tc real czars en el aaloFi de dam decide te dctarroliaran unat
tenet dc actmdadet y ejercieioi relaoonadas coo unat acaieat de lealra
En la tegunda pane tc Ic iavuan a goad a parucipar cn una aedvidad eon tu
nino (oiVnuia (at) dondc M llcvanm acabo dichaa aedmdadet de icaao Se
Kait uto de un video camera para hacer locnat de la parcktpacicin acova dc
tu hijofotV hijafas) y uunbicn Kara uto dc una hoja dc obtcrvacion depuct
dc cada aenvidad La maestri dc talon hofar la Sra. Roman y tu aaiueme la
Sri Marrero scran pane rtenciaj dc cite protects al parucipar activamc nu
del mitmo Quiero a*radeceT a la Sra Roman por hi apoyo y cmuaiacmo a
csic pro.ccic dc invctii|«cion y cn ur tan amablc dc haber abscru tut
pucrui al mitmo
Etta n una cordial mvnacion para due micd autocue a tu Kijo
lotOhijc (as) a parucipar cn me proyccso dc uivctngacion que ctury
conducicndo La participation dc tut Kijo (otyhye (as) ct complclamcnu
volumanc y tc llcvara acabo lot juevet y viemet cn cl talon dc dam
comcruando cn <1 met dc octubn 1991 y urmutando cn el met dc
dicwmbra 1991
La in formic ion obumda ten cszncumcnu conftdrncsaJ Sc ublunn
numcrot como codifot para prou|cr la identidad del panKiparue
Snlimcnic cn cue documcmo aparaccra tu nombre y cl dc tu Kiyo (oty Kija
tail
Por faior ti uene al|una prejuma sobra cl proiccio dc imeuifacion
csiarc cn la mejor dispone ion dc rtunirmc con uticd cn cualqutcr mornemo

r .me timour cn la mayor dupoiioon Jc csplwarlc cl pcuccto complcio dc
»l fiitJu como ::•“*•?*
;>T. o'aJ tobre lo>
— •»» J*l momo
Como ctic pros ecu dc insctii|acion ct ctinaamcnK cducauso. lot
rctuludot del mitmo podran ter utiluado tolamcnu cn aniculot.
pretcnucionet academical > mcdiot dijiulet Eapero que ctu provccto dc
invrtn|eoon conenbuye al crccunxnto dc ct Program Bilinfuc TrarstKsonal.
a lot maetrot (at) y cn especial a lot n5ot (at) de U etoiela elemental y a
tu* padrcVrncarf»6o»
Al <k>no cncoocnn una copti (W penTU*o/coa*cnanuento 9^ p<xln
compliment*

He kido y cmendido cl oometudo dc U on* expliccndo cl moovo del
provccto dc investigation Doy mi eontenomienio para que tc llevt acabo
d provccto dc invniifacion y Ic pKUCipacion de mi hiyo (ot) o hija (at) en
d mitmo

Firrna

Sombre > F ccKc

Foma

Nombre Invctugador Fecha

Gractai por tu contcniumcnto y apoyo • ctu proyecu) dc uivetti|icion
cducauva

Juana A Mendoza. DocioraJ Sntdcni
Early Childhood Profram
School of E due arson
Forculo
Lmversify of Mattachutctu
AmhersL M.A 01003
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22 de febrero, 1999
Queridos Padres/Encargados:
Por estc medio quiero nuevamente presentarme mi nombre es Juana A. Mendoza,
estudiante doctoral en la Universidad de Massachusetts, Amherst y al momento estoy
escribiendo mi disertacion. Durante diez anos trabaje como maestra de prescolar, mi
experiencia y compromiso me han llevado nuevamente al salon de clases. Esta es la
continuacion del proyeao de investigacion con los ninos/ninas de la Escuela Elemental de
Crocker Farm. En este proyecto de investigacion se llevaran acabo una serie de actividades
utilizando tecnicas de teatro como un medio educativo. Este trabajo de investigacion se
realizara en los predios del plan tel escolar. El proyecto se llevara acabo una vez a la
semana, los miercoles de 1:30 p.m. hasta las 4:30 p.m. La Sra. Roman ha coordinado la
transportacion de su hijo (os)/hija(as) desde la escuela hasta su residencia. Este proyeao
comenzara el miercoles 24 de febrero. 1999 y se concluira el miercoles 12 de mayo, 1999.
Se llevara tambien una presentacion final a la escuela y los nadres/en'” -qados estaran
coordialmente invitados. hn este proyecto de investigacion se hara uso de un video camara
y una hoja de observacion para evidenciarde la participacion activa de su hijo(os) o hija
(as). La maestra de salon hogar la Sra. Roman sera parte esencial de esta proyecto al
participar activamente en el mismo. Quiero nuevamente agradecer a la Sra. Roman por su
apoyo y entusiasmo a este proyecto de investigacion y por abrir las las puertas al mismo.
Esta carta es una coordial invitacion para que usted autorize a su hijo(osVhijas(as) a
participar en este proyecto de investigacion. La participacion de su hijo(os) e Hija(as) es
completamente vol untaria. La informacion obtenidad en esta investigacion sera
estrictamente confidencial. Se utilizaran numeros como codigos para proteger la identidad
del paricipante o la participante. Solamente en este documento aparecera su nombre y el de
su hijo(os) e hija(as).
Por favor si tiene alguna pregunta sobre el proyecto de investigacion estare en la
mejor disposicion de reunirme de reunirme con usted en culaquier momento. Estare
tambien en la mejor disposicion de explicarle cl proceso completo del estudio y como
tambien discutir con usted sobre los resultados del mismo. Como este proyecto de
investigacion es estrictamente educativo, los resultados del mismo podran ser udlizados
solamente en articuios, presentaciones academicas y medios degitales. Espero que este
proyecto de investigacion contribuya al crecimiento de la educacion, al
maetro(a)/maestro(as) y en especial a los estudiantes de la escuela elemental y a sus
padre s/encargados.
Al dorso encontrara una copia del permiso/consentimiento que podra complimentar.

He leido y entendido el contenido de la carta explicando el motivo del proyecto.
Doy mi consentimiento para que se lleve acabo el proyecto de investigacion y la
participacion de mi hijo(os)/hjja(as) en el mismo.

Nombre y Fecha

Nombre Investigador y Fecha

Firma

Firma

APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OF THE VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION

Second Week Profile
A. Attendance: Fourteen Children
IBP Assistant Teacher
B. Data Source: Action Research Journal Data
General Information

The TBP teacher was not present due to . school meeting. The TBP
Assistant teacher was the person who was with me and we worked together
that day very well. It was great working with her because she facilitated the
relationship between the researcher and the children. The following were
the two activities for the day. I decided to have a warm up exercise for each
class, and I also incorporated a Theatre of the Oppressed activity and an art
activity to facilitate the process.
C. Activities Description
!• Fust Activity: Name and Movement
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This game is part of the gameescercise of the Theatre of the Oppressed.
Standing up in a circle I explained the activity to the children. 1 said my
name with a movement and the group repeated my name and the
movement. The child next to me was told to do the same with her name
and a movement. The entire group then followed and imitated me.
a. Outcome:
In the exercise nine of the children participated and the others did not want
to participate. The child on the right of the researcher did not want to
participate. I then turn to my left and asked the child to her left and he did
it At some point in the circle some of the children did not wanted to do
their names and I again asked the child to choose any other child to do her
name for her/him if he/she wanted.
b. Recommendations:
I wrote in the following in my journal “I think that for next time this will
not be one of the first game, because you have to build in togetherness for
the group before starting this game with children who have not been
working together as a group.” One of the TBP head teacher’s comments
was that “this is the only time during the day that all these children are
together.” They look happy as a group and the children verbalized that
“they also were happy because in this time they can speak Spanish

with each other.”
c. Implication For Bilingual Children:
This exercise is important because it create team building and sense of
community among the group that is especially needed for bilingual
children. They need a place were they belong, interact and a place to trust
It is a good opportunity to recognizin the “self” and the “other,” and to
express their names verbally and and to discover a new a method of
communication with their bodies.
2. Second Activity: Name Tags Activity
Materials: White name tags, colored magic markers and crayons.
Each children designed their own a personalize name tags. These name tags
will be used in each of the Theatre of the Oppressed classes. The TBP
Assistant Teacher will callect them after each class so that each will the
child have in his/her tag.
a. Outcome:
The children participated actively in this activity and ail of them enjoyed
creating their name tag and sharing their name tag with each other. Also
they shared the material (crayons and magic markers) this helped them to
interact more closely.
b. Recommendations:
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The researcher believes that she will keep this activity and even though it is
not part to the Theatre of the Oppressed work. It is a way to help children
work together.
c. Implication For Bilingual Children:
This activity helped the bilingual children to integrated the previous
exercise with this plastic art activity. It was also helpful] in recognizing
each individual through art and to strengthen the identity of the children.

3. Third Activity: What Is Theatre?
I divided the children into two groups of five and one group of four. The
researcher explained to the children that each group will express on a large
brown paper, What is theatre?. The children decided if they wanted to
work in each group, next they decided if they were going to do it in writing
or drawing. The next time we meet we were going to present their work to
each other.
Instructions:
1. The children can write or draw what is theatre for them.
2. There is not a wrong or right answer.
3. Next week the researcher will also present what is theatre for her.
a. Outcome:
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I observed the children as they decided to work together. The first group
was composed of girls, and they already knew each other. The second group
started with four boys because the boys and girls did not want to work
together. Then one of the boys decided to work with the third group of
girls. The researcher asked the boy why he changed and he said “estos
ninos no quieren dibujar y yo prefiero trabajar con las ninas que si quieren
dibujar.” (These boys do not want to draw and I preferred to work with the
girls because they do.)
b. Recommendations:
This is an experimental activity and it is not part of the Theatre of the
Oppressed exercises, but it is a variation from Boat’s workshop
presentations. He asked the people in his workshop the same question and 1
decided to incorporate this piece in the work with this group of children.
This works well because the children decided democratically with whom
they wanted to work. With the group of boys the researcher observed
was some confusion and she needed to clarify the situation because one of
the boys was somewhat frustrated. The researcher asked the TBP assistant
teacher to work with the second group (four boys) more closely while I
observed other groups working by themselves. The researcher and the TBP
staff decided that the classroom was too small to conduct the exercises and

we discussed the possibility of doing the work in spacious place. The TBP
head teacher negotiated this with the school principal, and he approved
looking for an alternative setting in the school,
c. Implication For Bilingual Education:
Incorporating this activity from Boat’s work helped the children to
communicated their ideas and gave the teacher an idea of children’s
concept of theatre. In a constructive way this is posing a problem of
emerging revelance to learners, seeking their answers and valuing children’s
decision making.

appendix c
example OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

(CHILD AS PHOTOGRAPHER)
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APPENDIX D
EXAMPLE OF THE JOURNAL / DIARY EXCERPTS
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appendix e
CLASSROOM SETTING PHOTO CLIP
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APPENDIX F
PHOTO CLIPS OF THE THEORY AND PRACTICE,
EXAMPLES OF THE GAMES / EXERCISES

Nuestro Tgfltr'?
Theory end Practice
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APPENDIX G

SONGS :

COPY OF THE POEM "DANZA NEGRA"
"BELLA ES MI TIERRA" AND "I BELIEVE I CAN FLY"

danza necra

(Acoapafiada de tambores)
Todoa
(En ritao bien marcado)
CalabS y baabu.
Bambu
y cal abo.
El Gran Cocoroco dice tu-cu-tu.
La Cran Cocoroca dice to-co-to.
CalabS y Bambu CONTINUA DE FONDO
Bambu y CalabS
Voz:
(Baritone
t ue r t e)

Todos

Es
£s
El
El

el sol de hierro
1ue arde en Tombuctu.
la danza negra de Fernando Poo.
cerdo en el fango
grune:
pru-pru-pru.
sapo en la charca
suena:
cro-cro-cro.

Calabo y bambu.
Baabu y calabo.

Mujeres
Rompen los junjunea en furiosa ij.
Varones
Los gongoa trepidan con profunda 6.
Todos
Es la raza negra que ondulando va
en el ritao gordo del aariyanda.
Muje res
Llegan los botucos a la fiesta ya.
Varones
Denza que te danza la negra se da.
Todos

Calabo y bambu.
Bambu y calabo.
El Cran Cocoroco dice tu-cu-tu.
La Cran Cocoroca dice co-co-t6!
Calabo y banbu
Bambu y CalabS
(RITMO LENTO SINCOPADO)
Pasan tierras rojas, i#l,8 de becGn

Voz diferente
cada noabre
Voz Barltono

HaicI, Martinica, Congo, C

amerun;

las
f P*P1*fflentosas antillas del ron
y las patualesas islas del volcan
qoe en el grave son
del canto se dan.

Todos
Calabo y bambu.
Bambu y calabo
Voz Barltono

CONTINUAN DE FONDO

Es el
sol de hierro que arde en Tombuc
tu.
Es la
danza negra de Fernando Poo.
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Bella es mi tierra

Bella es mi tierra , si
como ninguna
Una esmeralda sobre la mar.
El mar Caribe mecio mi cuna,
y desde entonces la aprendi a amar.

Bella es mi tierra.
Patria querida.
Bello es su nombre,
su cieio azui,
y sus palmeras, siempre senalan,
siempre senalan, siempre senalan
a un cieio azul.
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I Belief I Can FW

I use to think that I can not go on
And life was nothing but an awful song
But now I know the meaning of true love.
A meaning only everlasting on
If I can see it then I can do it
If I just belief it, there’s nothing to it

I belief I can fly
I belief I can touch the sky
I think about it every night and day.
Spread ray wings and fly away.
I belief I can show, I see me running
through that open door
I belief I can fly, I belief I can fly, I belief I can fly.

See 1 was on the urge of breaking down.
Sometimes in silence can seems so laud.
There are miracles in live I must achieve.
But first I know starts since I be hold on.
If I can see it, then I can be it.
If I just believe it, there is nothing to it

94

I belief I can fly
I belief I can touch the sky
I think about it every night and day.
Spread my wings and fly away
I believe I can show, I see me
running through that open door.
I belief I can fly, I belief I can fly, Oh I belief I can fly.
Hey, cause I believe in me
Oh.
If I can see it, then I can do it
If I just belief it there’s nothing to it
I belief I can fly
I belief I can touch the sky
I think about it every night and day.
Spread my wings and fly away.
I belief I can show, I see me running
through that open door.

I belief I can fly, I can fly, I belief, I can fly, I belief I can
fly, I can fly.
If I just can spread my wings
I can fly, I can fly
(2 times)
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APPENDIX H
EVALUATION EXTRACT FROM ONE OF THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

This past semester I participated in the community theater project. Nues
ro
57 lines more (you've seen 41%)
Message 5/23 From’
Page 2
ro
as part of Nana Mendoza's
loctora! dissertation project ouestro Teatro ts me named that the
hiidren gave to die program, in English It means Our Theater. Nuestro
if atri^^SrlthA Thefte.f °f the Oppressed's techniques and exercises
^ Augusto Boat The project was an after school program on
Vednesday afternoon, for a group of Latino students. My experience
,SS
c9mfnun,ty theater project was very enriching. The following
‘ a reflection of my experience as one of Nuestro Teatro's facilitators.
and I assisted Nana in organizing, facilitating and

i
concucong me master acnvioes wim me cnitaren. At me moment wnen i
accepted to participate in the project I did not considered myself as an
educator engrained in theater. In the past I had been exposed to different
theater apprsnrheein community wot*, but I had been barely involved in
using these techniques in any setting other than in a college classroom As
a Latina committed to crass-root work one of the reasons that drove me to
oe involved with Nana s project was the fact that I was going to work with
Latino children. Furthermore, Nana's aim to bring into the classroom the
Theater of the Oppressed techniques, which were designed by Boal to
challenge oppression and encourage social justice, made the project an even
more irresistible opportunity.
Working with elemental} school children trying to confront the biases
36 lines more (you've seen 62%'
Message 5/23 From ’
page
3

Working with elementary school children trying to confront the biases
engrained in our communities can be a challenging task. Nonetheless I was
enthusiastic by this challenge. The group of students that made up Nuestro
Teatro ranged from second to sixth graders, and came from diverse
Backgrounds.
•
> \>w<n
■, ■
*rour were from El Salvador and two from Bolivia. They were also from
different class backgrounds. Moreover, some of them belonged to the
Transitional Bilingual Program and others to the mainstream program. At the
beginning of the project, we observed that all these factors surfaced in the
interaction and dynamics of the group. For instance, at the beginning we
had agree that the program would be conducted in Spanish, but after we
realized that not all of our students, nor Allana, were fluent in Spanish,
we often found ourselves trying to figure out how to approach the language
issue. Soon enough we found ourselves much more flexible with our original
strategies, and using the language that was most comfortable for the
student if the student wanted to express themselves in English or Spanish
the space was there for them to do so.
As facilitators our main goal was to form a sense a unity amongst
our students. Hence we strive to deal and challenge our preconceived ideas
and miseducation. Although, different age, class, gender, and nationality
dynamics were present in the project, I can testify mat after being
accepted and established Nuestro Teatro became the space where these
15 lines more (you've seen 64%)
Message 5/23 From Maricruz Badia
Page 4
>»5

accepted and established Nuestro Teatro became the space where these
students developed a sense of community. Many of our students are outcasts
of a mainstream school system that barely resembles them and their culture,
and in Nuestro Teatro they were able to find a space the belonged to them,
and only them. For that reason, our reward and gratification was the fact
that the children seamed proud of the work that they did in the project
I hope that with this brief summary of the course of Nuestro Teatro
I have been able to explain why I consider that the program was a success.
In me future I would like to see and be part of programs like these, where
our children are given the chance to be themselves, and to be empowered in a
space that makes them feel welcome and at home.
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APPENDIX I
RESEARCH THROUGH THE CHILDREN'S EYES
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appendix j
CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION FOR CHILDREN'S

T’fis is in recognition

PARTICIPATION

'aticm

ilZfafF

in Crofrr Xarm XLUmcntary Schot
oof

May 12,1999

Albina •Totman ^ r

^m

~

- Maricniz Xa/lia

‘Nana Mendoza Claudio
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appendix k
CONCLUDING WORDS

ncluding Words:
The sky is the limit!
I believe I can fly,
I believe I can touch the sky,
I think about it every night and
day.
Spread my wings and fly away...
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